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___BELFAST,
of

Baptist institutions of learning
was over
$33,000,000.At the general
meeting of the Institute of Mining Engineers in London May 25th the address of
President Longdon was devoted to a pessimistic review of the exhaustion of
British coal and iron.
He said the evidence all pointed to the fact that “50
years hence we shall be practically dependent upon the United States for cheap
coal, iron and steel, and our sons will find
an alliance w ith the United States for coaling our navy imperative.”.The discovery has been made that the legislature of
1897, in revising the Iowa code, unintentionally provided that hereafter Presidential
electors shall be chosen by the
Congressional districts instead of by the
State at large. The law as it stauds would
probably give the Democratic party two,
and perhaps three electors in the Presidential election of 1900.
The next legislature will undoubtedly restore the old
law. ..There is no more encouraging factor
in the present business situation than the
confidence and hopefulness of the cotton
manufacturers. They are doing good busiusss now ami expect it to contiuue
good
and improve.The reinsure being tightened considerably over the liquor dealers
of Boston.
They are now being obliged
to take thi ii
display of goods out of their
windows, on the ground that they interfere with a clear view of the bars from
the outside...Rear Admiral Schley’s
progress westward since lie left Omaha
has been a triumphal tour.
At every
tow n ou the line people stood in crowds
on the platforms,
eager to catch a glimpse
of him. lie appeared on the rear platform
and acknowledged their greetings. The
New York Senate, May 25th, by a vote of
30 to l>, passed the Corporation Franchise
Tax bill.
Three Democrats voted with
the Republican majority in favor of the
bill.
The Assembly passed the bill by a
vote of s7 to 32.At the annual meeting
of the Associated Press in Chicago, May
17, resolutions were passed indorsing the
movement for the purchase of a home in
Washington by public subscription for
Admiral Dewey.
All newspapers are autliorized to receive subscriptions, and no
large single contribution will be received.
It is hoped that the children of the country will become interested in this great
testimonial of the nation's regard for the
hero of Manila.An order received at
the Boston navy yard May 23 directs the
immediate construction of 39 boats, two
20 foot cutters and one whale boat for
each of the 13 topedo boat destroyers now
being constructed by various shipbuilders
along the Atlantic coast.It is reported
to be the intention of tlie Spanish
government to ask permission to remove the remains of the sailors from Cervera’s fleet
who died while in prison and are interred
at the Navy Yard in Kittery. It is
expected that if this is done Admiral Oervera
will be sent to superintend the removal...
Arrangements have been made with the
post office department by w hich the twin
screw steamship La Grande Duehesse will
be placed in service between Boston and
Halifax, commencing .Tune 10, reducing
the mai! time between Boston and Halifax
and the English provinces from 23 to IS
hours.The death of Rosa Bouheur, the
laiuuus auimai
paimer, is
suojeer ror
interest and sorrow in every land where !
“The Horse Fair" has been seen and admired.
The famous picture was painted
in lS'.io, twelve years after she had warn !
her lirst success at Bordeaux w ith the two
pictures, “Goats and Sheep" and’“Two!
Babbits."
“The Horse Fair” was in tlie
A. T. Stewart collection purchased by j
Cornelius Vanderbilt, and is now in the
Metropolitan Museum in New York. j
Senator Penrose of Pennsylvania has come
out in approval of the administration of
President McKinley and advocates his renomination.
The Senator declares that I
he will advocate the adoptiou of a plank
in the state Bepubliean platform to that j
effect—Former President Benjamin liarrison, who is acting as the legal represen- !
tative of Veuezuelas on the boundary i
1
commission, which meets in Paris on
June Id. has arrived in that cit..
The j
United States ambassador, General IB r- !
ace Porter, is arranging
for an interview
between President Loubet and Mr. Harriment
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Maine now has live
and Council having
gnized the right of Van Buren
confer degrees such as the
confer.
This college is ttie
Catholic institution at Van
Mistook county, in the midst
cv settled
by descendants of
■ms.
It has been prospering,
be
t"
especially strong in its
nf literature and language.
•
after one of the schools of
fits many young men for bedin atiou as priests.Rev.
'ey'll, pastor of the South
gational cliuich iu Augusta,
Haverhill, has been promiK-niination in Maine.
He
•«• moderator
"f the State
Bast year he was the preacher
in Brunswick.
He is a
Maine Missionary Society
:
Bible Society, has been
the Alumni Association
Theological Seminary, and
csulent of the Keunebec and
iiii>teis’ Association.The
h handles most.*f the Maine
B‘W York. Washington and
seems to he
determined to
irkets.
It is stated in the
ibune that the trust is drivi- nt
dealers out b\ making
a their customers at from lu
hundred, when the ruling
•li a little over IT cents.
It is
being sold in Washington
and red, in some instances at
rival sardine-packing syndi'•
ing a battle royal for the
; the market.
The New York
Advertiser says that the
inline company has made a
M"\ e in
inviting members of
<■ and retail
grocery trade to
the stock of the company,
them a personal interest in
goods of the company.The
and cherry crops of Maine are
ndangered by the caterpiller
h has appeared in certain secbers never before experienced.
whose fame has gone abroad
try crops, the worms have
pped the trees of their foliage
efforts made to exterminate
’here will be no fruit.The
mni of the Bangor Theological
ve organized an association
to hold regular sessions for
it.Capt. and Mrs. Henry
Bs of Bangor have been elected
f the society of Mayflower
m account of their
ancestry
Bradford and John Howland,
in the Mayflower.. tDr. Percy
of VVaterville has received a
ament at the Bridgeport, Conn.,
r a competitive examination
Bdgeport in which Yale, Cory Medical school and College
and Physicians of New York
Dr. Merrill is a native of
The U. S. Motor Carriage
as been
organized at Andover
pose of making and dealing in
motors or power carriages
a
capital stock of which $700
The officers are:
President,
phens of Rumford; treasurer,
* iencii of Andover.
Certificate
May 20, 1899.Dr. H. W.
Atlantic has compiled a history
Bland in Union river bay that is
Merest to all residents of that
he >ix judges of the law court
pitted their term at Augusta,
a to the National soldiers home
noon, where they were refrs.
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W a> 111 no ton Wiiisi* eiiixg*. The Washington correspondent of the London Morning Post says: “I am informed that the
statements that the state department officials have reported the Alaskan boundary

dispute

j'!"'1;1!
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large

of the talk will be a long time getting down
school population.
to the rural
Every
speaker tried to impress the audience with
something that would instruct and improve
the schools of Maine; and the State superintendent allowed the schools were in a deplorable condition. The principal of the
Castine Normal school thought there was too
much trashy literature and meaningless
reading matter in the schools. But the day
we attended they did not decide what their
course should be in view of the present prospect. It will take a long time for some of the
advanced view's to sift down to instruct in
the rural districts. In our sparcely settled
population very little if anything will ever
be known of what instructive lessons were
heard even in any county teachers meeting.
Generally speaking it don’t seem to be anybody's business in the rural districts what

Teachers’ Association.

party of teachers left Belfast Fri-

day morning, May 26th, on the steamer Castine, to attend a meeting of the Waldo
County Teachers’ Association in Winterport.
The weather was
perfect and the sail up the
river was
everything that could be desired.
Arriving at Winterport we were met by a
committee of teachers who escorted us to
the hall where the
meetings were held.
The morning session was
brief, but very
interesting. The meeting was called to
order by President H E. Ellis of Belfast.
After music by a
quartette, Rev. D.H. Piper
of
Winterport gave the Waldo County
teachers a very cordial address of welcome.
Mr. II. D. McLellan of Belfast
responded

briefly.
Miss Caroline W. Field of Belfast then
gave an able, interesting and practical talk
on “Some Aids and Methods in
the Teaching of Literature
This was followed by a

great things there are in store for schools
the rural towTus. But one thing is
known very quickly, and that is about
All the
resideuts
suspended schools.
in

business session, alter which the visitors were invited to a bountiful dinner in the
dining hall. The tables were very daintily
arranged and were presided over in a pleasing manner by young 1,idles from the Wiuterport High School
brief

a suspended district strangely and very
quickly lose their friends in school matters,
and coming hardships are in store for them.

in

not sure hut that some of this advance
about education and seeking after posimen and women is against
The afternoon session was called to order tions for the young
the rural farming population. Those who
by the President, who announced the several
get an education and deserve a positiou are
committees. A pleasing selection was rena part of the number that are seeking
dered by the orchestra, after which a Teach- only
after some easy position and about all want
ing exercise in arithmetic was given by Mr.
some city job. Ou.y three days ago a farmer,
A. O. Hall of Winterport.
after three week enquiring for a hired man,
A practical paper on Botany was given by
had to write to Prince Edward’s Island to
Miss Nellie I. Harvey of Castiue Normal j
That was only two miles from
get. a man.
School. A vocal solo was rendered by Miss
here, with probably regiments of loafers in
Wardwell of Winterport, after wb.eh a very
Waldo county. At these teachers' meetings
line paper on History in the Lower Grades
they ought, to impress on the minds of the
was presented by Miss Bertha I. Bird of Belteachers who go out that work is essential as
fast. A vocal solo was given by Miss Lord
well as nature studies, etc., for the pupils.
of Winterport, followed by au address, “Am
What is wanted is a general shaking up in
I my Pupils' Keeper?" by Miss Mary S.
this school business, and the parents must
Snow, Supt. of Schools, Bangor. Miss Snow
take more interest for their children someas usual delighted her audience with her
how.
I know', as well as others do, that the
eloquence cnd wit. Mr. Damon of Winter- rural
is considered a back numpopulation
port gave a vocal solo, which was followber among the great in authority, and about
ed by a pleasing address on “Teaching of
all the laws are made with a backspring if
English’’ by Prof. A. F. Richardson, PrinciThe tines,
you don’t come to the mark.
pal of Castiue Normal School.
Stale schools and mill tax are a standing
An interesting half hour was spent listenthreat for calamities all the time.
The
ing to State Superintendent W. W. Stetson,
population are tired of being bossed and
who answered the numerous queries addressed to him by members of the Associa- threatened about this new’ system, when the
money comes harder for taxes every year,
tion
The party then assembled outside and and more is wanted. But about the teachers' meeting.
It seem the good instruction
were photographed by a local artist.
given there that takes root in some teachers,
A bountiful supper was served in the
if she ever gets around to your district, and
dining hall.
The evening session was very pleasant. don't forget the most of it before she gets
Several selections were rendered by the there, she will be a daisy of a teacher, proorchestra. This was followed by an elo- | viding that she is made for teaching; and if
she is not she had better go out of the busiquent address by State Superintendent j
ness before she gets there.
I think now, as
Stetson.
At the close of the address an inthe law stands, the State had better assume
formal reception was held.
A pleasant
all the responsibility and take charge of the
hour was spent m social intercourse aud
schools wholly. For politics and favoritism,
were
served.
refreshments
dainty
or the one that runs the best, are generally
I lie Saturday morning session opened
j the ones chosen to look after schools in the
with prayer by Rev. C.P. Marshall of Franklittle towns. Over half the voters in town
fort.
After a musicial selection, State Supt. !
have no scholars.
Stetson again addressed the teachers.
His j
I

as

hopeless

is

absolutely

untrue.

Samuel

were

Savings

Banks.

The semi-annual statement of Bank
aminer Timberlake, just issued, makes
couraging readiug for Maine people.
covers

to

the six months from October 29.

-.

1

j
|
j

A j
interesting and practical
The Belfast Schools.
violin solo was rendered in a pleasing manafter
Mr
X.
of
which
J.
Henderson
Her,
The graduating class <>f the Belfast High
Winterport read a paper on Preparation j
school have completed their essays and befor Pligli School." An excellent paper on j
first part of
rehearsing Monday. 1
“Primary Reading” was given by Miss gan
the program is to consist a series of essays
Alberta Wadsworth of Belfast.
o.i the Greeks, and the remaining time will
A business session was then held, and the |
betaken up with a debate; subject, “Shall
following .M'ticers elected for the ensuing ;
corporal punishment be abolished'”
year: S. C. Thompson, President, Winter-;
Superintendent Brick made Ins monthly
port: Dr. Webber, Vice President, Monroe:
Grace A. Lord, Secretary, Belfast: Grace E.
report, which was accepted. He stated that
talk

was most

Walton,

Treasurer,

Belfast

lie has

Executive

ported
port,

m

the

next session \v.

early

1

at

be Sears-

autumn.

of the Association were
the following resolutions,

expressed

in

which

unanimously adopted:

were,

April 29,

1899.

A

gainjof nearly $1,800,000

The superintendent was
advertise for bids for fuel and
transportation. The question of new U. S.
histories, spellers ami Latin readers was
referred to the committee on text hooks.

graduating class.
instructed to

Whereas the present meeting of the Waldo
County Teachers’ Association has been one
of unprecedented interest and profit to all
of its members, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the grateful thanks of this
association be tendered to the hospitable

The sale of the school house in the Perkins
was proposed and the Superintendent was instructed to investigate as to the
title, and the method of disposing of the
property. Adjourned to the next regular
district

shares.
Mark Twaiu and Francis

Joseph.

Emperor Francis Joseph
Twain” (Mr. Samuel L.
audience this afternoon.

Vienna, May
received "Mark
Clemens) in special
25.

meeting.
The regular meeting of the Belfast school
committee was held Monday evening, with
a lull attendance, Chairman Howard presiding. The committee on teachers reported,
recommending that the present teachers be
re-elected with salaries the same as last year.
The report was accepted and the teachers
were subsequently elected, and salaries fixed
in accordance with the report.
Following is
the list of teachers and salaries: Yearly
salaries—Hugh J). McLellan, principal,High,
$1,000; Caroline W. Field, assistant, High;
$500; Ellen D. Townsend, assistant, High;
$500; Herbert E. Ellis, principal, Upper
Grammar, $750; Grace A. Lord, grade 8,
Upper Grammar, $425; Mary H. Mason,
grade 7, Lower Grammar, $375; Bertha I.
Bird, grade G, Lower Grammar, $375; Lizzie

Hall, grade 5,.Central Intermediate, $350;
Alma A. Tilton, grade 4, Central Intermediate, $325; Juliett A. Wiggin, principal,
grade 5, South Intermediate, $385; Ida B.
Carter, grade 4, South Intermediate, $300;
Alberta Wadsworth, grade 2, South Prim-

S.

Hugh D. McLellan, Miss Caroline W.
Field, Miss Elleu I). Townsend, H. E. Ellis,
Miss Grace A. Lord, Miss Mary H. Mason,
Miss Bertha I Bird, Mrs. Lizzie S. Hall,
Miss Alma A. Tilton, Miss Juliett A. Wiggin, Miss Ida B. Carter, Miss Alberta Wadsworth, Miss Grace E. Walton, Miss Lulie
Putnam, Miss Ida F. Roberts, Miss Sadie A.
Russ, Miss Edith M. Ladd, Miss Ethel E.
Thomas, Miss Edith II. Thomas, Miss Mamie
Woodbury, Miss Annie L. Chaples, Miss
Mabel Brown, Mrs. Abbie L. Moody, Mrs.
ent:

$300; Grace E. Walton, principal, grade
North Primary, $325; Ida F. Roberts,
grade 1, North Primary, $300. Sadie A. Russ,
principal, Grammar, Head of Tide, $350;
Edith M. Ladd, primary, Head of Tide, $250;
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, music, $385.
Weekly
salaries—Ethel E Thomas, principal, Grammar, Brick, $9 50: Edith II. Thomas
primary, Brick, $G00; Mamie Woobury. White,
$8 00; Annie L. Chaples, City point, $0 00;
Mabel Brown, Poor’s Mills, $G 00; Abbie L.
Moody, Hayford, $7 00; John McLellan,
Pitcher, $8 00; Mrs. Samuel Adams, Board
Laudiug, $7.00.
ary,

3,

Samuel Adams, John McLellan.
There were also present Misses Myrtle
Mitchell and Grace Hall, Belfast young ladies who are teaching in Morrill.

among the number, and Winterport is
banner town for good cooks and good

When

prominent Bucksport man was in
a reporter asked him if
done to secure the murderer of Sarah Ware.
“Not a day goes by,” was the reply, “that
something is not done along this line. You
don’t see anything about it. That is part of
the plan.
We don't want anybody to know
what we are up to. But gradually we are
more
and more evidence, that is
collecting
slowly but surely weaving into a web
about the man who killed Sarah Ware. I
think I know who did the deed. I think I
know others who know, too.”
a

Bangor last week,
anything was being

the
en-

Some extra fine and new
talk, very instructive and every word true,
w?s from the superioteudent of schools in
Bangor, Miss Mary S. Snow. The teaching
exercise in arithmetic by A. O. Hall of
Winterport, with a class attendiug, was
business iu the right direction. Miss Caroline W. Field and Miss Bertha I. Bird of Belfast were both instructive. But a good deal

Honoring

the Nation’s Dead.

exercise

The services of Memorial Sunday before
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R
were
held at the Baptist church, and although the
weather was stormy the house was well
filled. The platform and pulpit were neatly
and

appropriately decorated. A large flag
hung behind the pulpit, and a smaller one
served as an altar-cloth. Red, white and
blue buntiug with stars, hung on the front
of the platform, and there was a very tasteful arrangement of flowers, ferns, palms, etc.
The Grand Army Post was escorted to the
church by the Sons of Veterans, seats being
reserved in the centre of the church for
these two bodies and for the Relief Corps
and Ladies’ Aid Society.
The order of service was as follows:
Organ Voluntary.
Scripture Invitation.
Do xo logy.
Lord's Prayer.
Hymn, ”0 Day of Rest and Gladness.”
Responsive Reading, Psalm 63.
Anthem, “There is a Laud Pure Delight,”

Protheroe

Scripture Reading.
Prayer.
“Tender Shepherd,”
Response,
Clark
Offering and Invoked Blessing.
Hymn, “Come, Thou Almighty King.”
Sermon by the Pastor to the Thomas H. Marshall Post, No. 42, G. A. R.
Zachariah 1:4—Meu of the Present.

Prayer.
Quartette, “I would love Thee.”

Benediction.
The pastor, Rev. R. T. Capeu, gave a forcible sermon. He paid a deserved tribute to
the deeds of the veteraus of the war of 18615, and their predecessors of the Revolution,
and enforced the thought that we are not to
live in the past, but iu the present and for
the future. The men of 1776 and 1861 did
their full duty, but they thus gave those who
were to come after them other duties which
must be fulfilled.
The meu of to-day have
duties and obligations fully as important as
those of the former generation. We cannot

uponjthe deedsjof our fathers,or on what
ourselves have done in the past; we must
not look for our inspiration to the dead,
although they did a great and noble work,
but we must look to God for guidance and
strength for present duties.
rest
we

MEMORIAL

DAY.

Tuesday,
rains
noon,

May 60tli, opened with light
and thick fog, but it cleared about
so
that at. 2 o’clock, the time the

was to start, the weather was
there had been just rain enough
to lay the dust and make marching comfortable.
The banks, library, schools, and public
offices were closed during the day. The

procession
warm

aud

manufacturing establishments were shut
down,except the shoe factory, which worked
during the forenoon. The stores were
closed from 1 to 4 p. in., and the post office
was open only to receive and distribute the
the mails. Flags on all the public buildings
and at many private residences were at liaifmast throughout the day.
The afternoon exercises were carried out in
The
every detail, and with perfect success.
procession formed on Church street in front
of Memorial Hall, the
right resting on
Market street, and was made up as follows:

Marshal, S. J. Gurney.
Aid, Co». Elmer Small.
Police oil horseback.
Belfast Band
W. H. Sauborn,
Drum Major; Don 0. Robbins, Color Bearer
A. E Clark Camp, Sons of
Veterans—Orrm J Dickey, Captain.
Thomas 11.
Post,
G. A. R.,Robert Waterman, Commander.
U>-v. A A. Smith, acting
—

Marshal]

Chaplain ;n carriage.
I.
Canton Pallas, P. M
0 E., L. T. Shales, Commandant.
Belfast Division, l' II.
lv of P.
F. H. Welch. Captain
Thomas II. Marshall Relief Corps in buckboards.
A. E. Clark Ladies’ Aid Society in buckO.

—

hoards.

Disabled veterans, m carriages.
City Government, in carriage.
Citizens in carriages.

From Queen to President.
Washington, May 25 The President this
evening received the following cablegram
from Queen Victoria in response to his message of congratulation:
Windsor, May 25. The President of the

first day.

j

U nited States:
I am deeply touched by the words of your
telegram of congratulation. From my heart
I thank you and the American people for
the sentiments of affection and good will
therein expressed.
(Signed)
V. R. I.

consisted of
recitation, singing and marching, and at its close each deposited a wreath upon the evergreen mound.
In response to an encore the young ladies

Arriving at the cemetery the procession
formed a liol low square around the Memorial lot,over which the Stars and Stripes Moat
ed at half-mast and a large mound of dowers

was

Dead.”

built, inscribed “Our Unknown
The exercises were as follows:

Opening services,
Pleyel’s Hymn,

Post

Commander

Belfast Band.

Rev A. A. Smith
Prayer,
“Festival of the Dead,”
Post Commander
Decorating the mound to the Unknown
dead. Officer of the Day, A. I. Conant
Salute to the dead,
by the Veterans
TLe Palms,
Faure
Belfast Baud.
Rev. A. A. Smith
Benediction,
The procession then re-formed and marched hack down Main street to Congress, to
Miller, to Cedar, to Pearl, to Church, to
Hall, where parade was dismissed.
Grove Cemetery never looked more beautiful than it did on this Memorial day.
The
avenues are all nicely kept, the lots well
cared for and many closely trimmed, and
dowers everythere was a profusion of
where.
The graves of the veterans were
each marked by a neat iron marker surmounted by a small dag, aud graves of the
members of the Relief Cor os each bore tlie
society’s marker decorated with red, white
and blue ribbon.
Among the more beautiful decorations
were dowers on the lot of William J. Dennett, who came from Boston to decorate
the last resting place of his dead. There
were two large bouquets of callas, roses aud
Memorial

small white dowers, with backgrounds of
foliage, and a basket of handsome red, white
and yellow dowers and green leaves.
At six o'clock the Post anil Relief Corps
served an excellent supper iu Memorial Hall
which was largely patronized and highly enThe Belfast Opera House was well lilied
The decorations
at the eveniug exercises.
were simple,yet patriotic, and consisted of a

large dag at the
speaker’s desk,

less.
Post Commander W. H.
read the following
ROLL

OF

Black, Henry.
Brackett, Rufus E.
Bray, James.
Bray, George W.
Brewster, Lewis.
Brier, Eben F.
Brier, Francis E.
Brown, Charles.
Brown, Joshua L.
Brown, Josiali G.
Bruce, John ().
Bruce, Samuel .1.
Bncklin, Herbert L.
Bncklin, Wm. 1).
Bncklin. John.
Burgess, Daniel E.
Burgess, George Y.
Burgess, George W.
Burgess, Tolman Y.
Burgess, Wm. Austin.
Burgin, Chessabrook.
Bnrd, Samuel F.
Cain, Arthur 1*.
Carter, Americus.
Carter, Preston J.
Cates, Jediah C.
Clark, Job.
Clark. Jos. ph E.
Clements, C. H.
Clements. Ezra C.
Coburn, Eben.
Collins, Charles C.
Cottrell, J. T.
Cottrell, J. W.
Cousins, John H.
Cox, George.

a

Grand Army, Sons of Veterans and the ladies’ societies had reserved seats in the centre of the hall.
The exercises opened with “Tone Pictures
North and South,” by the Belfast Band,followed by the reading of the general orders by
the Adjutant,M. C. Dilwortli. The Post gave
the salute to the dead, and Commander Waterman read the
addres^,* of welcome. The
band played a brief selection of patriotic
and Rev. R. T. Capen offered prayer.
pretty feature of the occasion was
the singing by ten little girls under the direction of Miss Lillian
The
Spinney.
airs

A very

Joseph Williamson.Esip.was
last

Dyer, Alpheus.
Dyer, Fred H.

Fames, Frank P.
Eastman, Israel G.
Eldridge, R. G.
Ellis, Franklin A.
Fills. 11. ra.-e F.
Emerson, «Alvin.
Erskine, William M.
Emmons, Everett
I ari'iw, 1 11.anas J
Forbes, Random
Fowler, Willard It.
Fuller, Sila> M.
Gardner, \\ m. H.
Garland, Mark.
(Jay, Edmund.
Gilbert. Fitz W.
(tiles, Charles.
Gilbreth. David.
Gilbreth. John T.
Gilbreth, s muel G.
t.ilman. Alonzo M.
(■ ilman. F.
Gilim-re, Charles T.
<;liuden, Frank.
Gordon. Jason.
Gray, John.
«; reer, a ndrew.
(. rei

i.

Gilev.

Guptill, L. IF

II at re. Roswell.
Hall, Allan L.

Hall. Augustine F.

Haney. Cliarles W.
Harmon, Beni. F
Harriman. Joseph W.

Moore, Albion K. I*.
•Moore, N. J.
Moore, <diver G.
Mudgetr. Andrew G.
Murch, Charles A.

Roberts, Daniel .1.

Robinson, Arthur W.
Robinson, Alonzo.

Robinson, George W.

Rogers. Fred A.
Rowe, Harrison.
Rowe. William.
Sawyer, John K.
Scanlan, James.

Shepherd. Flhrulge.

Jackson, James E.
Johnson, Horace.

Johnson, Ralph.
Johnson. Wm.

A.

M.

Jones, Pliney
Kelley, L. A.
Kendall, Warren.

Kimball, David S.
King, William J.
Knowles, Constantine.
Lane, John K.
Lane, Samuel S.
Larrabee, Simeon H
Lewis, George W.
Lindsey, Edwin.
Linscott, James E.
Littlefield, Charles M.
Lothrop, Sumner P.
Lowe, Fred J.

Brown went to Cauiden last
visit of a few days.

a

Mrs. Esther Carter left
Saturday morning
visit relatives in Massachusetts.

to

Miss

Willy Grout

Thursday for

a

went to

visit of

a

Portland
few weeks.

last.

Hon. K. W. Ellis of Embdeu was in Belfast, a few days last week on business.
Mrs. Fannie (Ulmer) Smith ,,f Rockland
visited friends in Belfast the past week.
Horatio Spicer arrived last
Thursday from
Malden, Mass w here he spent the w nter.
C. B. Hall
week

on

was

in

business.

Boston

Miss

a

few days last

Hail|accompanied

Mrs.

him.

Maude E Mathews returned asf
from a short visit in Massachu-

Thursday
setts.

Abyrurn Merrithew arrived in Belfast Sat
ttrday, after spending the winter in South
Boston.
Mr.

and Mrs. W. A. Clark arrived Satur

day morning from Florida, where they spent
the winter.

Mrs. Jos. S. Thumbs arrived home last

Thursday from the West, where she spent

the winter.

Sherman G. Swift left for Boston
Saturday
attend the spring meet of the Massactnisetts Division, L. A. W.

to

Mrs. John A. Mace of
Brunswick, who has
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. A. J.
Morrison, returned home Monday.
Miss Eva Sprague arrived home
Saturday
from Boston, where she has been
employed
during the winter and

spring.

Ernest E. Burgess w'as at home a few
days
tile past week from
Arlington, Mass., where
he is employed in the
House.

Mr. h.Morey and farnilt
arrived,here Wednesday evening. May iMth.by special car and
went to Castine,,n their
steam yacht Princess.

Shuman. .John F.

Sleeper S. A.
Smalley, astanus M.

Smart, Hollis
Smith, diaries ('.
Smith. Joseph B.
Speed. Wil iam F.
Spinks. < diaries.
St ui key < «cirge L.
Sterns.' John Y.
Stephenson, A J.

C.

( has.
>

>.

Stickney. Alonzo H.
Sweeney. 1 tennis.
Sweeney John.
Sylvester Eug< »
Sylvester, (ii*o. \V.
Sylvester. William.
Tenney. L. S.
|
Thompson, J. B.
Thompson. Tiim>thy.
Thorndike, Timothy.

Mrs, Charles S. Pearl and Miss
Emma S
Pearl of Bangor spent a few
days in Belfast,
lad week, guests of Mr. and Mrs. char'es
If
field.
Mr. and Mrs. John A Mace and
two children of Portland visited Mr. M \s
sister, MrsAmbrose ,T. M u-risen, a few
days the pastweek.

Frank 0.Smith and Dr. W. c.
Lihny went
Lewiston last Thursday to dtend a :
“K ot K< ra Ten p -, Nohles
I sth
Shrine.

to

Mrs. Cora Mh- kwe
Bncknam
'titer, M i-- arrived last ‘J
a guest of Mr. and Mrs r. B
Had

Toothaker. John A.
Tripp. Rufus.
Trundy, Hiram W.

:

Wi-r-

Mr. and Mrs. A. M
p, -,„lS tn,l sou F
gene returned Tn.-sd.iy evening frou.
visit
:u Moutville and 1 ihem
.,.
I,
,,
impanit-d hj their little u
Mi-Hi,wes

Anson.

George F.
Joseph B.

A aruum.

Walker

Hutchins, Frank.

Mrs. A. I.

roe.

Wadsworth. Charles.
Wales, John, Jr.

Ingalls, Enoch.

was

Arlington

Shales, Wm '1'.
Shaw. Alpheus.
Shaw, Joseph.
Shaw, William.
Sheldon, Ford.
Shepherd. Albert.

•Stephenson,

Bangor.

John Strattard and
grand-daughter, Miss
Edna Lincoln, returned from
Natick, Mass.,
,ast
Thursday to spend the summer in Mon-

Scott, Leroy s.
Severance, F. F

Stevens, William

in

Charles F. Parks of Bradford, N. H.,
Belfast last week on business.

in

Luce, Albert S.

Maddocks, Alex. H.
Maddocks, Daniel R.
Maddocks, Ephraim.
Marshall, Thomas H.
Mathews, Adelphus B.
Mason, .James <
Mayo, Nelson X.
McColley, Augustus.
Melody. Michael.
Merrithew, Alnal C.
Michaels, George.
Michaels, Samuel.
Miller. (Jeorge.
Miller, Sheridan F.
miluken, John i-.
Mixer, Jackson.
Monroe, Nahum 1\
.Moody, .James B.

Haugh, Henry

A.

a

Mrs A. A. Carleton is
spending the week
with her sister in Hallowed.

Friday for

Hart, Aim '/.<< S.
♦Haske 1, ('has. F.

Hurd, Augustus

Frankfort

business.

on

day with friends

Lowney, Axel J.

•Trusseil,

in

few days

Lee Patterson and Osborn Lord
spent Sun-

HONOR:

Tufts,

Thursday

a

E. S. Pitcher returned
Saturday from
brief business trip to Boston.

Clifford then

Myrick, Stephen.
Newbert, Andrew.
Newell, Robert 1.
Nickerson, Aaron W.
Nickerson, Edwin.
O’Connell, John.
Parker, Augustus A.
Patterson, Alexis G.
Patterson, Frank.
Patterson, Henry A.
Patterson, Isaac.
Patterson, John C.
Patterson, Robert O.
Paul, Edgar.
Payne. Miller.
Pendleton, Lewis W.
Pillsbury, John M.
Piper, Charles B.
Piper. James R.
Poor, Hollis M. A.
Pottle, William.
Pottle, William F.
Crosby, George.
Prince, Isaac.
Crosby, Wm. "Henry.
Cullnan, Michael.
Ouimby, Albert.
Cullnan, William.
Ouinlan, Richard.
Cunningham, Cornelius. Rankiu, Walter B.
Cunningham, Henry W. Reardon, Michael.
Rickards, Emery.
Cunningham, J. W.
Richards. Sylvaiius.
Daniels, Thomas M.
Rideout, William F.
Darby, Isaac II.
Davis, Edgar B.
Ripley, Charles.
Rolihjns .Jantpa
Day, George E.
Dean, James E.
Dickerson, Frank W.
Doe. William D.
Doran, John.
Dorsey, Michael.
Downes, Daniel.
Drink water. Alonzo J.
Dunbar, G. F.
Dunbar. Wm M.
I mnnells. John B.

Bangor.

in

Ben Hazeltine was in Bosten
the past week on business.

The Roll of Honor of Thomas II. Marshall Post now contains 278 names, 7 of
which have been added since Memorial
Day
last year. Following is the Roll of
Honor,
the names marked with a *
being those
added during the past year.
Adam, Scott.
Allyn, Wm. B.
*Bagley. Alonzo.
Baker, Albert.
Baker, Charles.
Baker, Edward.
Bartlett. Joseph V.
Bean, Andrew L).
Bean, 11. M.
Beckwith, Martin W.

and Mrs. Joseph McKeeu spent Sun-

Mr.

day

ticipants were Misses Winnie Sanborn,
Maude Herrick, Nellie Hall, Flora Rich,
Sadie Seavey, Ethel Savery, Florida Carrow
Alice Crosby, Stella Black, Mildred McAnd-

...

A

Walkci. Solomon.
Warren. Napoleon B.
Waterman, Alfred !'.
Waterman. A If red T.
AA aterimm. Augustus.
•Webber, David.
AAVt b.AVingl w H.
AA'cst. Amos
West. Daniel J.
AA’est. Darnel K.
AA\ st, (ieorge AA'.
White, George O.
AVhite. John A.
Whitman. Isaiah J.

John V
Ivin:Pali, i-isii arrived 1 me
from Hock laud Saturday t spend the si in
mer with his father, D. J.
..all at the
Head of the Tide.
Heo,

A.

Thursday

gnimhy went
to take part

in

t.

organ

Portland last.
-.ng

a

Maine

State branch of the National Assoi iiitiou of
Local Fire Insurance Agents.

AVhitmore, George.

Kev. J. E C. Sawyer, editor ofjthe NorthChristian Advocate. Syracuse, V V a
former pastor of the Beacon street

AA'iiitmore, James.
AA’ilson. Augustus J.
•AA'ilsou, Jame> A.
AA'i.sou I esse A
AYilson. Jones F.
AYilson. John.
Winslow, Nathan S.
Wit ham, Samuel.
AVood. Stillman.
Woods, Charles A.
Wooster, Amos B.
Worthing, C. F.
Wyman. Frederick H.
Young, A. M.
Young. Ezra.
Young. George S.
Young, John.

ern

Bath, preached

that church

at

He

last

church,
Sunday.

was on his way to
Searsport., where he
delivered the address Memorial Day.
Amos demerit went to the Seaside II< us»*

at

Seal

Harbor,

Mr.

Desert, last Tuesday for
expects his first guests Saturday. Mrs. dement is now there superintending the muse cleaning, blit will return to Belfast :n a few days to remain until
Mrs. Oscar Hatch recited the stirring and ; the
schools close.
patriotic selection, “Our army of the dead,"
Miss Lucy B. Parker and Warren P.
a
followed by selection by tlie Band,
The Memorial address was by Rev, A. A. Hooper of Castine were united in utarr.age
Thursday evening at 8.HO at the residence of
Smith of the Universalist church, who openthe bride’s mother, Mrs. J. H. Parker. Rev.
ed with prophetic quotations from and a
H. H. Woude officiated.
There was a large
tribute to the true greatness of Abraham
Lincoln. A typical rail-splitter of the West, attendance of relatives and friends. The
house was prettily decorated with plants
Lincoln was a true-born leader of men. The
and evergreens for the occasion.
heroes of that day, from Lincoln,
the

season.

Ht

Phillips,

“I

Garrison, Lowell and other leaders to the

great leaders on both sides command our respect. Each fought for what he considered
the right. The hatreds engendered by the
struggle between slavery and freedom are
now happily passed and the shadows of war
are over.
A united people can admire the
con-age and valor alike of Grant, of Sherman, of Sheridan, of the Lees, of Wheeler,
and of all who took part in that struggle. The
suggestion for the governtnen to care for
the graves of the Confederate dead may
have been ill-timed, but it was commendable for its fraternity. Both sides had their

assassin.

had

But in Lincoln’s death freedom
and nobler birth. Slavery and

a newer

falsehood are not yet dead, hence we should
each resolve that those who fell for freedom
shall not have died in vain. The exercises
closed with “America” by the Band and audience, and the benediction by Rev. R. T.

Capen.
Confidence in McKinley’s Policy.
Tehee Haute, May 26. Resolutions of
confidence in the Philippine policy of the
administration was adoted by the Indiana
G. A. R. convention in this city, yesterday.
The resolutions “condemn all utterances
from any source whatever, which have a
tendency to create dissatisfaction or discontent among our sailors or to invite insurrection or rebellion among the natives or inhabitants of our recently acquired possessions.”

joined the Odd Fellows

48 years ago.'
Ziba Simmons of Union the
other day, “and at the time there were over
70 members of the order in the
lodge to
which I belonged. I went to Washington
the other day to attend the funeral of the
last surviving member f the
at the
remarked

boyand the private in the ranks.felt
the inspiration of the hour and dared tc do
their full duty. They were patriots because
they dedicated themselves to Freedom. The
drummer

sacrifices, but the North had the greatest,
when, at the close of the conflict, its great
the leader was laid low
by the bullet of the

small one over
a mound of evergreen
in
front, and stacks of arms at each side. The
Belfast Band escorted the Grand Army and
Sous of Veterans to the Opera House. The
officers of the Post and the clergy occupied
seats on the stage, and the members of the
rear,

PERSONAL.
Mrs. Mary A. Libby is spending the week
m Detroit.

sang "Ked White, and Blue,” in which they
were assisted by Miss Rena Black.
The par-

Hawkins, Aurelius.
Hayes, ( harles \\
Heath, William S.
The line of march was up Church street Mersey,
Samuel S.
Hinds. Presentr D.
to junction of High street, down High to
Hodsdoti, t red A.
to junction of High and Church, up Church
Hollis, Rolue F.
Holt, ('harles W.
to Grove, up Grove to Congress, over ConHoward, A doitiram J.
I
gress to Main, up Mam to Grove Cemetery. [ Huntoon, W <

joyed.
The Ware flurder.

tertainments. It required some good instruction and good talk to repay the ladies
of Winterport for their efforts to provide for
the large number. Our visit was only on
the

of the revis-

truancy law for distribution where needed.
He reported a marked improvement in
the work of the pupils, the number who are
to be conditioned being 50 per • ent. less
than last year. Voted that Chairman Howard present the diplomas to the High school

Committee, Rev. C. P. Marshall. Fraukport:
Bertha I. Bird, Belfast, Mrs. Ayer, Liberty.
The Committee on Place of Meeting rethat the

procured printed copies

ed

Our Prospect correspondent writes : “Prospect teachers were out in force at the teacher's meeting in Winterport last Friday. Besides the teachers the town superintendent
Exand committee men and the drivers of teams
eu- i
teachers were all finely entertainIt carrying
1898 ed and feasted on the best. The writer was

shown in the savings hanks deposits. Of
this amount about $1,000,000 comes from dividends credited to depositors’ accounts.
The gain thus shown in six months is nearly half a million dollars in excess of the
total gain in the entire preceeding year.
There is also shown a gain in the periotf
covered by the statement of nearly a million
dollars in the deposits of the trust and bankassoing companies. The loan and building
ciation show a loss in resources of about
of
$21,000, but this is due to the retirement

am

talk

“Both President McKinley and Secretary
people of Winterport for the generous manHay hope that Sir Julian Pauucefote will j ner
in which their homes have been thrown
return to Washington with such instrucopen, and their best freely offered to us;
tions from Lord Salisbury as will insure
That thanks are especially due to the supthe speedy settlement of the matter.”
erintendent of the Winterport schools, Mr.
.Practically all the work of the war S C. Thompson, for exceedingly good geninvestigation commission in preparing for eralship, and the personal interest lie has
welfare of every member;
publication the testimony taken by that had in the
testify our hearty appreciation of
body, together with its report, has been theThat we serving
which we have had from
pretty
completed except the printing, and the the members
of the Winterport High school;
civilian employes have been given notices
That we wish musicians, both those who
of their discharge.
The expenses thus have rendered vocal and instrumental music,
far incurred have almost entirely abto know that we have greatly enjoyed the
sorbed the special allotment from the excellent entertaiument. which they have
*ou,uuu.uuu emergency war appropriation, rendered us;
That we rentier ntung acKnowieugment
set aside for the commission, so there are
of the efficient way in which our capable ofno funds immediately available with which
ficers have performed their duties;
to do the printing.President McKinley
That we earnestly express our gratitude
has issued orders creating a system of to the State superintendent, to Prof. Richauditorships or Cuba, Porto Rico and the ardson, to Miss Snow and to Miss Harvey
Philippines, each separate, yet their gov- for their instructive and inspiring words to
ernment the same.
He has decided that us;
That copies of these resolutions be spread
the islands shall be kept autonomous with
the records and printed in the Bangor
all their affairs under the diiect control of upon
Commercial, the Bangor News and The Rethe Governor Generals.... Admiral Dewey
publican Journal, Belfast.
cables that he will stop at various places
Respectfully submitted.
ou
the way and will reach New York
Bertha I. Bird,
Committee
about October 1st.
on
Grace E. Walton,
J. W. Farrar,
) Resolutions.
The following Belfast teachers were presFish and Game.
Sumner Rowe and

The Maine
The Governor of Jamaica,
W. L. Hemming,has receiv’? a tions
from the Secretary of
■> the
Colonies, Mr. Joseph Chamto send two
delegates from the
‘'me to
Washington, there to meet
from London, for the pur""UHtion
t
amferring with the State Depart11 Die whole
subject of Jamaica’s
‘nb
reciprocity with the United
The Americau Baptist EducaNinety opened its eleventh annual
-San Francisco May 24tli, Rev.
brownson, President of California
presiding. Rev. H. L. Moore',e
corresponding Secretary, prethe report of the Executive Board.
'overt that in ten
years $1,100,000 had
to about 40 institutions in 29
8
a.n^ the Maritime Province of Can.^err B. Tupper of Philadelphia
'<(1
an address that the total endow-

A

County

The sentiments

son.

arrested for alleged
Kiug
illegal fishing in a stream which empties
into Great pond, Belgrade.
A question
has arisen whether they were fishing in
the stream or the lake itself.
If in the
latter they were breaking no law.
Commissioner Carleton visited tlie locality
Friday and looked over the territory.
Fish Warden Abner Johnson of Bath
caught the first mackerel of the season
morning in his pond at Small
Bov. Allen,
making a trip Thursday
it
There was only one, and
various departments of that Point.
This is
weighed nearly two pounds.
A feature of the afternoon
rather early in the season for mackerel
it, which was enjoyed by the
well as the judges.The and fishermen say there is every indication for a lively season ahead.The
-ianite works company will at
at Lake Auburn was excellent
•n
two crews of workmen, | fishing
during the past week. Among the catches
■ms better times for 11 alio well,
of
fish
was a 10-pound salmon by D.
big
it the sheds has been at low ebb
E. Parlin of Auburn, and a 4 1-2-pound
Dine, and many men have been
trout by F. O. Sargent of Boston.
ployment in conquence.

it us

Waldo

NUMBER 22.

Mr

«

time I entered.

lodge

makes a man feel old to
look hack upon this."
Mr. and Mrs. Geo P. Fi> d arrived Saturday from Boston. Monday Mr. Field chartered the steamer Castine i r a trip to Islesboro. Landing at Ryder's Cove, Mr amt
It

Field and Mr. and Mrs. C. |H
Field
a
biu kboard ride to Turtle Head uni
other points of interest on the island. On
the return the Castine came
through Gilkeya
Harbor.
Mrs.

took

j

|

At a banquet recently given in St. Paul to
Senator C. K. Davis, one of the addresses
was made by
Congressman F. C. Stevens,
who discussed “The Federal interests in the
Northwest.*’ His speech was reported in
full and a double column portrait was printed in the next morning's issue of the St.
Paul Pioneer Press. Mr. Stevens is a Bangor boy, a brother of Dr. John Stevens formerly of Belfast, and a nephew of the late

J. W. Frederick.
There were several joyful households in
Vinalhaven last Thursday when the boy a
arrived home from Manila. They all enjoyed the trip ou the good ship Grant, ami
brought home many curios and souvenirs.
Among the noon arrivals were J. Fred
Greene, Will Lane, Ernest Talbot, ami
Clifton Coombs. Ernest Smith arrived on
the afternoon boat. Eugene Landers went
down east from Rockland to visit his parents,
and several stopped at New York and other
places en route, looking for|employment.j

The Wheat Crop.

Our School Laws.

Fish and Game. The Belgrade lakes
developing into famous fishing
grounds. Many splendid catches have
been made at Great pond of late.
H. W.
Golder of Augusta took four large trout
and two dozen bass, F. A. White and
Nathan Weston four trout, the largest
weighing 3 3 4 pounds; Harry Reid, three
of between three and four pounds each;
Gen. John J. Richards aud I). K. Libby,
two, the largest a five-pounder.
Many
other fine strings have been captured.
“To save the lobster from extermination,
pass a law against canning aud another
against shipping them out of the State and
you'll do more than in any other way,”
said a lobster fisherman the other day.
At a hearing in Foxcroft, recently, by
Fish and Game Commissioners Carleton
and Oak, it was decided to close Ship
Pond stream and these other streams to
are

To

Editor

the

TnE

of

^

ns mis

Journal:

There recently appeared in one of the
papeis of this State a severe criticism of

The

to

Having waited in hopes that the

readers to

portant bearing upon school
There is

saying,true

a

unpleasant

an

truth

never

doubt,

that

should be

told

i

some

result therefrom.
I appreciate the work of our schools
under the old law and acknowledge the

they

fact that

have been

changes

school

so

had

had

What does your doctor say?
“You are suffering from im-

its

pure blood.”

serious
in

our

reduced

the

What is his

remedy?

would be

than

the

ing

good

so

schools

have

1

J
I
(

of

there has
of

nor

always been

a
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even
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This is

emits.
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h school
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son

leofn
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is

It

1 ut.

>ui.

natural

ink that their

just

or
-ers

well

as

daughter.

say

as

*d

candidate.

In

ii

to

;

Fhe

take

girl

better

their

advantages

there is

no

lack t he

actual in-

in tlic cost of

Personal

by it,

if

they

precedence

ed

it

!d ruts

kecj
into.

t<>

than

they

The Kind You Have

do to get cat of them onto a
The only remedy for this
study of -lie true conditions,

hem.er road.
dies
w

in

icii

a

will

tlie

arouse

Signature

its

re

adoption

1

the

Thinks

the columns of The Journal that
greatest benefit to be derived from

through
the

■

equal

school privileges
■! .id
scholars in any given town.
Kxlienee has proven the claim true, for,

forcing

higher prices.
price

per bus.
72 6c.
80.8c.
58.1c.

that

Value of crop.

HGi-i>

$310,602,539
428,547,121

392,770,320
last year the

in the ever memorable year 1891,
when the farmers worked by moonlight.
The money return was, bower er, much

Always Bought

smaller,

last

year’s

crop

being

v

valued

$120,000,000 below that of 1891.
This
difference is easily accounted for. At the
earlier date there

McKinb'y

and Hobart
I denominated.

Should

Defender’s Mast

I

with
i
housework.

short crops abroad,
while last year the wheat crop of the
world ran up to the extremely high total

with Platt.
In*

of

2,879,000,000

were

bushels.

Damaged by Caterpillars.
!

(

The

UP

^mauan^
killing'll

reaped

\pple

Crop This Season Will he a
Small One According to Present Imlica- !

I

lions.

The Maine Farmer of last week pre- i
ted a review of the fruit situation in |
Maine to May 22, compiled from returns j
secured from special correspondents in
every county of tiie State. When the on
put of the orchards of the State in bearing
years is considered, the loss sure to resuit
tiom the present condition of the trees is

Washing Powder

beyond computation.
In all the territory of the State visited
by caterpillars last year, and this included the principal orcharding sections of the

more

sen

State, the trees in starting their leafage
this spriug fail to show that health and
strength indicative of a vigorous condi-

tion.
Every appearance indicates a
weakened condition from the defoliation
of last year. The fruit blossom all around
is far from promising. While the blossom
is not full, the development seems to be
uneven and unnatural.
Of commercial varieties, the greening is
bringing out the best bloom, while baldwins are sadly deficient.
It is thus early
settled that the crop of Maine baldwins
the present year will be a light one. Miscellaneous varieties are giving a better

will

ninetenths of the work
and do it easier,
save you

quickly

and

better.

The cake of

pure

white

Glycerine Toilet Soap
given FREE in every

package is alone worth
what the washing powder costs. You get both
for the price of one
THE J. 8. WILLIAMS
GLBSTONBUNV.

Stepped.

Bristol, li. I., May 24. The steel mast
of the Defender was successfully stepped
under the present law from an average of at 11.30 o’clock to-day. The steamer
which was to assist in the work,
about twenty-two weeks
pier year to Archer,
arrived here this morning.
When the
twenty-six weeks, while the school appro- workmen were ready to
McKinley to the Queen.
begin, the mast
priation has been decreased more than two was pushed out of the shop until the
Tlie President addressed the followhundred dollars per annum.
In the home Archer could get hold of it with her
ing message to Queen Victoria, on the ocschool of this gentleman, at least one steam derrick and it was slowly swung out
until it could he controlled by those on casion of tlie anniversary of her birthday:
year under the old law they had only six- ; board the steamer. Then the Archer went
Executive Mansion, Washington, l>. C.,
teen weeks of school, while they have had ! slowly along to the Defender’s berth, and
May 24.
To
Her Majesty the Queen, Windsor
with the assistance of the crew the work ;
not less than twenty-six weeks any year
j of
England.
Castle,
the mast was soon accomplishstepping
since the repeal of the district law.
1
Madame—It gives me great pleasure to
ed.
The operation took not more than
have selected this instance because it well half an hour.
on
this
convey
happy anniversary the exill istrates the opposition to the law and,
C. Oliver Islin was present while the ! pression of tlie sentiments of regard and
affection which the American people cheralso, shows how wide of tlie truth those mast was being stepped. It is expected ish toward
Your Majesty, and to add the
that the sails of the Defender will be bent
laims are apt to he.
at once, and as the crew is already here assurance of my own cordial respect and
We do not, as towns, receive all the that she will be
prepared to sail for New esteem. May God grant to Your Majesty
and to the countries under your Governbenefits ftom the present law that might York within a few days.
ment many years of happiness and prosbe had if the people would demand its
perity.
FREE
OK
CHARGE.
strict euforcment.
There are a sufficient
William McKinley.
number of citizens who cling to the past
Any adult suffering from a cold settled on
the breast, bronchitis, throat or lung troubles
Best Way to Make Ice Cream.
to make it difficult to do away with a!! of
of any nature, who will call at Poor’s &
the small and unprofitable schools.
InB.
or
A.
Son’s, Belfast,
Sparrow’s Freedom,
Where cream alone is used in
deed, there is no doubt but that such w ill be presented with a sample bottle of ice cream one-half or one-third making
of the
Boschee’s German Syrup free of charge.
.schools are sometimes maintained in violaOnly one bottle given to one person, and quantity used should be scalded, the sugar
tion of the law. While it may he advisable none to children without orders from par- dissolved in the scalded portion, and when
ents.
cool added to the remaining quantity of
to run a small school under some condiNo throat or lung remedy ever had such a cream.
Where cream is not obtainable,
tions, it is not, as a rule,a prolitable way sale as Boschee’s German Syrup in all milk may be used enriched
by the yolks of
of the civilized world. Twenty years
parts
to use school money.
In my experience,
eggs, allowing four to each quart of milk.
ago millions of bottles were given away
1 have never found a good teacher who and your druggists w'ill tell you its success Scald the milk in a double boiler; beat the
It is really the only Throat eggs and sugar together; add the hot milk,
was marvelous.
did not acknow lege that she could do betcook for a moment, then strain into the
and Lung Remedy generally endorsed by
ter work with twenty scholars than with
One
75 cent bottle will cure or ice cream mould and freeze. [.June Ladies’
physicians.
Sold by all druggists in Home Journal.
prove its value.
half that number.
this city.
Inasmuch as it nearly always costs
To Cure Constipation in One Week
more to maintain a small school than it
Mr. Laffan, humorist, (looking up suddenTo Purify the Blood in One Week
would to convey the scholars to a larger ly from his work)—My dear, I do wish you
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
would break yourself of that silly habit of
it
is
to
such
close
one,
good economy
laughing out loud when you are reading.
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
me
to
do anything—.
How do you expect
schools whenever possible.
But it’s the manuscript of
Mrs. Laffan.
Take Cleveland’8 Celery Compound Tea
Opponents to the law claim that the your own book I am reading, dear.
If it fails to cur
Mr. Laffan. Ah, yes—certainly—of course! 25c. trial size free.
cost of conveying scholars is on the inwhat was I saying? Oh, yes—wonderwill be refunded.
A. A
crease.
This is true, but as it is paid out Ah,
ful how much more work I can do at home your money
Howes & Co.
of the school fund andthe scholars get than I could at the office, isn’t it, Marie ?

CO„

7txH EN
\X/ done

there's work to be
you send for Mr. X.
He has been employed by your
neighbor lor years, and is
reliable.

Time prov,

s

reliability.

When sick you grasp the first
new floating straw in view, and
the reliability of the
forget
“
L. F." Atwood’s Hitters.

People’s bodies are still constructed
they were forty wars ago, and the
L.i'V’ cures more cases of indigestion
and constipation than -.wr.

as

35C. a bottle.
Avoid Imitations.

Farm for Sale.
Situated in Belfast, 2 1-2 miles from city, on
Searsport avenue, fifty acres of land with twenty
rods shore front. Well watered and a fine wood
lot.
Buildings consist of a two-story French
roofed house of twelve rooms, ell, carriage house
and barn, all connected. Good orchard of sixtyfive trees, mostly winter fruit. This is one of the
finest located and most sightly places on the bay.
For particulars, address or call on
3w20*tf
RALPH D. SHUTE, Belfast.

Proposals for Collecting Taxes.
Sealed proposals for collecting the State, County
and City taxes of the city of Belfast lor the year
1899 will he received at the City Clerk’s office
until June 6, 1899, at 5 o’clock p. m. The City
Council reserves) the right to accept any one of
the proposals or to reject all.
L. H. MURCH, City Clerk.
Belfast, May 12,1899.—3w20
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Moxie is

a

nerve

uable where

a

steady hand

are

sional athletes
account

food it is inval-

clear head and

needed.

ProfesMoxie

appreciate

of its

a

strengthening

on

prop-

erties.
Druggists everywhere
by the glass.
Grocers everywhere desell Moxie

MPXie
NerVc Food
Literary

News and

liver Moxie to the home
bottle

by the

or case.

Notes.

Ladies' Sash and Collar Buckles,

It is certain that no American journal
of criticism contains such scholarly and
such dignified criticism as Literature. Its
hook reviews are written by the best
critics of England, Europe, and Amt lira
and those who wish an accurate gni.'.- to
the best books on the market should
by
all means read Literature.

A

CHOICE SELECTION,
SPRING AND SUMMER STYLES,
JUST A R RI \

-AGENTS FOR

The June number >f Harper’s Round
Table contains the story that won the
first prize in the recent competition.
Other features of the June numh.u are
“Pirate or Privateer?” a sea tale by
George E. Walsh; “Coxey,” a hunting
story by F. A. Spearman; and several
short stories.
Dan Beard contributes a
profusely illustrated article on ‘-The
American Boy’s House-Boat,*’ containing all the plans, specifications, and diagrams necessary to ‘liable any handy boy
to construct, a line floating residence f >i

Crescent

Bicycles,

Fitted up with Dunlap Fires.
ili«*h <ir
Low I’riees.
Fully Guaranteed.

\\ ATCMlES, CLOCKS, and guarantee all

WE REPAIR

w

H. J. LOCKS & mu

himself.

f.

Counsel for the publishers who arc
charged by Rudyare. Kipling with intiingment
the

of

copyright

have received

hmg expected

complaint,

a

>py of
and the

The first chapters of Miss Johnston's
brilliant historical romance To Have and
to Hold form a most attractive opening
for the June Atlantic.
Like her previous novel, Prisoners of Hope, which has
commanded silt h immediate and universal popularity, the scene of the stmy is
laid in early colonial Virginia.
The
foundation of the plot rests upon the
well-known instance of the sending of a
ship-load of young women from England
to the colony soon after its founding for
the purpose >f furnishing wives to the
colonists; and the masterly manner in
which the si.nation is handled and the
plot developed will enchain the attention
and interest of all readers from the start.

Journey of Sixteen Hundred Miles in the
Arctic Regions, by Lieutenant Ellsworth
P. Bertholf, V. S. R. C. S. ; “The Vagrant,” asto y by Kichard Harding Davis,
illustrated by W. T. Smedley; “The Century’s Progress in Scientific Medicine,"
by Henry Smith Williams, M. D. : “The
Spanish- A tnericau War,” Part V.. The
Fall of Santiago and the Puerto-Rican
Campaign, by Henry Cabot Lodge, illustrated by R. F. Zogbaum, T. de 1 1mlstrup, Guy Rose, Harry Perm, II. C.
Christy, am T. D. Walker; “The Princess Xenia,” a romance,
Part III., by U.
B. Marriott Watson, illustrated by T. de
Thulstrup; “The Story of the Dry
Leaves,” by Frederic Remington, illustrated by the author; “Korean Inventions,” by Homer Beza flulbert. F. R. G.
S., illustrated by Guy Rose; “Their Silver
Wedding Journey,” a novel, Part VI., by
W. I). Howells, illustrated by W. T.
Smedley; “Quivira and the Wichitas,” by
James Mooney; “The Mothers of lionore,” a story, by Mary Hartwell Catherwood, illustrated by vV. R. Leigh, “Needful Precautions for Safe Navigation,” by
John Hyslop; “Mr. Perkins’ Wife,” a
story by Hulbert Fuller.
Eddy

vs.

E"r sunburn, made every week

,«n
*

ROGER & GALLETT’S
NEW ODORS and SOAPS

r

ir
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INK
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,

BATH SPONGES and
CHAMOIS

Ul

SKINS.

The Maine Central railroad has sent out
blanks to different parts of the State asking that the names of persons who would
take one or more summer boarders be
placed unon them so that they can have a
list to send the many persons who are inquiring regarding getting boarded in private families, or at small boarding houses
during their vacation.
It is reported that Senator Cannon of
Utah has discovered that the 10 to 1 issue
is dead and is about to return to the

Republican party.
At the session held May 24th by Govert
Powers and council it was voted thathe councillor committee on the State
reform school be constituted a committee
on
the industrial school for girls in

V
'v;;

r
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DEALKKS

The Arena.

The suit of the owners of the picture of
Mrs. Eddy printed in the May Arena for
infringement of copyright, is not the suit
that readers of that magazine were looking for.
They expected a suit for libel
with Mrs. Eddy as plaintiIT and the
Arena Publishing Company, Uoratio W.
Dresser and Mrs. Josephine Curtis Woodbury as defendants.Certainly in the articles
which Mr. Dresser and Mrs. Woodbury
wrote and the Arena published there are
abundant grounds to found a libel suit
Mr. Dies er alleges that Mrs. Eddy
upon.
is not the originator of the science with
which her name is connected, but that
she borrowed it without credit from Dr.
Phineas 1*. Quimby, who practiced a
healing art in Portland, Maine, way back
in the thirties, Mrs. Eddy having been
Mrs.
one of his patients at that time.
Woodbury’s attack upon Mis. Eddy and
her pretensions is more extended and
more vigorous than Mr. Dresser’s. “What
she has really discovered,” says Mrs.
Woodbury, “are ways and means of perverting and prostituting the science of
healing to her own ecclesiastical aggrandizement, and to the moral and physical
depravity of her dupes.” This is a clear
charge of fraud, and it would seem that
an action for libel against the Arena or its
contributors was necessary to vindicate
Mrs. Eddy and her science.
[Portland
Press.

Hallowell

nber

FRESH COLD CREAM

Harper’s Magazine for June contains
“The Rescm of the Whalers,” A .Sled

Mrs.

must

c

author sels forth his grievances against
various publisher.** for
having, as he
claims, reproduced his books without
In his complaint Mr.
proper authority.
Kipling declares that the action is brought
Putman's Shin
Geo.
against <». P.
Haven Putman and Irving Putman; also
D. Appleton A Cm, the D mbit-day A McClure Co., Charles Scribner and Arthur
H. Scribner, trading as Charles Sc.- ibtier's
Sons, and the Century Co.

nor

FUR^^^^

.

who stops at a critical
place in the game and refreshes
himself with MOXIE. Because

CONN

...fl fnaiti) Tabic...

j

j

Is this

rA»ow«

or

promise.

J lie pear bloom is about on a par with
the apples, and the plums the same, so
far as our observations have extended.
Of the caterpillar raid, changes have
been disclosed during the past week, indicating that the pest will soon pass.
The ravages thus far are due to the
army of forest, not tent, caterpillars.

the law
The

|

wheat crop was enormous, exceeding by
03,000,000 bushels even the harvest

;

.ipou the farmers against their wishes. As
a matter of fact, the schools
in the town
of that able legislator have been increased

the average 25 1-2 cents less per
they had obtained in the prefat period.

term of four years.The Raugeley
region is full of fishermen, aud the big
fish stories are beginning to come in. Mr.
R. C. Bradford of Portland, treasurer of
the P. & R. F. R. R., aud Mr. Marshall
M. Dercy of Luring, Short & Harmon of
Portland, took about twenty trout at
Bends May 18th, aud Miss Louise M.
Merrow of Woodfords, who has been at
Camp Prospect on Richmond lake for a
week, was high-line May 18th at Beinis
with one of the finest strings taken on the
lake this year.
On the Cupsuptic the
sportsmen have been having great good
luck.
Col. E. C.
Farrington, C. E.
Oak, Captain Chadbourne, A. D. Russell and others of the Augusta State
House people went out May 19th with
big strings. They took over thirty fish
on
one
spot about eighty rods long,
where the south wind blew on a lee
shore.
The biggest was taken by Mr.
Russell, a live-pound fish..-...It. is reporteel at iiaugor that <» >v. Roosevelt of .New
York and a party of Iiis friends have written to the governor’s friend,
“Bill”
Sewall of Island Falls, that they would
come to Maine during the fishing season.
Sewall has been a lifelong friend of the
hero of San Juan, having hunted with
him in the west for many years when the
governor owned several ranches there.
There is said to h some piospect that the
United States officials will establish a
pond at North Ilaven for the purpose of
protecting young lobsters hatched at the
hatcheries.
These are now
liberated
when very young and are very apt to
furnish a dinner for some of the denizens
of the deep.
If a pond is established
they will be kept in it until large enough to
shift for themselves.
The United States
officials recently visited North Haven and
looked over the ground, hut, so far as
known, have not yet come to any decision
! in the matter.With reference to the
trials in Calais bef >re tile S. J. court, of
I
parties accused o! violations of the game
laws, Mr. Oak of the fish and game commission says:
“It seems strange that it
is difficult to convict down that
way.
Washington
county has had
many
flagrant violations of game laws, particularly in the whoh sale shipment of deer to
Boston.
It has been notoriously open
and there has been but one arrest, ('apt.
Lurehin, and he has been acquitted by 'lie
jury. There have been JO deer shipped
west from coast towns of
Washington
It is shameful
county the past winter.
and we are going to put a stop to it if we
have to patiol the coast with wardens.”

A Wise
Golf Player

Nerve

a

some

■

also accused the State of

farmers in

tenible

199.-.675,149,705
It will be noticed

The New York Evening World prints an
interview with Senator l\ (
Platt, in
wiivh the latter is quoted as strongly adtinre-nomiua:i«>n of President
vocating
McKinley and Vice-President Hobart. The
v
.e there
are many other advantages,
; interview says:
.e
n e itest of all is
the fact that every
“Senator Platt said that all the criticism
which had been flung at McKinley cannot
n' in town now lias the same number
alter facts and that the President has
f w eks schooling as every other scholar
conducted in magnificent style the shortin
-ame town.
Under the old law. est and most
decisive war of modern times
U>" dirge districts would often
get thirty and ‘simply astonished the Old World’ by
weeks oi school while the small ones the way in which he did it.”
“This general satisfaction,” continued
have ab-nu one-half as much. This
Senator Platt, “has undoubted demonst ram
•
alone m-'ie than compensates for 1 tion
by the President’s reception wherever
that ha
spi mg up in con- lie has been. Without a shadow of a doubt
lie
will
be nominated and elected.
m
t
win the woikiims of the present
“The Republican powei is stronger than
d> prove that many of the assertions
it ever was.
Vice-President Hobart will
* nst. too
.'i.'ii'-'is are false, or made by be re-elected with McKinley.
He is my
;
for Vice-President, just as McKinu*who ha ve no knowledge f the
facts, i choice
ley is for President. As for the Demo\ w: >
t o refer'to some statements made
by ! cratic party, it has only one issue—silver
t member of the last
and
i
Legislature
print- —and that has been repudiated by the enhe reports ot the doings of that
tire country.
“So far as we have gone American comThe gentleman in question, who
mercial interests will assuredly beuefit.
is
resident of one of our county towns
At any rate there is a certainty no land
where I am well acquainted with the held by the United States must ever be
schools and their work, is reported to relinquished. That would be impossible.
He spoke of the peace conference at
lave said that we get
poorer teachers, less The
Hague as ‘visionary, beautiful, but
and
that
our
schools
cost more
school,
impracticable.” Universal peace,” he said,
“is not for this age.”
than they did under the old system.
He
the law would be

225.902,025
237,938.998

American
a

Av.

of

Interview

claim

by

was

Crop in bus.
1896 .427,684,346
1897
...530.149,168

mental

made

on

and

Bears the

energy
r
;-_h t bring about the needed reform.
As an advocate -f the town syst m be-

Value of crop.
$213,171,381

The last three years, taking them as a
whole, have brought back larger crops

For Infants and Children

would

That

ceding

would unite in demand-

CASTOR IA

i-' -niiest, while the
uonprogressive
a'.ways bestir themselves harder to

the

bushel than

j

and do, believe in
-rk but their interest is not always

bumper

els in their average, tlie farmers, instead
of getting a higher price, actually receiv-

It is a noteworthy fact, that the opposi
titui to the present school law comes mostly from those who would be most benefited

a

shrinkage.
Taking the period as a whole, the crop
averaged 441,107,302 bushels, the price
j 51.2 cents per bushel, and the value $225,070,801.
These figures effectually demolish the compensation theory alluded to
above.
During the lean period on crops,
showing a reduction of 103,180,044 bush-

I school.

|

was

the size of

none

1891.

schooling while, at
the same time, getting more and better
learning than they could in the small
crease

regards

as

obtained for it

majority may.
v

both

of these years did the value of
the wheat crop equal one-lralf of the sum

interests
j ing its impartial enforcement. This is
of public ones,
true of most laws.
and because this is true, it is not always
Enoch C. Dow.
>siMe to retain the services of the best
i
Monroe, Me.
•i.cis it; > me -f our country schools.

re;e

513.472,711

322,111,881
the crop averaged
bushels, the price 70.7 cents
and the value $390,119,423.

Av. price
Crop iti bus. per bus
1693. 390.131,725
f,3.8e.
49.1c.
1994.40(1,207.416
1895
50.9e.
467,102,947

Lowell. Mass.

ipplieanr. Or, if they
'Ui ace.
they are sure to lose the sup*
"tt
of the parents and friends of the

!

£334,773,678

rency.

most
or

Value of crop.

fruit in agricultural discontent so intense
that it threatened the stability of the cur-

the

the unqualitido possess tin*

■t

consti-

tion. Writ.-'as
’v
p
in your case. You will receive a prompt
reply.
Address, DR. J. C. AYER.

to

no

have

Write to our Doctors.
Perhaps you would like to consult
eminent physicians about your condi!>••'
nil the
irriculars

that the

som 1 rnies

not

We have a book on Paleness
and Weakness which you may
have for the asking.

Although

know

may

they

ye to

for

boy

must

tion.

sufficient

by g.-ing beyond

are

crop and the average price obtained for it.
Then came a lean period, which bore

pated bowels if you expect the
Sarsaparilla to do its best work.
But Ayer’s Pills cure constipa-

itself in 'avorof hiring
This
sentiment is

onied

Here

Av. I’rice
per bus.
83.8c.
83.9c.
62.4c.

It will be noted that 1891
year,

strong that it has to be m>nthough better fitted teach*
M

they may fairly
and lean periods.

figures:

508,997,000
per bushel,

hers.

tea-

periods

fat

In this fat period

good

ihatexti'ts

•tr
•>.

as

Crop in bus.
1890 .399,262.000
1891 .611,780,(100
1892 .515,949,000

material to select from.
-nd. there is in many towns a sentiA

that

returns

$300,000,000 line every year.

owing to two causes: First, we have been
biiged to select from the material at hand
>!

their

the

we

formerly.

as

the

exhibit opens with a fat period.
In the three years, 1890, 1891 and 1892,
the value of the wheat crop ran above the

or the present one.
As a matte:
fact, mui'h the same grade of teachers

employed

Look at

The

no;iced that this assertion is al-

m»w

wealth.

such notable differences in the character
be classed

d iaw

are

national

the past nine years there have been three
periods of three years each which show

ways made by men who have had no conus- tion with our schools, either under the
■’I

our

MoXie
Food

Ship poud: Buttermilk stream, Vaughn
bear
brook, Benson and Johnson streams, for

for the nineties, as compiled by
the department of agriculture.
During

do not get
formerly did. Yet

as we

the matter do not

on

the
but

returns

be.
It is sometimes said that

An idea prevails
a

out this comforting theory.
The wheat
crop is a very erratic factor in reckon-

system would

old

light

than compensated for
quantity. That may be,

the statistics

profitable it became necessary to adopt
some other system.
Our efforts to meet
the existing conditions have resulted in
th- present law. which, while :r is by no
means j erfect, is much better suited to
needs

a

more

reduction in

number of scholars that many districts
had too few scholars to make a school

.1

to

poor wheat crop
in the United States, the price of the grain
would advance so high that our farmers

night.”

at

But the

district system always
defects, and when the

of the
weather

summer

winter wheat.

on

if there should be

that,

potent factor in

a

the life of the State and nation.

population

return

“Every morning I have a
bad taste in my mouth; my
tongue is coated; my head
aches and 1 often feel dizzy.
I have no appetite for breakfast
and what food 1 eat distresses
1 have a heavy feeling in
me.
my stomach. 1 am getting so
weak that sometimes I tremble
and my nerves are all unstrung.
I am getting pale and thin. 1
am as tired in the morning as

If
good to tell it.
I tell some unpleasant truths in this connection. it will be solely with the object
of calling attention to these things in
hopes that some good may ultimately
unless it will do

estimate

as

far, current indications point

so

matters.

no

the
ner-

would go far to correct the bad showing
this spring.
Still it cannot be denied that,

the attention of my
few facts that have an im-

a

any definite
favorable

make

harvest,

wish to call

now

of

to some

about the wheat crop, says the
Boston Herald.
Of course, it is too early

article in question might be replied to by
of our prominent school workers,
some
1

led

naturally

vousness

the p resent school law and a plea for its
repeal and a return to the old district

system.

backwardness

continued
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season
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Harnesses A TEN CENT CIGAR
SALE,

FOR

l

have the FINEST line of Carriages
shown in Belfast.

'^kive cem-

ever

POOKA

State Prison
I make

a

specialty of Prison work.

^'“Prices

to

suit the times.

Repository

H. C.

WesternCarriages
rear

of Windsor Hotel.

MARDEN,

$135 for 90 Days

A few

Energetic

to Canvass.

Belfast.

address,
6ml

Ladies and (ieutl*1

Above

salary guarantf
J.

H

/lain Street,

bed**1'

HON. CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELD.
DINCLEY’S

CONGRESSMAN

NEWS NOTES.
The cruiser Chicago has arrived at
Port
S aid on her cruise to South Africa.

SUCCESSOR IN CONURESS.

The Post Office

Department has preparpreliminary postal code for Cuba.
Gov. Pingree of Michigan has recom-

ed

a

mended the enactment of a State income
tax law.

Edgar Oilman

The Basis
Of Good

A Filipino flag captured at Iloilo
by
Lieut. Nililack has just reached the
Navy

Department.

Gen. Miles has received au invitation to
attend the military maneuvers at Windsor, England.

Mayor

Jones of Toledo believes that
are
similar in general
principles to trusts.

political parties

The 3d Nebraska Volunteers, William
J. Bryan’s old regiment, wants to
go to
Manila and light Filipinus.
It is said that Japan has promised
by
treaty to aid China in the event of Germany seizing Chau Tung.
The famous secret dossier in (he
fus case contains seven documents.
forged ones alone refer to Dreyfus.

DreyThe

Ignatius Donnelly scored Bryan and
the Democratic party in a speech at the
Populist press convention in Kansas City.
The basis of
bread.

At Norfolk, Ya., Mrs. John O’Keefe
presented her husband with three sons,
and tlie proud father named them
Dewey’
Sampson and Schley.

('banns K. Lit
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snaking
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for (bingress
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Lebanon,

n June 21,
lsbl, the son
and Mary (Stevens) Littlestors being
York coumy
Mr. Littletield was pastor

tptijst chine li in Lebanon at
aides’ birth, but when the

b

yt arohi the family moved
where for six years the
ed at the Free Baptist church
.eer.
while the sou became

perplexities

the
•

and tascin-

•uile school life.
>f 1(3 Mr.

Lluleti Id stout!

ghr, with
and

a e.

slender though

a

the carpenter's

at

ati's work

at

boy’s

a

pay.

of 20 men,
iges
averaging >4 a day he
f.n live years, laying by a
barge of

a

crew

stood him in

a

to

good

11 ickland iu

stead

1^74

to

b.and the family moved to
Mr.
Littletield preaching in
( a aides in tended F-ixcroft
\ resided there four years.
Mi Liftlelield held slices
•.d tour years each at Yik s Mills and China.
Iu
w u
young Littletield cun
ibiie school education—the
;ricusly enough, where ( ouagiey had taught school sev
A. 1. U;
wu, who was
ailed postmaster d Belfast
e
late 11. L. Kilgore, was
ne Week's Mills High school
\oung Littletield attended it.
in’s 'i hoot tile was uneventievt.red r.i his studies and
ss in them
which was ex
>iactorv to the principal and
In addition to the regular
most High school pupils
ieiit, the young man was
is father to undertake other
adies, a wise precaution on
parent which is now duly
the subject of this sketch.
held family left Week’s Mills
was 10 and returned to Yiere Mr. Littletield lias since
ugh he retired from the pula; s ago.
The granite industry
• li
was then
at its height,
•'a stone was being furnished
Mr. Litnavy departments.
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reached at a single bound ;
; the ladder by which we rise
wiy earth t<- the vaulted skies,
nt to its summit round by round.
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grandly true.
a step toward God,

be
is

the common clod
broader view.

soul from
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j
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j

Mr. Littlefield was married in 1878 to
Clara X. A ver of Moutvnle. a daughter of
Idem William Ayer, and a sister of Richard
Ayer, who was once a member of ConThere aie two chilgress lmm Virginia.
dren—Charles, a handsome, athletic young
of 18, now attending
man
college at
Phillips-Audover; and Caroline A., a
young lady of lt», who gives promise of
rate,

beauty.

Mr.
Littlefield has three brothers,
William T. and Frank L., who reside at
Vinalhaveu, and Arthur 8.. his law part-

bread is pure flour. Many
housewife has gained a reputation as a baker because she used

Roy Flour. It possesses
excellence all its own, easily
discernible in the bread or

York

things that are under feet;
have mastered of good ami
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deposed and the

in-)uisbed ills

that

resolve,
morning calls us

aspire,

we

passion

hourly

we
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trust,
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life and

nearts grow weary, and

ere

the

trailing the sordid dust.
resolve,
'lnuk that we

aspire,

we
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mount

we

the

pray,
air on

sensual things,
still cling to the heavy clay.

recall of

-1

angels, but feet for men!
the wings to find

oorrow

the

hope, and resolve, and aspire,
pray;
must
tins

is

rise;
a

weary
:<'

tms

or we

fall

again.

ladder thrown
earth to the sapphire

depart and the vision falls,
on his pillow of stone.

‘■‘per wakes

reached at a single bound;
-1 the ladder by wlncb we rise
a
iy earth to the vaulted skies,
’int to its summit, round by

Annual

Gift

to the

These direct appropriations of money
do not represent allot’ the city’s contribution to the

of

charity.

The property of all the charitable institutions and
societies is exempt from taxation and
ments.

cause

assessments

The tax

for

public improve-

commissioners

report

that the assessed value of the property of
such organizations is $70,781,990.
At the
present rate of taxation this means a loss
to the city of more than $1,400,000 a year.
The assessments upon the same property
for public improvements exceed $100,000
a year, which is paid by the
city. These
exemptions materially affect the tax rate
as well as the bonded indebtedness and
annual interest charges of the city, so
that the yearly contribution of the taxpayers of New York to charity is nearly
if not quite $7,000,000, or about fifteen
per cent, of the direct expenses of the

at

Halifax.

tons'

$7,000,000. [Apple-

Popular Science Monthly for June.
San

Francisco

ot

the

^

Coldwntcr, Mich.
Anti-adulteration

of

change

disagreement the protest

This early organization of the committee was rendered
necessary on account of the special Congressional election of June 19th. Chas. E.
Littlefield, the Republican nominee, was
present and discussed the situation at
length. Chairman Miller stated that fully
as much iuterest was
being taken in Knox
county as is generally manifested over a
county election. The new members of
county committee are Walter H. Mathews
of Tenants Harbor, Capt. M. B. Cook of
Friendship, X. It. Tolman of Warren, T.
b. Bowden of Washington, C. E. Mclntire
of Rockport, and W. A. Holman of South
Thomaston.
Mackerel

researches, aud

laborious

has

brought

calculated to bring up comparisons with
strange and foreign lands. As we saw it,

The navy department intends to have
the Spanish cruser Mercedes at the Norfolk navy yard before she comes north.

neaitn

ana

tion

if

>

1

in

A

length.

Prescription for Coon

Cats.

1 his is the season of coon-cat calls,”
said a well known Lewiston doctor, the
”1 have had six calls to docother day.
tor coon cats this day, and there is an avcall
of
erage
every three hours during
April, May and June for me, and I exis
for
there
others.
I do not attend
pect
1 always tell them to go
such cases.
home and give kittie castor oil.
You see
this is the time that the coon cats are
shedding their long hair, and they assist
the shedding process by lapping off the
loose hairs of their long coat, and swalWhen they have swallowlowing them
ed a peck of hair in this way, or even less,
they are apt to be ill, and a doctor is callA tablespoonful of castor oil poured
ed.
down their throats will generally bring
them out in 24 hours.”
One

To Cure

a

Cough

To Cure

a

Cold in One

To Cure
To Cure

Day
Day
Sore Throat in One Day
Hoarseness in One Day
m

Lung Healer, 25c
If it fails to cure, your
A. A. Howes
money will be refunded.
& Co.
Take

Cleveland’s

Trial size free.

at

I

nervous
t ra t i o

sex, such

Thursday

afternoon at 3

o’clock,

What

are

in

a

position

man

can

to

jjy DON’T
1

F. A.

FOLLETT,

51 Church

and

Service
a

to

Five

Trips

Week.

A

Rr"»k*

Bangor.
Commencing Saturday, May 20th, steamers
leave Belfast as follows
For Boston, via Camden ami Rockland, Mondays and Fridays at 3.15 i\ m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5.00 r. m
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor at 7.45
a. m. daily, except Mondays and Fridays.
For Searsport and Hampden, Wednesdays and
Sundays at 7.45 a. m.

p. M.

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian File Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors,

allays the itching at once,
poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and §1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
or sale by R. H. Moody.
ly

acts as a

Notice of Foreclosure.
GRACE E. RICHARDS of Belfast,
State of Maine,
twenty-seventh
by
mortgage
day of March, A. D. 1894, and recorded in the
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 23*1. Page 427,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, Eugene H. Mahoney, administrator with the will annexed of
Harrison Mahoney, late of Belfast, in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, deceased, a certain
lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon,
situated on the easterly side of Northport avenue
in said Belfast, being the former homestead of
Harrison Mahoney, late of said Belfast, deceased,
and being the same premises conveyed to said
Harrison Mahoney by Eugene H. Mahoney and
George S. Mahoney, by their warranty deed dated
March 12, 1884, and recorded in Waldo Registry
of Deeds, in Book 20(3, Page 203; and whereas,
the condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
in the County of Waldo and
WHEREAS,
her
deed dated the

Dated this twentieth dav of Mav, A. 1). 1899.
EUGENE H. MAHONEY,
Administrator with will annexed of Harrison
3w21
d.
Mahoney, deceased.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

price is Si a year. We have a contract with
the publishers of The Tribune by which we
furnish that paper free to all who pay for
The Republican Journal one year in advance.
The Journal gives all the local news and is
an earnest advocate
local interests, and

SALE STABLE.

can

CHILDREN

The Tribune is one of the best, if not the
best, city weekly published. Hundreds have
taken advantage of this liberal offer, and it
Send

j

and their Diseases. Write for book containing
facts every mother should know. Sent free. Thouaands of afflicted children have been cured by
True’s Pin Worm Elixir. Purely vegetable
and harmless. Est. 47 years. Price 35c. Atdrnggiata.
DR. J. F. TRUE «k CO., Auburn, Me.

<

J
<
<

£
j

..

Waterville

We have opened a sale stable in the stables of
the Belfast Livery Co., rear of Belfast Opera
House, where we shall have on hand constantly
horses of all descriptions, heavy draft, matched
pairs and single drivers. We receive a car-load
every month direct from the farms upon which
they were raised.
Native and second hand horses taken in exchange. Good native drivers constantly on band.
BfSr*Come and see us.

LANCASTER & WEST.
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TO BELFAST.

Boston,
»

w

^.
l->..

Portland.

CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston

US.

M

) lo
11 if,
fj 25
1 30
"50

A

sell you

SEE

•••■.

*v,,,x
Ibomdike.
■'.
V;nit>;..•••
Burnham, arrive...

mortgage.
AND

BELFAST.

depart. 7 15
ntyi'Oiut. ,7 lv
>> aide.
7 311

From Boston, every day except Thursdays and
Sundays, at 5.00 r. m.
From Bangor, Mondays and Fridays ar 12.00
noon, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2.00

Crackers, Etc.,

FHOM

tu-lfasr,

or-

MOODY.1!

(»n and after Nov. 27. !V»v train- conuecum
Burnl am ami Waterviim witn through
trains
lor
U.-m Bangur. Waterville. Bortlaml md
Boston will run as tolb>w\s

at

Steamers Penobscot ami Pity of Hangor

gans of either

Wooden Ware,

CALL

Belfast. Maine.

TIM E-TAHLE.

Increased

lor

pros-

generative

Strep',

Maine Central R. R

Tobaccos,

The New York
paper of 20 pages, filled
with general news and matter of interest
and value in every home. The subscription

case.

FORGET THE NAME AND PLACE.

1

Groceries,

a

has given satisfaction in every
in your names.

Fishing Tuc'.le,
Base Ball (loads,
and Birgrle Satedries.
All of which I shall sell at the lowest figures.

Our, Clubbing Offer.
is

Johnson, Bovel! Diamond, Peerless "Dim Bird," Peerless
...."Triumph," Duguesne and Ton mine.
Every one fully warranted for the whole riding season—tires and all. 1 shad
sell at prices that will defy competition.
Call and see them, and you will be
convinced that lliese statements are facts.
1 also have a tall stock‘of
Spalding's

great
n

....

Tver

1

AT THE BOSTON PRICES.

Weekly Tribune

HEAL

ever

1

I PI
K

CA8TOIUA.
Kin(l YoU Ha,S A,Wa^S BoUgfll
Bears the

S

exhibited in this city, consisting of the following
well known and reliables makes:.

j

PILES!

accomplish

A

H.ctcaLtes’ £xxxc3L Gents’ Wlieels

1

Ti lie W:

with
machinery is well illustrated by the following: L. W. Frederick, Winterport, has
planted 8 acres of potatoes 1 1-4 of onions,
1 1-2 of peas and 1 of corn, besides sowing bis grain, and lie worked 20 days,
putting in this crop from 5 a. m. until
dark.
lie has some new varieties of potatoes that be tested last year. Ina Young,
of the same town, has 4 12 acres of potatoes in, besides grain and corn; in fact,
has put in all he could plant. J. N. Carleton has also planted for a large crop.
one

!

RETURNING

We

orders

BICYCLES.

MOTT’S CHEMICAL C9., Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio.

Arthur

placing

Stf

L. WOOD.

I HAVE THE FINEST STOCK OF

Nervous Prostration, Failing or
lost Manhood, Impotency,
Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.

Floral Case.

original designs.

call before

was

as

FOB SALE BY B. H.

a

BRIDGE STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.
C. R. HARRISON.

all nervous
diseases of the

teacher, Miss Clara Case, will sever their
connection with the institution, leaving of
the present faculty only the present principal, J. F. llaley and Miss McKay.
Prof. Hardman has been elected principal of Washington academy,East Machias.
Prof. Ball has been selected by the Bangor school board as instructor of the business course to be
introduced in the Bangor high school with the beginning of the
next school year.
Misses Stover and Case have several
positions open to them.

finished work

night and

The

BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

executed from
us

elsewhere.

Mott’s Nerverine Pills

the music

neatly

S^“<»ive

appetite

ceptess, Miss Marion Stover,Profs. Archie

Fairfield

work

I broke out in lumps all over and when these left
the skin peeled off." says Mr. John A. Calloway,
of 218 26th St.. Columbus, Georgia, iu a recent
letter to Dr. R. V Pierce, of Buffalo. N Y.
I
had catarrh for four years and also liver and kidney trouble; when it would commence troubling
me I would have a slight aching a little below
the chest. I used many kinds of medicine but
received no benefit. M> eyes were sunken and
my fa: e was pale; I had pimples on my face and
there was brown spots on my face. Now the^e
are all gone.
1 took six bottles of Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery and two of Dr. Pierce’s
Pellets. They are the best medicines I ever used
in my life, and I do believe that I am entirely
1 have a good
well.
but before I commenced treatment I had no appetite at all. Now
I am like a child—ready to eat at any time of
day or night. Last year I weighed one hundred
and thirty-four pounds and now 1 weigh one
hundred and forty five.
Please accept my
I am so glad I found the right kind
thanks.
of medicine."
“Golden Medical Discovery" is free
from alcohol; it is pure medicine and nothing else. Unlike the so-called “tonics"
and “extracts" which tend to create an
appetite for stimulants, the “Discovery"
creates only a healthy natural tern pen; nee
appetite for good food which nourishes and
The medicine dealer who
strengthens.
says he has something "just as good"
If he urges an inknows that he falsifies.
ferior substitute it is to gain a few pennies
No matter how discourgreater profit.
aged you may be. write to Dr. Pierce for
advice which he will send you free and
which if followed, is bound to do you good.

taken here at this season, the fish of

to-day averaging three pounds in weight

is<>4,

working

large assortment of

a

select from at prices that will suit you. All
kinds of granite used. Foreign and Domestic

special

important changes
faculty of the East Maine Conference Seminary at Bucksport next year. The preBall, and

maxcfactckers of all kinds of

We have

precau! tions
to
build
himself up to
withstand the
extra strain.

/

..

to

tions under which a man
works are abnormal
and unhealthy he
needs
to
take

's

in the

Hardman and Fred C.

\

CALL OX.

pnysical condi-

remedy
There will be

For First-Class Monumental Work

they were soldiers
fighting and marching day
and night in a hard campaign. When the Condias

Bucksport Seminary.

The

ever

it is maue irom roots ami neros. ana lias no cnenucals whatever
S S S. cures the worst cases of Scrofula, Cancer, Eczema. Rheumatism,
Tetter, Open Sores. Chronic Ulcers. Boils, or any other disease of the blood.
Books on these diseases will be sent free by Swift Specific Co., Atlanta. Ga.

...

work is ready for the press, aud will soon
be printed.
Mr. Hinds has gone back as
far as the year lOoo in his careful and

Running Large.

Pkovincetown, May 23. The fleet of
mackerel draggers fished last night off the
Sandwich shore, and was late in reaching

BLOOD

minerals,

niflHTY HARD WORK.
■
Some men have
I to do their work
m under all sorts of
r unusual and adverse
circumstances that are just
as trying upon their

work of about live hundred pages entitled
“The Hinds Family iu America.”
The

dropped.

secretary.

as

remedy

in it.

the Governor’s recommendaon
the Dewey celebration in the New York legislature have
agreed on a bill appropriating $75,000 for
the State’s part in it.

Mr. Albert II. Ilinds, of 72 Pine street,
Portland, has completed a genealogical

The Knox county Republican committee
met at Rockland, May 24th, and organ-

Thomaston

a Boston syndicate
negotiating for the purchase of live

tion, committees

Family in America.

Article 7 id the constitution was changed
Christian Scientists Arrested.
to lead:
“The players in the league shall
be bona fide students of the college or
Buffalo, X. Y., May 2:3. Geo. II.
graduate departments thereof and when Kin ter and Elizabeth L. Kinter, his wife,
any man shall have played four years in well known in Christian Science circles,
all on any varsity team of any college or were arrested
to-day on warrants charging
colleges in the United btates, he shall not them with manslaughter in causing the
be eligible to play in the league.”
death of Ralph L Saunders, 9 years old,
The following two articles were added who, with his parents, had been
visiting
to the constitution :
the home of Capt. Sample, 1:3th infantry,
Article 12, “In case of rain, the visit- at fort Porter.
ing team shall receive one half of their
Warrants on the same charge were also
issued for Mr. and Mrs. James ('. Saunexpenses as a rain guarantee.”
Article 1:1, “The manager of the home ders of Fort Townsend,
Wash., the parents
team shall at least one week before the of the child.
The Kinters were held in
game, uotify the visitiug manager of his *27)00 by U. S
Commissioner Robinson.
choice of umpire and the visiting man- I The arrest was made uuder the United
agei shall have the power to accept or re- States laws, as the death occurred on fedject the home manager’s choice,
eral ground.
The boy is said to have died of pneufxnox County Republicans.
monia ami without medical care.

ized, with Frank B. Miller of Rockland as
chairman, and W. A. Holman of South

and

Acting on

7he hinds

Owing

was

1th

Ullu LI IC ■

S. S. S. FOR THE

It is undercopper mines at Blue Hill.
stood that options have been secured on
four of the mines, but that the case of the
fifth is still pending.

League.

down the family records through Colonial
times with rare fidelity.
In all about
eight or ten thousand members of the
have
a
in
the
The
book.
family
place
work is the result of several y» ars of careCapt. Dent of the 20th Infantry, now at ful and
research
the
by
diligent
compiler,
Manila, says the people of the Philippines who has
gathered material from every
have offered to furnish soldiers to
help available source to make the book as
suppress Aguinaldo, and that the insurNo
complete and reliable as possible.
rection cannot be continued.
pains have been spared to make it an inLord Minto, Governor General of Cana- teresting genealogical work.
Extended
da, and President Dias, of Mexico, will historical and biographical sketches of
and
accept the invitation to meet President past
present families and persons
McKinley at Chicago October 9, at the have been introduced, this breaking up
federal building corner-stone ceremonies. the moutouy of genealogical form. Copies
of old w ills and documents in the earlier
generations will be inserted. The line of
flaine College League.
descent has been followed in both male and
Managers of the four Maine college female lines, thus resulting in extended
records with allied families, and much of
nines, C. 11. Dascombe of Colby, J. W.
the matter which is often left out of many
Whitney of Bowdoin, W. b. Bassett of genealogies will lind a place iu this.
Bates, and M. B. Downing of University The arrangement of the hook will bo
It will be carefully indexed,
ot Maine, met in Waterville
May 25th to very simple.
the Christian names of all who bear
act upon the protest filed
by Manager giving
Dascombe in case of Pulsifer of Bates and the name of Hinds, and the surnames of
all others.
to
the constitution.
to

North.

■

of a laxative remedy, she
the gentle an<*
pl©a«ant Syrup of Figs,
4IJt
by the California Fig Syrup Co. only.

Wade Hampton of Confederate
fame, who is reported to be indigent circumstances, has gracefully declined to accept a home as a gift from the people of
South Carolina.

and IS inches in

The

■

action

Members

e a

is the only remedy which can build up and strengthen
old people, because it is the only one which is guaranteed
free from potash, mercury, arsenic and other damaging

Agents representing
arc

WM.A. COOMBS MILLING CO.,

feebleness and ill h

so
as
to escape three-fourths of the ailments
from which they suffer so generally. S. S. S. is
which will keep their systems young, by purifying the blood,
thoroughly removing all waste accumulations, and imparting new strength and life to the whole body. It increases
the appetite, builds up the energies, and sends new lifegiving blood throughout the entire system
Mrs. Sarah Pike. 477 Broadway, South Boston, writes:
I am seventy years old, and had not enjoyed good health
for twenty years.
I was sick in different ways, and in
addition, had Eczema terribly on one of my legs.
The
doctor said that on account of my age, I would never lie
well again. I took a dozen bottles of S. S. S. and it cured me
completely, and I am happy to say that
I feel as well as I ever did in my life.”
Mr. J W. Loving, of Colquitt. Ga., says: “For eighteen
years I suffered tortures from a fiery eruption on
my skin. I tried almost every known remedy, but they
failed one by one. and I was told that my age, which is
sixty six. was against me, and that I could never hope
to be well again. I finally took S. S. 3., and it cleansed
my blood thoroughly, and now I am in perfect health.”

the

Sold

H. Terry, famous as the principal in the
port. Nearly the entire lot of boats is still
outside of Long Point, with wind ahead Fairfield Floral case, was brought before
and light.
Judge Webb in the U. S. court at Portland
The Zeppie with 170, Harry M. Young for sentence.
Judge Webb said that the
175, and the Ina 00 mackerel, have arrived. testimouy of the physicians had convinced
These boats fished quite near the I’rov- him that Terry’s physical condition is seriincetown side of the bay, and did not, ous and that he is in danger of becoming
for the health department, $1,110,538; for
evidently, find the school.
totally blind. Sentence was then imposed
lighting, $2,000,000; for water,$1,450,817;
It is probable that the boats which fish- of a fine of $300 and one day in Portland
for cleaning the streets, $4,575,800; for
out
f
ed farther
und mackerel plentier, jail.
Exceptions bad been prepared, but
parks, $1,729,235; for paving and repair- and that the total catch is
large.
they were withdrawn after the sentence
ing streets, $2,520,099; and for charity
The mackerel caught are the largest had been announced.
direct and indirect.

V S., May 23.
The Halifax approaching from the water side, it persistently suggested the banks of the
■Is celebrated ‘‘empire day”
enthusiasm.
One of the fea- ; Yang-tse-kiang, or of some other Chinese
ui address
by U. S. Consul Gen. river, on which a densely apportioned
■he county academy.
He eulopopulation had settled. Hundreds—one
lu itish empire and told the boys ! is almost tempted to say thousands—of
"they ought to be proud of the boats were lined up against the river front,
and so packed in rows back of one another
which Queen Victoria reigned.
•■<{ to the new American policy that exit from the inner line was made
•"ion, and claimed that it really possible only by a passive accommodation
There were steam
Anglo-American expansion, for from the outside.
'h the interests of the nations
craft, house- boats, scows, aud a variety of
he identical.
This situation was minor bottoms, ranging from the hay-packed raft to the graceful Peterboro canoe.
/Hfi in far away Samoa, he said,
m* tars of Great Britain and the
Many had canvas spread over them, giving
States fought side by side and house quarter to those who preferred the
;il<.
men, descendants of the noble economy of an owned estate to the highsaxon race.
priced cabins of log huts and hotels, and
the purity of the open air to what was at
THE modern beauty
least considered to be the polluted atmoson good food and sunshine, with
phere of the stable city. [From Alaska
and the Klondike, by Prof. Angelo Heilf exercise in the
open air. Her
in Appletons’ Popular Science Month(U
with health and her face blooms prin,
ly for June.
As
beauty. If her system needs the

•‘‘fi-iing

territory.

Gen.

with it.

everywhere.

Certain relics connected with the assassination of President Lincoln, April
14,
1805, are to be placed on exhibition at the
National Museum at Washington.

more

UIUUU

ent, and the younger son, Harold, graduates from Fryeburg Academy this month.

city government.
Some figures from the budget for 1899
will show the relative cost of caring for
the poor.
The city will pay for public
education $13,040,052; for police $11,797,
590; for the tire department, $4,443,004;

A first impression of Dawson, in August, 1898, could not be other than one

and.

mpire Day”

City’s

Poor.

from
:

cake you niak'

Great Blessing to

nearly all of the sickness among
people can be avoided. Most elderly
nifi
Ponnlo
It
Ril/OC
Thom
UIU I
u'JpiGi II UllCO IliS'll people are very susceptible to illness,
but it is wholly unnecessary.
By keepNpW Rlnnrl anrl I ifo inS their blood Pure tho-v 0ftn fortify themselves
l«uH

This will interest many of our readers,
whom lire family is well known.
Mrs.
Pratt is living in Fryeburg, Me., at pres-

Rob

a

Older

by

an

Senator Butler of North Carolina is to
the law school of the North Carolina
University this month, lie was graduated
from the university in 1884.

Troops have been massed in all the provinces of China to resist further
European
aggression. Germany is pushing forward
her troops to punish natives and grab

of

good

enter

Stoepel, the explorer, has made the
first ascent of Mount Morrison, the
highest mountain in the Island of Formosa.
It is infested with savage beasts and men.

S. S, S. is

Belfast, Maine. Ilis brother William was
lieutenant of the “Mayflower” during the
late war with Spain.' [Ilingham, Mass.,
Bucket.

good

lirst essential

ner.

New

(jradatim.

T-.iug
deed

tins sketch,worked
! en- until I *7-1 as boss of a crew, and in
t i ill \ *-iii
entered he study of law with
Rice A lit
In me admitted to the bar in
Ku* x e«»ui-1 \ in JsT'i.
1 le at once entered
with
(.eii. .J. 1’. ( illey, retiring
pra-iice
!'■ >m
J.is pai lie is lo }* to practice alone
until th«* entrance of his brother, Arthur
8. hit: n li 1*1*1
he tirm.
Mr. Liuletie’d's aieer at the bar has
been veiy successful.
He tried many important casts ami became noted for his
skill ami eloquence.
In 188.** he was nominated for representative to the Legisl it me and was elected,
seiviug on the judiciary committee.
It
was while acting in this
capacity that bis
ell ••its obtained a charter for the water
eon pain w hich now supplies that section
of Knox county.
He was re-elected to the House in 1887
ami was chosen 8peaker of that body by
acclamation.
A unanimous nomination
at that time was an especial honor and
reflected ciedit upou the popularity and
ahi lily «>f tin candidate.
Mr. Littlefield’s
splendid record as speaker is a matter of
history. It laid the foundation of his
election as attorney genetal two years
later, and it made the name of Littlefield
a household term in Maine
political circles
from that daj.
At the time of his election as attorney
general Mr. Littlefield was the youngest
man. with the exception of Thomas B.
Reed, who had ever held the nfliee, and
vii!i only R> years of practice behind him
was
the youngest attorney general in
point ut experience the 8;ate has ever
known.
He was opposed in this fight by
ll<m. F. A. Rowers of Iloulton, a brother
of Bov. Rowers and attorney general for
the i'*ur years preceding the term of
Artornev Beuerai W. T. JIaines of Watervilie.
Mi. Littlefield was a successful attorney
general, retiring in 18‘.B after a brilliant
tri m ot service.
In 181B be was a deignte to the Republic m national convention
it Minneapolis
—the year in which Mr. Blaine declined
to allow the use of his name.
Mr. Littlefield was also a delegate to
tin national Republican
mention in
is-."', .md was chosen to present Mi. Reed's
sn’oect ol

name.

■■

t"

th-ti.ld, the

i9

good living

The

a

A corporation, with a capital of
$10,000, will be organized at Chicago to conduct an in mense plant for the construction of steel freight cars.
II-*n.

NEVER TOO OLD
TO BE CURED.

Stephen Hopkins.
Edgar Gilman Pratt’s mother was Miss
Yeazie, daughter of William Yeazie of

Mail advices from Pekin declare that
China will fight rather than submit to
further surrender of territory to
European
powers.

.>i

Pratt.

Edgar Gilman Pratt, who is to deliver
the address for Henry Bryant Post 98, G.
A. R., Memorial Day, though not a native
of Cohasset, has in a way, a claim upon
it; or rather, we wish to claim him as belonging to it.
Mr. Pratt is a resident of New York,
where he is in the law office of Lee,
Longfellow & Price.
He was a graduate of
Bowdoin college, Brunswick, Me.
His
father, Capt. Nichols Pratt, is a resident
of Shanghai, China; he has been there
sines about 1869.
He was born in Cohasset, and lived here during his boyhood.
When the civil war broke out he joined
the navy.
He was in the two assaults at
Fort Fisher in December, 1864, and Jauuuary, 1865, aud has been very highly
spoken of for his bravery. He is now
captain of a large steamer plying the coast
of China. Capt. Pratt’s father was Nichols
Pratt, son of Dr. Ezekiel Pratt, a descendant of Phineas Pratt, whose name has become famous from
his journey on foot
from Weymouth to Plymouth in
1522-23,
for help. His wife was Mary Priest,
daughter of Digory, who came in the Mayflower.
Capt. Pratt has also a Mayflower ancestor
on his mother’s side.
This mother, Ruth
Snow, was a descendant of Nicholas Snow,
who married Constance Hopkins, who
came in the
Mayflower with her father,

A M
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tFlag station.
Limited tickers for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by 1.. W UFnKOu.
(1K(V 1 EN ANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and U.oneral Manager.
F. K. Booth isy. Beni Piss, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 25, 1898.

Notice of Foreclosure.
1VHKHEAS, ELMIR W. CROCKETT and
>V
BERTHA L. CROCKETT, wife ..} s;.id Elmer AV. Crockett, both of A\'interp»>rt, m.
the
County of Waldo, by their mortgage deed dated the
eleventh day of October. A. 1> lS97,and rtv.>rdeo
in the AVabio c'ountx Registiy ot Deeds. Book 2f>Li
Rage 14. conveyed to tee. the undersigned, exeeu
tor of the last will of Robert G. ( ampboli. late ot
AATnterport, deceased, a certain pat- el 4 real estate situate in Winterport, in said \\ aldo < minty
with the buildings thereon stunning, described as
follows: Beginning on southwest »•< rner ol A S
Mayo's It t, now in his possession on “Eebanois
road;” thence easterly by said May s line to u
stonewall, being the wcsteiix line of land formerly in possession ol Daniel (). Clements: thence
southeasterly by said Clements' line to land formerly owned by Charles Abbott; thence by said
Abbott's line westerly to Lebanon road; thence
by said Lebanon road‘to the place of beginning;
being same premises deeded to said Crocketts, by
me, the eleventh dayot October, A. D. 1.397.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage,
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof I claim a fore
closure of said mortgage,
JOSEPH H. CARLKTON, Executor
AVinterp rt, May 17. 1S99.-3w21

Farm for Sale.
I offer for sale my faun situated on the hack
road from Belfast to Searsport, about three miles,
from the city of Belfast, containing three hundred and twenty-five acres of land. There is a
good orchard on the farm, about two hundred
acres of good woodland, and the remainder conveniently divided into tillage and pasture lamL
There is a never failing supply of living water irt
the pastures. The buildings are convenient anti
in good repair, and well supplied with water.
This is one of the best farms in the County of
Waldo, both for stock raising and tillage and will
he sold at a bargain. For particulars inquire of
Mrs. Geo. \A\ Cottrell, 20 Northport Ave., Belfast.
Belfast, March 21. 1899.
12tf
MRS. AMELIA J. COTTREUU

Meeting
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A very pretty knockabout, owned by a
Mr. Clark of Camden, was in port last

Thursday.

noon

recess

was

going

an

Yet

the day this item was printed a
man was killed iu a neighboring town by

appetite, steady

Capt. Will Blake of Castine will have
charge of ex-May or Ed ward H. Blake’s new
steam yacht Aria of Bangor.

for

then

landing stage will be put

in

position this

The sloops Marjorie and Alice B. were
launched Tuesday, and there is now quite a
tieet at the moorings above the steamboat
wharf.
C F. Brown of Pulpit Harbor has just
closed contracts for two small racing boats,
14 feet long, one for Mr. Rice, of the firm of
Peters & Rice of Boston, and the other for
Mrs. Mills of Brookline, Mass.

Monroe

A little

are
getting the Alice B.
commission and she will be
used this season by Mr. Dodworth, who
chartered her last year. Mr. Dodworth and
family are expected at their North Shore

The

Decrows

son

County

Teach-

Many

arrived at the par-

curry a good line „f
Look over our line the
new M
you buy, we can save you
1.
give you the choicest styles y. 4Vbats our

College Hats
are

Lincoln, arrived from Natick, Mass.,
time for Memorial day.Miss Marion
York of Brooks is visiting relatives hereMrs. Charles McKeuny is visiting in town
for a week.
Mamie

Mrs. Enoch
visiting relatives
here-Several from this place attended the
teachers’ convention in Winterport last Friday and Saturday. It was very much en-

What's

the

meeting will be with Northern
Light Grange, Winterport, Juue 20th, with

matter

ready

next

to go into

styles

light

that cannot be

no

and cool

on

New
for

a

procured

the head.

elsewhere.

have the best bats in the

we

'IVY ONE OF THE

Rough Straws
weather hat.

warm

—_

Crash

4

hat

prices

and SI.OO.

25c., 50c., 75c.,
If^We

w

S2.00 and S2.50

better ones.

-■—

your hat trade, and shall reciprocate by giving
goods for the least money.
want

v
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Monday-The burial service of Mrs. Mary
joyed by all-Frank E Harding, Jr., spent Silsby, whose body was entombed here last
last Sunday at his home, returning to Old winter, was belli at the
the following program ;
cemetery Monday
Opening exercises ;
Town Monday morning... .Mrs. Kate Harri- afternoon. Rev. I). H.
Piper officiating. Mr.
conferring tifth degree; report of Granges;
man entertained the Ladies’ Circle
May 22d G. S. Silsby and daughter Miss May came
remarks for good of the order; appointment cottage early in July.
Wt
publish on the :jd page a portrait j of
in her new home. All enjoyed the afternoon
down from Bangor to attend the service.
committee; noon recess: music; address
I.
Parker's
knockabout
Wave
was
W.
viid sketch of Hon. Charles E. Littlefield
and the nice supper.... Miss Hannah Heaof welcome by Dora White, response by
....Congratulations are iu order at w. F,
seen
underway last Thursday In a stiff gau is visiting relatives in Stockton_Capt.
T;.>. aland, who is to represent the 2d
Fred Nickerson of Granite Grange, topic,
Arey’s on the birth of a due boy, May -Jlili
and not only behaved well, but j Thomas
southerly,
is
The
that
"•
listiiportrait
Bowdoin, who is spending the
Miss Laura Weed is at home from
Taxation m Maine being unequal and unRecent improvements have summer at Mr.
looked well.
'king man. and we can assure
,t
_o. aEugene Barne#, has been Bucksport for a visit-Mrs. C. A. JI. Kmijust, what is the duty of the Patrons of
her
and
added
much
to
looks
very
certainly
very sick, but at this writing is better.
He ny is spending a week in Monroe..
wh do not know Mr. Little- Husbandry m regard to it? To be
jur read*Mr.
opened to her weatherlv qualities, as well.
is attended by Dr. Emerson of Bucksport.
Charles Shaw of Ellsworth was called home
's as good as he looks and by Frank Porter of Northern Light Grange.
fiehi ih r i.
Mrs.
M.
for
C.
the
Sir
Thomas
Proctor
returned
to
her
home
Liptou, challenger
last Saturday by the serious illuess of
<
maintain tlie prestige the Remainder of the program to be furnished
wi'l w
America cup, is convinced, the London cor- in Dorchester, Mass., last Saturday.
mother. JIis wife and sou accompanied loo
by Northern Light Grange.
has long held in Con
‘U.
Maiio- d<
respondent of Tlie Associated Press ascer.Mrs. James Nason is very ill.Mrs
Prospect Village.
The school
was
^horey of the Bridgton
gr,Mu'
tains, that the two yachts are very evenly closed aud the
Pusbee of Boston was tlie guest
Mrs. 1;.
of
Did
a
the
we
have
S.
B.
I.
time?
Now
S.
M
meeting
royal
v
j
*t-seiiihies
\
in>
you've matched in construction and is bending all
-_
ashington
George
hit it just right there,
was postponed this week on account of the ! A. Millikeu last week.
r. luiness ;o d in never slopping over,
:n
He
his energies to secure the better rew.
For the baked beaus were just splendid and
sickuess of one of the pupils. It was feared ;
the day was mild and fair,
will lind it hard to down our Deer Isle boys.
I>,!vs t. > hands’ me compliment to the I
The News ot Brooks.
it might he scarlet fever, but proved to he a
So the girls all came out blooming and the
coming t mg rosin an;
crimp stayed in their hair.
Mrs. Nellie Hall of Camden is visitChas. It. Cociiibs is having extensive im- cold.
j Isaac Leathers will buy wool ties seas. n
.M;i ik '.new
Congressman—foi the Then the music was delicious.
After that provements made in the sloop yacht Elbe, ing relatives here-Hon. A. E. Nickerson j
is s ibstanti illy an election—
n
at his [»lace opposite the
the question came,
depot, navi tig
F. S. Penof
of
he
which
Swanville
and
!
Fred
G.
White
of
Capt.
lately
bought
Belfast
;s rears "f age. yet a giant in j
is
we couldn't understand it, we could
Th
highest cash price.
have
boro.
of
Some
dleton
Isles
made
us
a
changes
short
call
last
week_Fred
.<
gl.* and intellectual attainments. He j
look wise ali the same,
Dr. F. II. Houghton of Rumford Fa'.
•a
u
Free Baptist clergy man.
For :f our heads are sort o* thick, ’course we been made in the arrangements of the cabin, Lane has a line matched pair of little colts. I
ited liis mother and sister, Mrs. T. A
...
sisters aiut to blame.
Leo in Iv-Cuioi:, York county, in 1 v>i. j
....Mrs. M. S.
new sanitary plumbing put in, new cock-pit
Mudgett. who has been [
>1 < _<■- -iv'l, though, his father
>i
I■
Mrs. Houghton's b.-a i.
liott, this week.
1 But I think they spoke ..f cattle; of a
general seats built, and the boat supplied with an sintering with a had felon, is better.... Mr, j
tutor, and in view of what the
Lewis Wincheuhach of Morrill visited his has been very poor since the death
r*
Edsou oscillating steerer.
purpose cow.
1> *v L t ielml 1 has accomplished, he rna ;, j Brot-dii g for a special purpose :
they started
si.Mtcr, Mrs. Littlefield, last week. ...Mr R. husband.
:
V: in the best sense “an1
~ti\
:t somehow.
the
owned
The sloop yacht Marjorie,
by
u I'uui'-ii
oi
.uinm-so?
is
'Test and wife were cailee. 1 .;,.e
canvassing the
$ he was “boss car- M"St "f them liked tin- Jerseys it 'pears to Roberts Bros, of
Reading, Mass., summer town ..if
me just now.
for .t seed Svi.rer... .t'uilf suddenly by the serious illness of then little
Prospect
j-K.itt-:" oi a i'1 -w of foity men, earning
residents
of Northp'-rt, has received a
a
dais ]•<■: lay.
1 i** studieil law at !
number of the farmers here have gone
►u Maurice, who lives with liis
grandfather,
Brotl er L— he told a story of a general per-- thorough overhauling this spring, has new
g e 0. G H a
extensively into the hen business. C. ii.j Stanley Perkins. He is mue improved
pose swine
of
suit
cross-cut
a
new
Asa' That h. trained To do tl.e
standing rigging,
:
m or.'
the bar in l-7n.
ng
and
he
and
has
his
and
the
father
mother
plowing,
returned
Partridge
to
largest number of chicks j
] L*- wi .■
sails, new rudder post and braces, etc. The
gv.
worked in really tine.
apidly *«• the front rank. |
;t present, 350, and 100
Auburn Tuesd ty .where Mr. W.sr is cm h -yeggs hatching.
in till quite aged,
]]«- u :- >,•:.• t. the legislature and that j So tiie.\ k.-pi
beefing j name has been put on each bow and the
ed b\ the Ara Cushman Shoe (’
him at twenty-nine.
-dv
maniui •uslv made him speaker;!
Frkkdom. Mr. and Mrs. John Parker of!
hailing port., Belfast, on the stern.
runaway horse.
with walking?
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The

see

Others get $3.00 for

Rev. Mr. Norcross of the Bible Society was
present at the evening service.... Mrs. L. A
Stokell is the guest of Miss Croxford... Rev.
G. Wilson, State agent of the American
Bible Society, formerly a pastor of the
Coug'l. church iu this place, was in town

Mr. and

very

STIFF HATS

~

highly appreciated, aud the church was
beautifully decorated. Iu the evening Mr
Piper gave a stirring temperance sermon.

are

style,

PRICES SI.OO and SI.50.

sermon before Warren Post
and
C. at the Methodist church last Sunday moruiug. The ladies of the W. C. T, U.
joined with the Corps and notwithstanding
the rain there was a very good number out.
The sermou was a very due one and was

in

the leaders in

You will

W. R.

all their friends. Dr. H. A. Holt says that
mother and child are both comfortable.
Mr. Johu Strattard and grand daughter,

fh"°!

....

memorial

Monday night and Rev. and Mrs. J.
S. Blair are receiving congratulations from
sonage

stores^

clothing

n.t

for the entertainment of the convention and
was quite badly hurt, hut
fortunately no
bones were broken and she is
recovering
rapidly from the effects of her fall. A number of the teachers clubbed together and
ordered some beautiful dowers from F. H.
Moses, which they presented to Miss Shaw.
....Mrs. Willard Merrill came
up from Belfast on the teachers' excursion boat and
visited friends in town_Mrs. S. ,1.
Chip.
man is visiting her brother, Mr. James
Freeman-Rev.
D.
H
Piper preached the

nerves.

Webster put his landing in place last
Thursday evening. It has a new bridge 40
Prospect Ferry.
feet long, which extends the float out to the
channel dredged by the steamboat company, Crocker of Stetson
and allows boats to land at the lowest tides.

”

County Correspondence.

week.

The Waldo

Convention, held at Union Hall Friday
and Saturday, was very much
enjoyed by
the W interport people.Miss Blanche
Shaw, one of our village teachars.was thrown
from a carriage Friday morning as she was
driving about town makiug arrangements

ers

Mccdj SaUatHVdttg

Sam. B. Holt has completed one rowboat
this spring and has another underway. His

Farrar, J. Cunningham, D. Dyer, W. P.
Thompson. J G. Harding, V. B. Paul, and
others. Silver Harvest Grauge gave the
following entertaiumeut : Music by choir;
song, “Just as the Sun Went Down,’’ by
George and Hattie Hartshorn ; declamation,
George Hartshorn; dec., Herbert Smith;
essay. Grade Boweu of Houesty Grange.

at the rate of 20 miles an
automobile in Fairport, X. Y.,
broke an axle anti landed its occupants in
t ditch.
Give us the old horse yet. [Bangor Commercial.

hour,

time

Wintkrpobt.

s

loss

parties.

Clements and a tine response by Hattie F. M.
Phillips. The question, Resolved, That the
breeding of special purpose auimals is preferable for the farmers of Waldo County to
the breeding of general purpose auimals,was
discussed by N. L. Littlefield, J. Ellis, J. W.

the issue he represents,
has been relegated to the background.
as

on

The

Work
is Never Done

Woman

The constant care causes sleeplessness,
of appetite, extreme nervousness, and
But a vxmderful
that tired feeling.
change comes vihen Hood's Sarsaparilla
is taken. It gives pure, rich blood, good

Sewall Patterson, has been sold to up-river

meeting.
taken. The afternoon session was opened
with music by the choir. An excellent
address of welcome was given by Mary

Bryan says the 16 to 1 issue “has come
to stay, and the people will not allow it
to be put in the background." But Bryan
himself,

appointed

next

44

Capt. G. A. McDonald arrived from Isle au
Haut Monday in his catboat Eva.
Sch. Little Kate, formerly owned by Capt.

W.

his pay in advance.

asks the poet.
But what could be
this season than some of the days in

Yachts and Boats.

Farrar, Steward; Mrs. Cunningham,
1 Ceres; Mrs. Wadlin, Flora; Mrs. Boweu,
Pomona. A class of 18 was instructed in
the tifth degree. Remarks for the good of the
order were made by D. O. Boweu, I). Dyer,
Charles Jones and others. A committee
consisting of Joseph Ellis, D. O. Bowen, A,
A. Ginn, Ellen Shihles and J. E. Leavitt

} Bu8ine88°Manager.

and now you

County Orange.

Waldo County Pomona Grange met May
23rd with Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo.
There was a large attendance.
Twenty
Granges were represented. The pro tem
officers were J. Cunningham, Chaplain; J.
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How ard, I; 1 are visiting Mrs. P.'s father,
the dubest g-■* instruct!--11. for like wine I
Mr. Morey's steam yacht Princess came
j Mr. B. Williams, and other friends... John
the wit did ?iow,
for
|
j For the lawyers and the .1 tors are pretty | overfr-'m Castine last Friday morning
Fotser, Esq of Bockport called on friends
S
far as popularity was concern- ;
.>:a
glib, you km w.
I>1 ants from Hamilton’s green house. The ! here last Saturday-Children’s
Tw.. years later he won the attorney j Tho’ Lawyer T— at first was sluggish and !
od.
dyv
yacht is in splendid condition and Capt. pleasantly observed by tlie ladies of the W.
F. V. Powers.
g -i. : .d-!. 1 u against lion.
just a iittle slow.
well he
her
master,
may
Decker,
sailing
With tia- exception ui Peed. Littlefield But at last
S. R. C. last Saturday
A large number ot
he loomed up boldly from the
beauty of model is children were treated to
proud of her. So far
was Maine's \.congest attorney general; he
labyrinth of girls,
candy. Mr. James
v
enviof
more
modu
a
most
is
far
ahead
the
i :■
a:> and made
concerned she
Who had got him sort of tangled mid their
Eiliott of Lynn, Mass., is visiting in town.
d.-ic :
i.
Decker
Tuning his term he won for
ern type of steam yachts, and Capt
witching wiles and curls.
Memorial Sunday was duly observed here.
-.hi
mx-suit against the Grand
MaH
Some confused he told a story of a special says she is a splendid sea boat.
The church was very handsomely decorated
Trunk. putting >i;.4.ooO into the State j
purpose horse
with tiags.
At each side of the pulpit was a
The London Yachting World says: “Sir
mas iiy as a
first instalment and an an- That wouldn't lead oft iu the race, so rather
j
He has !
g
a.
•!' -T' .'nio ever since.
Thomas Lipt.on has completed the crew of small white tent at the entrance of which
proved a loss,
ui
hi- ho been an earnest temperance I ’Cause In- hurt the horse's feelings, so man- the Shamrock, 52 men all told, of whom 23, were flags and a handsome
bouquet of white
Twice i
nerly, he said.
man atui an anient prohibitionist.
including Capt. Wringe, hail from the. River lilacs. White tiowers det onated the organ,
he ha.- sei v. d as hielegate to Republican Then he sort o' Mowed the farmers for sellColne. The Clyde and West Scotland se- and on the table in front of the altar were
ing all their hay.
In the last couven- j
national -onv<-arious.
their farms to Belfast he cure an equal number, neluding Capt. Ho- three bouquets of tiowers,two white,and one
ti >n li< se
i; led Peed’s nomination in an j Hauling down
thought would never pay.
Of fine presence, an,
gartl and the others are from Esmouth and in the centre of red, white and blue. The
eloquent spt-ceh.
eloquent and f< -rceful debater, and better! Bu. he soon got sort o' anxious to get back Southampton. All are the very best men music was of a high order,ami the sermon by
haz
available. More than a score have at one Rev. W. A. Richmond was very appropriate
among them girls.
inswerving integrity md ^
ho kept a sort o’ beck'uing with their time or
a >ral
ess, a*.- is an ada
iprig
another been commanders of racing and eloquently delivered_Milly, youngest
rougish eyes and iris.
We predict
success.n of Xelsozi Hingiey.
yachts, and several have sailed for the daughter of Mr. Anson Knowlton.is very ill.
The new But the Grange it
for him a m<>st brilliant future.
passed off splendid, tho’ America cup.”
....Dr. Webber of Fairfield performed a
I cannot toil you half,
Coiigrosman is blessed with a charming
successful surgical operation, for F. B. Nutt
wife and tw<. beautiful children—a sou For the duio-st g--t instruction and the gravest had to laugh.
< of this
an<
iud a lovely home in R »ck
Memorial Day, May 30, 18q9.
place May 25ill, removing two tumors
laughti
-*
i from one
M Y K A w E M ER SO N
land.
Fortunate man! May they all be
eye.
soldier’s
made
our
grave
“Every
during
spared to him many years!
unfortunate civil war is a tribute to AmeriTroy. Measles have the right of way in
News ot the Granges.
can valor.
now, some whole families having them.
OBII UARY.
“And while, when those graves were Troy
made, we differed widely about the future j Mr. and Mrs. Willis Stevens and their three
E. S. Steams of Camden visited Seaside
of this government, these differences were | children ami Misses Ethel ami Erdene Pierce
W,
publish*--! last week a brief obituary Grange last Saturday evening, and invited ; long ago settled by the arbitrament of arms, are sic k with
them ami Mrs. Ed. Hollis and
of Jas. A. I> u' <n. who died at the horn* < f toe grange !<’ attend a farmers’ gathering to ami the time has now come, in the evolution
of sentiment and feeling, under the provi- son, Louville. are quite ill. Dr. 1). says that
1-e
held
at
his
farm
on
June
Gtli.
Parties
A- «":j
Tim
At.unta, Georgia, May
dence, of God, when, in the spirit of frater- they are running harder than usual at this
will go by buckboards. After the
Were held at the re-..dear,
ctures
fli .-r.1. !it-rv,
nity, we should share with you in the care time.... Wm. Knowles met with
j
quite a
it K. W Dutt- !>. Ji'. Highi.tml Ave., Atlau- a ,-i ial dance will be held and fireworks of the graves of the Confederate soldiers.”
serious accident last week. Lute Rogers was
.t.
n... Dr. \7. F. Rhiiliian,
enjoyed. An impromptu literary and musi- [President McKinley at Atlanta.
n, M tv lltb .t‘
helping him with his corn planter ami while
more we gather under skies of May,
M K
burrh, South At- cal program was presented, ice cream and Once
I»;r •: the (
When lilac blossoms, and when violet helping to lift some phosphate into the cart
cake
The
lai.t
funeral
and
o
1
the
served,
11i«■.;it."g
degree conferred.
]>recession
blows,
the horse started, throwing Mr. Knowles
'•!:«
3: a. in. Ur Union Depot, I
left th*
And on these grassy graves we weave a
Granite Grange, North Searsport,
lias
down. One wheel of the cart passed over
spray
ad, of whir’
adopted the following resolutions of respect ;
Of Northern lily and of Southern rose.
! his body and hip. The cart was loaded
W
Diitt*
E
manager and assistant
Whereas, it. has pleased the Great Master
more we hear
the blue-bird's sODg with the machine and.some phosphate, and
dir- rtor. Th
iy left Atlanta on the Ves- ^ to raise to the Celestial Grange above our Once
it was a very narrow escape from instant
afloat,
tibule. train M ay 11th, at noon, assigned to sister, Marion A. Ward; and whereas our
The thrush's piping in the dewy dell ;
sister in her life was a true and faithful
death. The horse broke the axle-tree of the
Dauiel Duti >i., Morrill, Maine. There were
thrill to hear the Northern robin’s note,
Granger, and one who ever sought by her We
cart and ran into Mr. Pierce’s yard before
And stand ensnared by Southern mockgreat many rl"ral offerings. One special-j example to preserve the reputation of our
bird’s spell.
he was caught.
Mr.
Rogers with Ins
therefore be it
iy beautiful design was that of the Fifth i order,
Resolved, That in the death of our sister Once more the winds through odorous orch- planter has been very busy assisting his
band,
alloral
E
W.
Duti Granite Grange has lost a valued member
Regiment
harp.
ards blow,
neighbors in doing their planting and has
ton. the sou of the dec eased, is the southern j and our community a kind and loving friend
The creamy hawthorns through the fences reduced the work and time
to a minimum.
ami
whose
loss
we
deneighbor,
sincerely
twine;
manager of the C. & G. Cooper Co., of Mt. I
plore.
.Joseph Piper of Rockland spent a few
Lo! all the sunrise splendors are aglow,
Vernon, O builders of Corliss engines aud
Kesolved, That we extend to the family of
*
Like cataracts of red and golden wine.
days with his mother, Mrs. Caroline Piper,
boners.
j our late sister our most heartfelt sympathy;
but let them remember that their loss is her ! We bring a wreath, O martyrs numberless, last week, Mrs. Piper will be ninety years
Who perished that your country still old June lbth, and is a very smart, active
Let them remember that there is no
gain.
Died in Thorndike May 22d, Miss Gertie ;
might live;
death, her sun has hut set to rise upon a j
woman.... Mrs. M. C. Parsons has gone to
Who fought and bled, the uuboru babe to
13 Walker, aged 11 years, daughter of Mr.
brighter shore.
Augusta for a brief period-Miss Bertha
bless,
That
a copy of these resolutions
Kesolved,
An |
aud Mrs. Frank Walker of that town.
That we should still be brothers, and for- Rollins has gone to Augusta to work for
be spread upon our record, a
sent to
attack of the measles which ended in pneu- the deceased and also to the copy
give.
j
Mrs. Louise Cilley-Miss Nellie Hillman,
Bangor Commouia caused her death. The deceased was
mercial and The Republican Journal for
But now we come, not as in bygone years,
has so far recovered from her illness as to
publication.
a bright, promising girl and will he greatly j
When auger poisoned sorrow through aud be out
again-The Troy band played at
Ellen M. Black,
»
Committe
missed by parents aDd friends. The bereavthrough;
M RS. Z L. Downs,
>
on
When no one cried, through blended love North Dixmont Memorial Day.... Miss Erie
ed family have the sympathy of the com
Mas. p. A. Fernald, J Resolutions.
aud tears,
Moore, who is teaching school in Knox,
munity. Her funeral was from the home of
“Forgive them, for they know not what spent Saturday and Sunday with her
her parents in Thorndike May 24th, Rev. F.
do!”
they
Papers and Periodicals.
parents-Mr. Preston Prentiss has moved
S. Dolliff officiating
Thank God, those days have now forever from his farm in Troy to
Hampden_Myrt.
passed,
The Lewiston Evening Courier, a Demois stopping with bis uncle, William
W. C- T. L. County Convention.
With all their strife of party, clique, and Bagley
ratio paper started about a mouth ago, susclan ;
Fred Bagley is
Knowles, for the present
‘We are planning for our eounty convention
pended publication with last Saturday’s is- The Northerner, the Southerner, at last
doing the work for Emma Pierce in place of
Is
an
American.
sue.
It
deserved
a
life.
Tim pastor aud friends
simply, solely,
in Unity June 20th.
longer
his brother Elmer, who is in poor health,
there are very ordial, and are trying to do ali
On Santiago summits we unite
L.ast week’s issue of the Gardiner Indethe result of the measles.... George Bagley
The grizzled foes of Chickamauga’s day;
tli<-y ‘-an to iiiake tiie meeting successful. pendent was a souvenir carnival edition,
made his usual business trip to Waterville
The hatreds of a Shiloh sink from sight
Troy Unnu) live miles distant, ;•» of course with pink covers and illustrations galore,
last week.
Beneath the waters of Manila Bay.
'-rested, and most helpful. As and a full report of Gardiner’s semi-centengreatly
Above your graves, exultant anthems swell,
Stockton Springs. Mrs. Hattie C. Hickusual basket lunch will he taken. Enter- nial celebration.
j
When Peace and Love ha\e healed the
born, who spent the winter and spring in
tainuient ver night is offered for those who
battle’s
W.
of
blows;
C.
Robbins
the Old Town EnterWe Hush with pride to think those fought so New York and Massachusetts, arrived home
do not return at the * lose of the evening 1
prise has offered his newspaper plant for
well
May 24th. Mrs. John N.Staples and two chilLocal
unions
will
meeting.
please send j sale, and it is said intends to move west.
With these, so brave to overcome such dren
accompanied her, and after spending a
names of delegates desiring this entertainfoes.
j This will be a loss to Old Town and to the
few days with her husband’s parents, Capt.
to Mrs.
Rubertie Whitney, North Maine newspaper fraternity.
me.nt
Peace be to Lee, whose honor shall not and Mrs.Horace
Staples, returned to Boston
Troy, Maine.
cease;
With its issue of June 1st the Rockland
To Stonewall, of the valor-vibrant name; Monday.... Mrs. Desiah G. Harris is visiting
Reports of local unions should he sent by
Daily Star became a morning paper, the Peace be to Grant, who longed so much for her sister, Mrs. C. S. Rendell, having recenttheir secretaries to Mrs. Emma Haiey, ClinIt lias full
better to serve its patrons.
Peace,
ly arrived from Portland, where she spent
ton, Me.; also send reports to county super- Associated Press
To Lincoln, of the everlasting fame!
dispatches, latest market
the winter with her sou, Mr. H H. Grant.
intendents of work done in the departments.
Weekly.
reports, etc., and as often as the advertising [Harper’s
_Mrs. Levi Grilliu returned Saturday
Do not confine these reports to figures, but
patronage warrants will make an eight-page
from the Eastern Maine Hospital, having
be
unfamiliar
since
reasons,
give
many may
Insurance Agents Organize.
paper.
decided not to undergo an operation there.
with our work. Owing to removals a county
....C. W. Frye and son, George Minot, of
corresponding secretary must be elected; a
The Maine Association of Local Fire InTransfers in Real Estate.
Scituate, Mass., were registered at the hotel
surance Agents, a branch of the National
new county constitution is also to be adopted.
Association, was organized in Portland May from Sunday until Tuesday-Mr. and Mrs.
A feature of the convention will be three25th at the Falmouth hotel. Representative H. H. Grant of Portland spent
Monday in
The following transfers in real estate were insurance
minute speeches from local presidents.
Loagents from all over the State atof Capt. and Mrs.C. S. Rennell.
cal talent will provide good music. [Emily recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds tended this meeting, which was one of the town, guests
has returned from
for the week ending May 31, 1899: Wealtha most interesting gatherings of insurance un- ....Miss Emma Hichborn
F. Miller, County Pres.
derwriters ever held in Maine.
a very pleasant visit in Boston.... The ladies
Among
A. Grant, Monroe; to Addie M. Dennison, those
present from this vicinity were Messrs. Town Meeting of the V. I. S. Monday evenBig Seizure of Short Lobsters.
do.; land and buildings in Monroe. Susan Fred Atwood, Winterport, E. B. Gardiner,
There
off very successfully.
Frankfort; to Bertha O. Hall, do.; Bucksport, Charles H. Hooper, Castine, and ing passed
What is claimed to have been the biggest Richards,
George A. Quimby, Belfast. Mr. Quimby were many laughable bits aud the localisms
Linnie
in
Frankfort.
land
and
buildings
of
short
lobsters
ever
made
in
Maine
seizure
was elected alternate delegate to the NaThe
The W. Robinson, Winterport; to Frank Grant, tional Association, to meet at Buffalo in were very bright and entertaining.
was made at Cape Porpoise last week.
lo haters were packed in barrels and loaded do.; land and buildings in Winterport. John August, and Mr. Atwood one of the vice dance which followed was very enjoyable
on cars ready for shipment to New York,
The music by Clarks's orchestra of f our
to Evelyn S.
Cuddy, presidents.
and of the thousands seized only 200 were of Cannon, Brewer,
pieces was much liked... The Memorial
legal length. They were all alive and Frankfort; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Ladies clean your kid gloves with La Day exercises were postponed owing to the
The officers Isles boro Land & Improvement Co. to G. B.
were dumped in the water.
Belle Kid Glove Cleaner, for sale only by
offered the 200 legal length lobsters for sale
the flags were
Boston; land in Isles boro. Nancy Carle & Jones, dealers in china, glass, lamps, inclemency of the weather.but
to parties in Cape Porpoise, but none could Sbattuck,
as usual and many friends carried
placed
and
ten
cents
Wm.
J.
and
five
to
A.
wall
Hustus,
Swanville,
goods.
paper
Curtis,
who
would
them
and
be found
they,
buy
3m21*
flowers to the cemetery.
too, were dumped.
Monroe; land and buildings in Monroe.
So
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An able memorial sermon was delivered at
the Grand Army hall by Rev. F. S. Dolitf j
and a good sized audience was in attendance

W. A. SWIFT, Jr,,16
NOKTHPORT
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Trad.- opens well at
K. Perkin’s store I
just outside the north gate.
W
E. Price is to have the restaurant and
bean stand as m former years.

1

notwithstanding the threatening weather, j
Mrs. ,T. 1'. Couant arrived from Camden
The ceremonies of Memoral Day were, suclast Thursday and is at lmr cottage
cessfully carried out under the auspices of i
The Tuttles of Belfast are getting ready
Geo. G. Davis Post and the Women's Relief
Corps. The oration was bv Rev. H. I. Holt j for business at their photographic rooms
of Lincolnvilie.
The Brooks baud furnished
Mrs. Robert Emery of New York
has
A. B. Stan ti a l actmusic for the oc asiou.
arrived an 1 s getting her cottages r--a Iv f..r
ed as marshal.
In the ] recession were the
the seas. Oi
Grand Army, the Relief Corps and the
A new street is to be built tins
is.>u
schools. A glance at th.-* procession year ;
from Broadway to George street, north of,
after year shows pi drily that the veterans j
Park street
!
1 of the great civil war are growing old and
The water-works stood the test
the
that their ranks are rapidly thinning. But
I
winter and are in tirst-class
nidit-i- n. The
:ue
though the heroes of the late war t
1
reservoir is nearly full.
extent ti 1 i the public eyes, the glories of
i that Titanic
Ira M. to be lias bought a lot of land on
struggle from Ml to 'ti.' m nevj er fade.
Though the questions settled by the South Shore avenue anil dug and stoned a j
well thereon to supp.y his new
late war were important, they were as 1 ist
Pag.- wo:,

1

j

the

in

:

Obiti

aky

John M. Dow, who died in
22 1, was horn at the Branch

j
in China, June 8, 1814, aud thus was
i Mills
at the time of his deatli 84 years, 11 months
!
an<l 14 days old. The youngest of a large
j
family lie took care of the homestead in the

j

village until lie
trade of

the

was

of age, when he learned

carriage-maker, working

Manchester, Gardiner and Hall>*well.
1844 he married Elizabeth W. Magoun

season
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In early life he endured without complaint the privations of
pioneer life, but passed his last years
surrounded by every comfort. He had from
early life been a consistent Christian, and
for many years was a worthy member <>f the
Free Baptist church of this place. He left
children, Mrs. A. J. Robertson of Billerica, Mass., aud M. J. Dow of this town, who
has all his life been his assistant aud busiHis last sickness was of but
ness partner.
two

few hours duration aud was caused by a
j shock, the immediate result of a fall. He
became unconscious a short time after the
accident and never rallied from the stupor.
The funeral was held at his late residence
May 24th, Rev. David Brackett officiating.
The local choir, with Mrs. T. A. Elliott as
organist, furnished some appropriate selections, and Mrs. A. E. Chase rendered a solo
iu her most beautiful manner.
The floral
decorations were very tine, being tokens of
love and respect from the family and from
kind friends. The deceased was the oldest
man in Brooks with one exception, and was
loved aud respected by all who knew him.

n vposi»

The following I'ottages are open, the Harlow, Bletheu, Rice, Brown, Mrs. 1
\V.
Emery, the White Rock, Browns, Mrs.

Safe

will be

Ward’s stenographer writes from
Washington, D. C., under date of May 23d:
“Mrs. Fannie B. Ward is travelling with Miss
Clara Barton and Red Cross party in the
interior of Cuba, out of reach of mails and
cables that a week or two must go by without manuscript.”
We have a letter from
Mrs, Ward for publication next week.
A Newton, Mass., Woman
Prominent in society, says:—‘‘I would not
for anything be without Comfort Powder.
It
It is splendid for irritation of the skin.
cures prickly heat, chafing, offensive
perspiration, tender feet, and keeps dress shields

joined by his

sister

wlieu
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ami

burglary, in tlie

Those

renting

ear
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mixes
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rivile^e of t.ikiu£ their
vaults.

Wheels.

Hubs,

all is in

readiness.
;

Spokes

The trucking franchise on the grounds has
;
been awarded to Charles <>. Dickey. Mr
has
had this business several years
Dickey
ami is well prepared to s* rve the public acceptably iu the future as lie has in the past.

|

Bn»adwa\ and Ceorge j
streets
has been cleared of superfluous
trees, underbrush, etc., and the remaining :
trees trimmed, making a great improvement iu the general
effect.
The grove
south of the hotel ami store has also been
cleared.

Rims.

The grove between

The Maine
will
from

Sunday School Association
Northport Camp Cron ml
August 5th to the 14tli, inclusive. The

convene

institution

at

MASON & II

1

\

SOAP

ji

will be tinder the management of I

Archibald, general secretary, who J
is the kind of
will he assisted by Lucy (i Stock, superui- I
SOAP
tendent of primary work, Margaret Kocli of
Sw
Colby Institute and I. N. Halliday, State A. A. Miiwci) «S: Co.
fh.'"
field worker. Themes of practical interest W H. 'Iclntosh.
Cu- u- \
Burgess & (Gardner.
to all teachers will be considered through-

Ceo. H.

1

W.

out the session.

li.

The straudiug of the Paris near the Manaduring a clear night would seem to justify the question, Why will ship captains
hug that peculiarly dangerous shore when
there is sea room and to spare in the offing V
Is it that currents inshore favor speed or that
a trifling saving iu distance is made by thus
risking the lives of passengers, or is there
some other reason?
In fog of course there
is always a chance of miscalculation as to
in
clear
weather is it not, posbut
position,
sible for the masters of the high-powered
steamers to keep off the Cornish coast? [New
York World.

Rich arils

H«'A‘

II

F.

The Paris Mishap.

Ward’s Letters.

Mrs

$T.L'

SURPLUS,

Nortkport.

and

fertile fields.

sweet.

\

AS 4 'll

j

Mrs.

I

C APITAL STOCK, > l

The tiower garden at the Flood -rtage s
attracting a good deal of attention and is
very pretty It was made by Eilph Menda 1

Grants’, Bluewater.
Brooks, where he has since residJoel P. Wood has rented the E C. Woodof
his
wife
some
two
ed, until the death
(
bury cottage on Clinton avenue, which be
years ago, when he came to this village to !
occupied last year, ami will continue the resHe was a very energetic, I
live with his son.
taurant business there.
industrious and capable man in any line of
j A pleasing feature at the Campground
business iu which he was engaged and was
this season is the increasing number of
specially respected for his honesty of purflower gardens and the improvement in the
It was a matter of special pride with
pose.
artistic appearance of the lots.
him that he had always paid in full every
W. S. Roberts of Reading, Mass., has been
honest debt. He was a type of the class
of
men
now
becoming very rare, who : here some time getting the new cottage
helped to change the forests of Maine built last year, ready for occupancy, ami

\
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opens.

moved to

to

i.

sewer
verbae led
system is being
put in good condition in all seetbms.
S one extensions are to be made before the
j

village May

this

h

amt

!

j
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The

closed forever.

tox

Ham I Wok.

A

water.

balance compare i with' the momenwhich tHe surrender of Appomat-

tous issues

—

J

!

Oshea A Johnson, who died in Burnham
i May Joth, was the son of Noah G. and Mar\
J. Johnson aim the oldest of nine children, \
!
! of whom seven are living. He was born in
'• years
1 Brooks
ago and has been employed j
by the Maine Central R. R. a-* trackman for
j about ten
years, making bis 1 ead-piarters .,x
Burnham.
Since last fall his health lias
been failing
As spring approached lus,
disease rapidly developed into consumption !
He leaves a wife, the daughter of Al. I
phonso Cunningham, formerly of Brooks, j
and three children.
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But you e.mnot buy a shoe that wi. \v»bettt-i. lit better, or look more styibls..

!

1

>

YOU MAY PAY MORE

cles

Fred Hawthorn, chief engineer of the
steamer Penobscot of the Bangor-Boston line,
was in town Friday calling on friends. (Bath
Times.

For sale at a bargain, m
laud under good state of ultn
age of over 6 rods on Beimont
particulars enquire of
ANNIE ,M |*Al I N
Or E. H. HANE\ V
«

>

■:

Freedom Notice.
KRN’ESl

hereby give to my minor
BUTLER, his time from this da;«
I

none

of his wages

or

hipay any of

Hearsmont, May 2(5, 18H‘.b
3w22*
ANDREW

1

I
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t.i
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Tni-

Read about the Sea

Breeze

on

another

scorn
emulsion

page.

meeting of the City Council

,r

next Monday evening.
\ Son had the window of
^
re very haud90inely deco-

-,j

day.

—ia'.

country Friday

••ghiug’a;little

4 tons.

over

been extended
>f the Belfast Fuel .S:

>,J:ng has
■

of tbe Marine

Railway

the low lauds

Agassiz Association will meet iu the
Upper Grammar school room tomorrow,
Friday, afternoon at 4 o’clock.
The

the Belfast Fuel &

of

from the

-«■-

Another heavy frost was reported Monday
morning and some damage was done to crops
on

Ireland of Bangor came to
.-..lav and took Ernest Kichtrial on a bastardy charge.
»:us

Some of the school girls are talking of
a club to play basket-ball.

formiug

A work train

OF

the Belfast branch

came over

Monday and gathered up the old rails, etc.,
which have lately been replaced by new.

should always be kept in
the house for the fol-

letters remaining unclaimed in the Belfast postoth.ee for the week
ending May 27 : Gentlemen—B. H. HeuraList

advertised

of

lowing

lian, Esq.

granted as follows:
Colson, Prospect Ferry,
del K Richards, Belfast,,’
been

FIRST

Mr. S. C. Sidcliuger, Upper High street,
has iu his possession a handsome patchwork

>ells

:

circus

Bangor

at

will be taken out of this

Paul R. Hazeltine fund
deserving poor have dis-

be
••

winter

past

spring.

and

gone into

vt-

number of

a

of money, provisions,
ver seemed m tbe opinion
be most needed.
st

A grocery
■tier < f Si a bushel, aud
ppies. The grocer did not
•ver
it-, remarking that
ust, now.

getting poorer and poorer
-!price would go down

was made by his great grandmother iu Scot and, 120 years ago.

SECOND

N:i'

Misses

Josephine
Searsmoiit

Met' >rrison of

Loudon

ii

a

hurdv

new

■yUnder
:

set in the latest
try the experiment of
gurdy d ant vs ami parties
’1

w

vicinity as they have
setts
They expect the

‘bis

June
idvt.

See

doth.

what

ing of lX',»p has
fault-tinders very lit-

The spi

1 persons of

ui>

Tbe

ran.s

y

cause

early

went off

snow

.n

opti-

more

have had unusual

c

ana in.

aud

-trued

right fur early farming. On
snow was two feet deep
tway from the water front,

May farmers were plowing
mmingbirds were plenty-

!!

'hoiinks

!

few

days
early spring, which.
w;rh much fav. r, is the apa

later.

of

>11

uppers, which

’s

Hot

New

The work

gambrel roof,

seen

Morrison
I, Mitch-

se

.‘ii

Franklin

"ii

were

M

well

street

the first full

The roof and
the lower walls clap"f will be stained black, the
w‘-ather-beaten" stain and
It in Belfast

<-d and

J

••

md

trimmings painted

white.

front, with a room with
it. There is a swell top
on the gable of this part.

in

oins

"■

on

each

floor, besides

■ath-ruoms, closets,
■.

shed in

etc.

The

lute wood,

paintheated by a com hi natn<i hot air, and piped f.»r
w

ii he

made and

were

the

w

■:

k

Herbert 1. Morrison.

v
>h
tve

Changes. The County
received from the arclii-

f-T the

new

FOURTH

remedy
lung affections.

No household should b_ without it.
can be taxen in summer as weli
in winter.

It
as

=-oc.

SCOTT &

and $1.00. all druggist:-.
Bi >\VNE, Chemists New

fork.

On and
after June Nd, the insurance
offices of this city will be closed Saturday
afternoons until Sept Noth.

The W. C T. T. will meet with Mrs. Hattie Cook on Charles street to-day .Thursday,
Nil p m
at
The monthly devotional hour
will be observed.

j

officers.

given away,
ut lace hand-

A full

attendance

is

desired.

The ladies of the North church

requestthe home of Mrs. L. A- Ivubvrlare

up

piavers

e

v\

l

5 in favor

of the mixed niue.

passage.

He left

New York

men, all negroes.

e

-'wani, but

none were

One

was

capable

although all shipped as
<Japt. Marshall says they
I'-iss muster as “ordinary”

uite.

f

the men acted as leader for
hen off Rockland they refus
Uie leader attacked the
cap-

enforce liis orders.
rked lus vessel into Ro< kieader arrested oil charge
•attery, but the man was aci- came to Belfast with the
who did just as little
d. The meu were shipped
tried

to

■'

’rip, ami under the law the
!
discharge them here, but
arrived at her dock they deiv aud said
the.}7 were going
Marshall told them if they
util the vessel was discharge

Lancaster.
Eleven lodges were represented by about
75 delegates.
The degree was conferred
as
follows:
BelThe teams were made up
The District Templar
upon 8 candidates.
fasts—Hammons, lb; Hill, 3b; Stevens,' arrived late and took the
chair, appointiug
r. f.: Reed, 1. f.: Hall, o. f-; Brown, s. s.;
Mrs. Brackett, as District Counslor. The
McDonald, p; Harmon, c; Deering,2b. Head report of the Secretary showed one new
of Tide—G Holmes, P-; C. Holmes, c.;
lodge, and a gain in membership. The reRo.erson, 1. f.: Flanders, 2b.; J. Holmes, lb ; ports from the lodges
represented were
m.
f.; Newell, ss.;
F. Holmes, 3b.; Beckwith,
encouraging. The visitors were given a
Bailey, r. f. The game resulted in a score of 11 hearty welcome by Mr. Hirry West of
to 10 in favor of the Head of the Tide niue.
Unity, and the responses were by G. F.
Saturday there were two games between Sherman and District Templar E. L. Bartlett.
one
at
each
Belfast and Camden players,
The following resolutions were adopted;
place. The High school nine went to CamWhereas, It is for the best interests of our
den and played the High school of that order that it should have an organ whereby
its work and principles may be more
widely
place, and the Juniors of Belfast were met distributed.
on the Congress street grounds Saturday
Resolved, That we as Good Templars of
afternoon by a nine from Camden, who Waldo county ought to give more loyal
supThere was a good ; port to the Temperance R cord, both as a
came up by bucxboard.
which
we owe to ourselves and the
duty
The
visitors went
attendance of spectators.
cause of humanity.
to bat first and made three runs by their
Whereas, we believe that Past Grand Secfirst three men. The next three men, howretary Geo. E. Brackett was unjustly deprived of his office at the last annual session
ever, went out in quick succession, ail vicof Grand Lodge,
The visittims of Belfast’s third basemen.
Resolved, That we as the Waldo District
ors scored no more until the s’ vth inning,
Lodge deplore this fact, and extend to Bro.
Bro.
Brackett renewed assurance of our conThe Belfasts made 7 in
when they got in 2.
tinued loyalty.
the first .lining, m the second and 5 in the
Resolved, That we instruct our District
ninth; total score: Belfast 21, Camden 5.
Secretary to correspond with Gov. Powers,
and ascertain why municipal judges do not
and
the
are
their
Following
players
positions issue
warrants to constables against liquor
Belfast—F. Johnson, c; G. Darby, lb.; sellers.
Resolved, That we extend a vote of thanks
Berry, •!>.; H. Patterson, c. f.: Mason, 1. f.;
R. R. for half fares and other
Shute, 2b B. Darby, ss.; YV. Johnson, r. f.; to the M.

I f ; Parker, c. f.
The Belfast High School game with the
Camden High School Saturday resulted in a
victory for tin- Camden team by a score of 11
to 1"
The players went to Caiuden by a

full wages, but
Their wages to that time
'U each and lie offered to settle
them go, although he needed
!ays more and by law could hold
“nsulted an attorney and on
ll’"k the $10 and left.
They
was unseaworthy, that her
rotten that it was unsafe to go
,f oil that
account the royal had
1
'‘furled for a year. The toremast
feeing, of which the men complain,
years old above the
foretop, and
"•*
below it,. Ail the shrotnls and
v

f

wire

except the topmast and
which are of hemp.
'“n
8*ys the royal was set twice on
11Wa8 furled by the men when
H.
t?bt of Belfast. An anchor to
which

backstays,

1

attention was not the vessel’s
l,*8t onei and while it was attach-

«dU| ehain
^
^dn u",
tilft j0»)
gor,

clumsy

contrivance was
the clumsiness of
ve88el will load lumber at Bancalking on the beach here.
a

J,Vbn 8tronger for

1

we

unwritten work

A.B.

1
Belfast.

his

lesson

he

was

fie

was

well that before he realized it
“dead broke and a shilling short."

obliged

call

to

on

a

his

work last

ist.ine made

Saturday, running

a

visiting

Thomas G. Small went to Rockland Mon-

day

for

a

few

days.

Olive Cooper went to Newport yesterday for a short visit.
Mrs.

Isaac Wilband went to Portland yesterday for a visit of a few days.
Mrs.

Mr. J. A.
Chicago for

Army comrade. Shortly after he asked a
friend in to see his new boots, and when he
untied the package there rolled therefrom a
number of decayed beets and turnips. Later
he found the missing boots iua similar package in another part of the store.
The C

J.

Charles Smalley of Rockport is
relatives in Belfast.

learned his lesson well, made up the whole
amount of the bill to him.
When the girls
told the story at home they were strongly
advised to beware of such pranks in the
future-Not long ago a certain Belfast official bought a pair of boots and left them
for a few minutes iu the store of a Grand

Steamer Notes

A.
Harriman arrived Tuesday for
short visit.
Mrs.

employer for
an advance to meet the deficiency, and the
employer, thinking the clerk had probably

day’s

business.

so

Gammaus arrived Monday from
a short visit in Belfast.

Charlie Cunningham
week from Providence,
visit.

arrived home last
R. I., for a short

Charles Reynolds of Middletown, Ct., visited his niece, Mrs. Robert P. Coombs, last

Monday.

Mrs. Ann M.
from Brookline,
winter.

long

total of
17<> miles. She took the High School nine
to and from Cauiden, the Castine Normals
to and from Bucksport, ami the teachers
from Winterport to Belfast. The log was as
follows: Belfast to Camden, 18 miles; to
a

Chenery
Mass.,

arrived
where she

last week
speut the

Mr. aud Mrs. Wm. Leavitt of Clinton returned home yesterday from a visit to their
son, George A. Leavitt.

Misses Milly and Lena Sanborn arrived
home Tuesday from Medlield, Mass., where
have been employed.
Castine, 25; to Bucksport, 18; to Wiuter- they
Mrs. Beu Ilazeltine aud Mrs. F. J. Starport, 0; to Belfast, 24; to Bucksport, 18; to I
rett went to Boston Saturday to visit their
Castine, 18; to Camden, 25; to Belfast, 18; sister, Miss Sally Durham.
total, 170-The Bangor & Bar Harbor 1
Mrs. A. B. Meade of Natick, Mass., reSteamboat Co.’s Tremont, which has been
turned home yesterday from a visit in Belreceiving extensive repairs at Brewer, has fast aud Stockton Springs.
been leased by the Portland,
Freeport &
James Pattee is again able to attend to
Brunswick Steamboat Co., and was taken to business, after being confined to the house
two weeks by illness.
about
Portland last Sunday. It is understood that
the craft may be bought by the company if
Henry S. Marden was at home Monday
she proves to be satisfactory... .Capt. Geo. He is an engineer on the Maine Central between Waterville and Portland.
H. Barbour, who is in command of the handJoseph O. Whitcomb was in tow n Tuesday
some rebuilt Cimbria of the
Bangor & Bar
to his school in East Orrington,
Harbor line, which made her third trip from returning
from
Freedom, where he delivered the
Bangor on Saturday, since her launching, memorial address.
says that she is entirely satisfactory and that
John Roberts and Mr. Freeman, his fatherhe is very much pleased with her success. in-law, are here from
Reading, Mass., getThe boat has had a heavy business_The ting ready their cottage and grounds at
Castine will make an excursion from Bel- North Shore, Northport.
G. F. Whitney, representing Bowler &
fast and Searsport to attend the Normal
School graduation at Castine June 7th. She Hosier, Boston, dealers in iron and steel,
was here last week.
He was born in East
will leave Belfast at 4.20 and Searsport at 5,
Belfast, but has not lived here for many
years.
returning after the exercises.
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AFTERNOON GAME.
A.B. K.

Johnson, c.6
G. Darby, lb...7
Berry, 1. f .6
6
McLellan,2b.
H. Patterson, c. f.6
5
Shute, r. f
B.Darbv.s. s.5
McDonald, 3b.5
I. Patterson, p. 6

5
3
2
4

3
2
2
3
3

A.B. R.

BUCKSPORT*.

lB. T.B.
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
5
3
3
1
2
1
3
3
3
3
3
lB. T.B.

P.O.

5
9
l
1

4
1
4
5
O

A. E.

0
0
0
1
0
o
4

0
0
0
3
2
0
0

7

4

0

0

P O. A. E.
0
4
3
n
o
2
1
4 0
0
3 0
4
1 1
0
2
0
1
0 o

2
0
0
2
1
l
2
3
6
Lawrence, s s.4
0
5
1
1
Hubbard, p.
0
1
1
Thibodeau, c. 5
0
0
.5
0
Delano, 1. f
0
2
Frederick, c. f,.5
2
0
1
1 12
0 0
Jones, lb.5
1
2
3
0
1 1
Robinson, 3b.4
12345 6 78 Total.
5
6 0 0 12 —27
Belfast. 4 0 0
Bucksport .0 0 2 0 0 0 2 3 —7

Roix, 2b.5
Cole, r. f.5

Home runs, Bucksport, 1; 2-oase hits, Belfast,
3; Bucksport, 1 ; 3-base hits, Belfast, 1 ; bases on
balls, Belfast 4; Bucksport, 2; struck out, Belfast, 3; Bucksport, 4; left on bases, Belfast, 10;
Bucksport. 15

Wedding Bells.
Osborn-Ward. A very pretty wedding
occurred at the home of Mrs. Lydia E. Ward
of Thorndike, at 7 o’clock Saturday eveniug,
May 27th, when her oldest daughter, Lenora
J ,was united in mirriage with Mr. William
M, Oshurn of Pittsfield. The ceremony was
performed by Kev. F. S. Dolliff of Jackson
in the presence of
of the contracting

immediate families
parties. The bride and
the

groom were tastefully attired for the occasion and adorned with beautiful flowers.
The

bride is

highly

one

of

Thorndike’s well known

ladies, and
the groom is well and favorably known in
Pittsfield, and also in Harmony, where he
has lived the greater part of his life. They
plan to take up their residence in Pittsfield
near Mr. Osborn’s place of business.
Their
many friends unite in wishing them a life
of happiness and success.

and

respected

young

Nutt-Crabtrkk. Two of the best known
and most popular young people of Pulpit
Harbor, Sam’l A. Nutt and Gertrude Crabtree, were united in marriage May 17th by
Fremont Beverage, J. P. Mr. Nutt came
to Pulpit Harbor to work several years ago
from Lincolnviile and has made it his borne
for the most of the time since.
Mrs. Nutt is
the only daughter of John L. Crabtree, and
both have hosts of friends, who extend congratulations and best wishes. Mr. and Mrs.
Nutt are now on their wedding trip and will
visit friends in Massachusetts. On their return they will be at home at the Crabtree
homestead, which has been presented to
Mrs. Nutt by her father as a wedding present.

that

j1 last

"'ith

North church C. E. Society held a
enjoyable reception and missionary
meeting at the home of Miss Maude Johnson on Court street Monday evening.
The
house was handsomely decorated with
palms, ferns and flowers. Miss Frances J.
Dyer of Boston who, is visiting her parents in

this city, was present.
She was given
an informal reception, after which she gave
an interesting talk on ‘‘Missons as a means
of self-culture.”
After the address dainty
refreshments were served.

i

har-

iutlueuce than

|

any instrument made.
( ome in and see the magniticent organs that u »-are sell
mg at s*e-

!

ductive juices.

PITCHER,

Music Store,

Concering

Local

Mathews Bros,

flag staff, 5 feet taller than the old
been placed on Masonic Temp e,
and the stars and stripes floated from it for
the flrst time on Memorial day. Timothy
Chase Lodge khas a new flag, 12x15 feet,
which is hoisted on meeting days. It floats
over the Temple to-day for the regular meetnew

THE SEA BREEZE. !
V"l. -!•

having an unusually
busy season, and, as usual, the work is of
the highest class. They have lately made
the interior work for the Bellevue Hotel,
Boston, and are making the doors, sashes
and iinish for

are

a

new

1
*

;]n,

;:

<ipl

>u

—

IMrillM,.

leaflets

■

at* i-j.i.lar-.
T!
N..!,(iinkshavo«-.Mmi.
i I.UlKli
-a
Wh

,,„t

]1;i,

■

A

fun

locate],

One of the busiest places in Newport lewat the veneer mill of Cooper Brothers,
where a crew of nearly MO men is busy
trying to keep pace with the orders
and ail the belts on the tight pulievs of
the machines. The firm manufactures a
large quantity of cloth boards and with
the present mill equipment can turn out
about 6,000 daily.
The first of last week
the firm had orders aggregating nearly l»x>.000 ahead and there is no doubt but that
there will he sulhcient come in to keep up
is

with the manufacture for some months
In
other lines in which veneer is used good
sized orders have been received and it is
probable that the firm never had a better
outlook ahead, all things considered.
Nearly l.OOO.OOO feet of basswood logs was purchased and tiie mill will have to lie run
quite late in the season and at its r 1 rapacity to handle this quantity.
The

Ckea-MEHIEs.

Emerson Cream-

lhe

ery is increasing its business each week and
is now handling about MMO gallons of ream

daily.

They

are

making

a

limited

«!n[»

-u'ar

This

/-

•.

.-nmvniei
n$;

i.

OUR

SPECIALTIES,
Tine,

FREEDOM.

A;?:,

Sent

by H\press. Sta^e, or nail.
St.
BRACKETT & CO..
PR1XTERS. BELFAST. MAISE.

10 Main

Steel

Edges

FOR RO AD MACHINES.

T. B,

Hussey Plows.

amount

to meet a demand, but most of
their product is shipped as
ream.... The
Silver Lake Creamery began business .Mon-

■-

pleasantly and

less.”

of butter

day

MASON & HALL.

a

look for

better than
ever before, with two well established and
reliable creameries here
our

farmers

now seems

There will be

GEO. J.

Thursday.

June

8,

STKAJ1KR CAST1NK.

ON

Bangor

in time to

see

A. m., arriving
the entire parade.

Leave Bangor at 0

P.

H. C.

To

Batit/or

anti return,

Tickets limited to

twenty-five.

one

mv

repository in

MAHDLN

FOR RENT.
Two cottage houses, eight rooms
each house. Situated on Main
street.
Enquire of

in]

(fEO.

K

HUE KETT.

FOB SALE.
PEDDLERS

m.

....Full Band in Attendance....

wi'h

Work and Fair Friers.

1890,

Leave Lewis wharf at 0.30

a

BROWN,

to be run in oonneetion
rear of Windsor Hotel

..TO..

AT BANGOR

1*?

Beaver street, under the management of.

Band Excursion
FOREPAUGH & SELLS’ CIRCUS

opened .lime

Carriage Paint Shop
on

Good.

-APPLY TO

CART.

...

SWIFT Si PAUL.
Belfast, May /sis.,.. ^jw20*

$1,00

hundred and

Or sale at l’oor’s

drug'

store.

Real Estate for Sale
AT

...

FOR SALE.

A

BALM. AIN

The homestead of the late H. N Lam-aster, at
theeoriierot Cellar and Bradbnn streets, and the
homestead
lu- late M.nsli.il: l>avts cm Primrose
Street.
.1 S. II AKUl MAN.
Belfast. M;iv IS. IS'.e.l
2<'!I
■

House for Sale.

F. B. Nutt of Freedom, father of Deputy
Sheriff W. F. Nutt, was in Fairfield Thursday to have an operation performed upon his
left eye by Dr. G. F. Webber. Two tumors,
which troubled Mr. Nutt for some time, were
successfully removed by Dr. Webber, and
the patient returned home much pleased
with the results of the operation. [Waterville Mail.

!|

u

I'KIVr

•>

honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by
their firm.

3,000 tons of granite mentioned last
being shipped from Stonington,
should have been specified as shipped from
the quarry of John L. Goss, alone. He will
dispose of 4,000 tons or more this month,
which has broken all previous records in the
history of Stonington’s granite industry.
[Deer Isle Press.

;

’’■

Kin dupes l itets,
l‘amp|ilet>.s
;ir«ls.- l!ti‘iklets Prnirraiiis Hill
A Note IleatK. PiKleis. Ai'.. Ae.

A special from Prospect to the Kennebec
Journal says:
‘‘Fifty Italian laborers have
arrived at Mount Waldo and Muiday mornwork
in the quarries at "•JTudaily
ing began
wages, i» hours to constitute a day’s work
There is a > ears’ j >b at that plant, and it
now looks is though it would
he done by
foreign lab r. although Americans can have
work at tie ihov [trices. The union .set the
t>0 for an s hour day and the
wages at
members ui the Union refuse to' work or

F. J. CHENEY A. CO., Props., Toledo, <>
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly

as

:‘

•i

good lire-proof second-hand salt- for
sale at a bargain.
Inquire of
;»w22
CALVIN IIERVKVor
JOHN SAN BO UN.

West & Triax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Piije, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
Druggists. Testimonials free.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Im21

P,

■■

<

Mi is!

Catarrh Cure.

;ir

schoolhouse at East-

_

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s

\

v'-'

port

one, has

case

Belfast, He.

Industries.

Morrison & McDonald are building a new
boiler-house for Sherman A Co. at the lower
leather-board mill in East Belfast.

societies.

How’s

soothing

ORtiAS,
more

on

E. S.

in

The
week

a

monious and

The

ing

;i C^RPEsT :k
richer tallness and

of

notes

very

A

Everting Hymn

like

halm to the restless
and perturbed spirit, can be
sui'g to the extpiisite and melodious

from church-going.

Secret

is

has It.

BOSTON.

nerves

ing an improvement in many respects. The
sink and its appliances were desigued by
Mr. Gordon, of the tirm of Gerry A Co., the
proprietors, who has charge here. The out-

—

CO.,

Ail

The editor of The Ladies’ Home Journal
has been asking bishop, priest, rabbi and
other clergymen to auswer the question so
often asked, “What is the Good of Going to
Church? and publishes their replies in the
June issue. These are extremely interesting, and are made doubly so by the fact that
all the contributors to the symposium, representing a wide range of religious belief,
expressed exactly the same opinion—all
point out the same benefit that is derived

'J Total.
-14
3
0

Bucksport.
Bases on balls, Belfasts, 5; Bucksports, 5;
struck out, Belfasts. 4; Bucksports, 5; left on
bases, Belfasts, 10; Bucksports, 0.

BELFAST.

COFFEE

in tin- Dana Sarsaparilla building, with
good patronage,and a capacity of handling
all that will come to them. The niaeiiinerv
is all new and made to order for this m- u
cry. The churn is of moo gallons capacity,
and has two manholes, the latter feature be-

8
0

SHAPLEIGH

of the series, “Some Foolish Men of
I the Old Testament," III, Saul, the Fool2 4
ish King. The music will include the fol3 4
1 o j lowing:
Morning—anthem, “Praise the
o
n
Lord," Goold.
Evening—chorus, “Praise
n
o
in
the Father,” Gounod.

4

Wins

Always

Because it has that Rich, Delicious Flavor which Satisfies.
Prices Rtpht—Quality Unsurpassed. 1 -lb. Cans only—Your Grocer

was

1

...

VICTOR COFFEE

Resolved, That we extend a rising vote of
thanks to Unity Lodge for their hospitality
to our District Lodge members.
The next session is to be with Wallo
Lodge at Waldo.

..

3
Roix, 2b.
.4
Cole, r. f
Lawrence, s. s.3
Hubbard, p.5
5
Thibodeau, «•..
Delano. 1. f.5
Fairbanks, c. f.4
Jones, lb.4
Robinson,3 b.4

trade-mark.

courtesies.

...

"

them their

session of Waldo District

...

on

trouble with

Nobody

Friday a mixed nine from the city went
by buckboard to Alonzo Holmes’ farm above
City point and played with a niue from the
Head of the Tide, City point and vicinity.

■

some

positions.

new

Quarterly

—

...

Co., had

in

were

seemed to be in condition for good playing
and a weak game was the result. Five innings were played, the score standing 21 to

The

Lodge of Good Templars at Unity Saturday,
May 27th,was opened at 10 15 a.m. by District
Vice Templar Miss Mabel Rose, who called
upon Mrs. E L. Brackett to preside. The
following officers served ; District Templar,
Mrs. E. L. Brackett; Vice Templar, Miss
Mabel Rose; Secy., T. H. Fernald; Treas.,
Chas. W. Wood; Chaplain, J. S. Maddocks;
Supt. Juvenile Temples, Mrs. Olive Sherman; Marshal, H. C. Reynolds; Guard,
Myrtie Pendleton; Deputy Marshal, May
Pendleton; Past District Templar, W. E.

exemplified by
pieces
pi
ed to meet at
T. 11. Fernald, District Secretary.
ken Fief, a pansy pattern de>igned by Percy
'■().
ton. Miller street, Friday afternom. it
The following program was given by
A SaiiF irn
The Pieces w; i he oil exhibiMatters of imnortanc** are to be considered.
tion at P*urketUs st<-iv ,1 mic
Whist playspo.-ial trip of steamer Castine, and were ac- Unity Lodge: Organ solo by Miss Agnes
Tlie K .ck Maples, a Dmui of sciiool-bnys
Vh*t k. promptly.
companied by a goodly number of friends, Thompson; *ong, by Miss Kitty Clark; diaing will begin at s
from Camden, came to Be t ist Tuesday and
includingsevera. young ladies. The players | logue, l.v Harry West and Geo. Reynolds:
'll.*' Belfast Ft!
N Hat C- lately put in
played with the Hard Pines between the and their positiou? were as follows: Belfast duet, Misses Agnes and Maggie Thompson;
j
at tln-ir ii;tv storehouse ai
apparatus which games of the older bov**. The home team
McLellan, 2b.; J. Holmes, lb.: Wood.s.s. ; speech by Eugene York : music, Miss Agnes
saves
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Thompson.
F ns bee, r. f ; McDonald, p.; Flanders, 3b.:
mits a good deal of work to he done under
An excellent dinner was furnished Itv
S
Brier arNorth Belfast.
Mrs. 11
H,inii"n, c. F. Holmes, 1. f.: Fernald, c. f.
cover which has before been done outside.
rived home from Charles;, wn. Mass., last Camden—Cooper,<• ; Martin, s. s. ; Andrews. 1 uity Lodge, Some of the visitors bringing
A door has ben. cut through the
de of tin*
1:*.: Sides, 2b.; Wentworth, Mb; Watson.
pie and cake.
..Mrs.
week, to rein liu during the summer
storehouse next the railroad tra k, and a
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\V. (4. Hatch and master Everett Hatch
p.
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week to visit her sister, Mr**
be Taken for the State Conference, which
Maggie MansTwo-base bits were made by Andrews and
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Nellie Allen arrived home Wood ; three-base hit by Watson ; single base
\n ill meet in Iveuuelmuk June 13 15.
weather
Ir also saves work of the teams in
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The annual meeting of the Waldo County
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hauling from the storehouse T* the cars. vacation.
Our teachers, Misses Buss and
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'i'h<- slides were built by S. C. Sum
Ladd and Miss Arliue Walton, attended the The Camdeus struck out S times and the Bel- the
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After the game the visitors were given a
Thomas of Liucoluville < ommitted suicide Winterport- last Fridas u.d Saturday. They
| unfavorable, on the first fair day thereafter.
last Saturday by drowning himself in a are enthusiastic m praise of the Winterport reception and dance by the Camden hoys. J
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caught l.’O brook trout.... F. H. Francis
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missed about noon, and the son, thinking ->f
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to all.
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time.
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provide tire-proof
uty records. Three plans
Stevens want their ladders returned..
Anf -r Bosas previously described in
bay fort-lie Belfast Fuel A* Hay
drew C. Butler, Searsmont, has given his
the plan to divide the <>f- ton....Sch. Banner arrived Monday from
minor son, Ernest A. Butler, his time....See
: re-proof vaults inside the
Bangor with lumber for Cooper A Co
advt. of Hurdy Gurdy music... Fire proof
Sell. Henry Whitney arrived Monday, lum:is, the estimated cost is
safe for sale. Enquire of Calvin Hervey or
ber laden, from Bangor for Port Morris..
co,,f the whole of the three
below. >t 1,400. These two George Turner of Isle au Haut has taken John Sanborn.... Mrs. W. H. Moody offers
*giiT changes above to accom- command of sch. Hannah Coorner. The for- for sale a house, corner of J’ark and Church
Oihrary. The other plan cou- mer captain, Andrew Anderson, will com- streets.Pocketbook lost on Charles
dition of :jo feet to the northmand the sch. Ida L. Ray
.Sch. Sarah L. street.... A (carriage paint shop in connecbuilding, with an entrance Davis arrived Tuesday from Rockland. She tion with H. C. Warden's carriage repository
m rear of Windsor Hotel, will be opened on
into the present basement,
is bound to Bangor to load lumber for New
Beaver street to-day under the management
the tire-proof rooms in the York.
of Geo. J. Brown....See notice of Relief
for the probate records, and
Practical Joking. Two minor incidents,
Soap. It is on sale by local grocers and
mgemeut of the second story. each
more or less amusing, transpired the i others.Tax collector
Sargent makes his
st is $12,000.
The coinmislast call to those who have not paid their
past week. A youth came from a neighborvet decided which plan to
ing town to work in a store, and a couple of taxes for 18i)8-See advt. of Nelsonee.
young lady friends took it upon themselves
PERSONAL.
Brig Katahdin. Capt. J. P. to teach him city ways. They first impressm brig Katahdin,which arrived
ed upon him the duty of treating
young
Hiram L. Partridge went to Bath Monday
c from New York with coal for
ladies to ice cream, et cetera, ami he learned
to

ist

The past week has been a busy one for the
Last ThursReal amateur base ball teams
day a game was opened between a nine of
I igh School boys and a mixed nine of other
ceal players.
Neither of the nines was
and many
n ade
as they usually play

Camden—Prescott, e.;
Helping Hand Circle wi;i meet with Mrs. I. Patterson, p.
Nellie Macomber, No. 11 Bay View street, j Ogier, lb.: Ivnowlten, r. f ; Ames, 2b.; ConMonday evening, dune 5th, for election of ant. p. Kldbrige, ss.; Barlow, 3b.; Tibbetts,

vited.

he

Because it is the
in ail throat and

standard

J. G. Damon will give a whist party
at Memorial
Hall.
Wednesday evening,
June 7th.
All gentlemen md ladies are in-

wi!'

—

give

Mrs.

which

member
c. ,d. 't

strength.

s.-ller, keeping a liquor nuisance
and keeping a drinking house and tippling
shop. He gave bonds for appearance on all
the charges.

pieces

any

hard

—

common

art

a

mother is losing flesh and becoming thin and emaciated, it will build
them up and
them flesh and

State Constable Mears made a search and
seizure at George Miller’s place iu Monroe
Saturday. He seized a quantity of whiskey,
and the usual legal forms were gone through.
Miller was also arrested and tried before the
Belfast Police Court on charge of being a

five

has

Because, if the children are delicate and sickly, it will
make them
strong and vrei!
third Because, if the father cr

hands of the

Admission tickets 2.'- cents, including
a sealed envelope
f the envelopes
Five
will contain a written description of the

Because, if

the family
will cute it.

quilt which
The

reasons

ct

Belfast city directory, now iu the
printers, is fast nearing comand in attendance. Tickets | pletion and the work will soon be given into
•‘tore.
j the binder’s hands: Henry O. Archibald,
the compiler, has made an effort to make the
of
d
.lends
per ceut. on the
work an accurate one.
and St.40 on the non-preferThe announcement has been made of the
Beliast & Moosehead Lake
court assignments of nisi prius terms for the
i\ able on June 1st.
coming year The assignments for Waldo
souee, by Nelson, advertiscounty are as follows:
September term,
umu, is to stand as anEmery, J.; January term, 1900, Fogler, J.;
r.i rther notice
There is a
term, Savage, J
will be sold to outside April
.r
Belfast Band excursion

be

:

COD-LIVER OIL WITH
HYPOPHOSPHITES

Waldo Good Templars.

Base Ball.

A

OF PARK AND CHARLES STREETS.

CIORNER
Enquire of
I

22tf

At A.

A

MRS. W. II MOODY,
Small's, 20 Miller Street.

HARNESS MAKING
.V N D-

Shoe

Repairing

NEATLY A NT > PROMPTLY |>ONK HY

22 tf

Wells

J. II. PUMKUOV,
Building, Plxrnix Row.

Pocketbook Lost.
Lost between the market of Burgess & (fardner
and Cannon’s store, Church street, a pocketbook
containing a small sum of money, papers and
two small keys. Leave at
22tf
41 Church Street, Belfast.

FOR SALE, HOUSE
and

three and

one

lorraerly occupied
fars inquire of

half acres land
by J. W. Jones.

on

High St.,
particu-

For

OWEN U. WHITE.

warning!
The persons who have the ladders belonging to
us are requested to return the same to our snop
and save further trouble.
WELCH & STEVENS.
Belfast, June 1, 1899.—2w22

Furnished for
after June 25.

I.
balls, parties, etc.,

on

all occasions

Address
JOSEPHINE KNIGHT
MAKV NlcCORRlSON,

2w22*

or

Box SO, Seiirsinont.

LAST CALL!
I wish to say to those who have not paid their
taxes for the year 1808, that warrants will be
given to an officer June 15th to collect all poll
and personal taxes not paid before that time.
Real estate taxes must be settled by July 1st to
save expense.
Office hours, 8.30 to 11.30 a. m. ;
and Saturdays, 1.30 to 4.30 p. m.
C. H. SARGENT, Collector.
Belfast, June 1,1890.—3w22

’Liakim, “A

of

Man

Low

Degree.”

“leau and
hungry1 looking as Cassius himself, and
his face would have served for the typical
phiz ot Uncle 8am. lie w as never heard
to laugh aud rarely known to smile; but
his good humor aud kindly heart were
know n to every one, although at first he
served as a butt for the fun of the entire
lie

was a

regiment.

typical Yankee,

as

j
|
j
1

was, as I remember, just after Autietam) ’Liakim’s
good nature was sometimes mistaken for
stupidity; but after a time we came to
to know linn better, and to have a proper
respect for his stolid calmness, w hich we
had found to cover a world of shrewdness
This latter quality
and thoughtfulness.
was ever manifest, and showed itself in a
When on the march, he
thousand ways.
When

was

he

joined (which

always*ready

to

help

a

halting

prisonei.
ihree davs later a startling sight burst
It was a white mule
upon "nr vision.
—that is, white where the encrusted mud
did not conceal its natural complexion—
which came ambling into camp, bearing
upon its back a gaunt female, her face
completely hidden by a great dapping
sunbonnet. such as was worn by the natives of the country, and her skil ls iiuttering gaily in the breeze, showing a generously developed pair of l'eet clad in
men’s boots.
And this “new woman” of
that early period lode astride, manfashion.
Mie paid no attention to the hoots and
jeeis which greeted her, but rode straight
up to a group of men who stood apart
from the others, and bringing the mule to
a halt, she sprang to the ground.
Then
she slowly and with some difficulty gathered up her skirts, thereby displaying a
pair of blue army pants beneath the calico
draperies, and thrusting an enormous red
hand into a pocket, drew forth a blackened pipe, exclaiming ii. a voice we all recognized, “Give me some tobacco, quick,
some of
I haven’t had a
you fellows.
smoke for goiu’ on four days.
Pester
this thing, anyhow!”
And with this, the
sunbonnet was thrown back, displaying to
01:2
eyes the face of our missing and
mo uned
comrade, ’Liakim Glass.
The shout that went up attracted the
attention of the entire camp, and in a
moment a crowd surrounded ’Liakim,
win* stood there grinning and looking
rather sheepish, aud as though not very
proud of tiie interest he excited; while
the mule seemed to regard us and our
uproarious mirth with all the calmness of
a

philosopher—

one

whose

far above such trivial
ment.
It appeared

thoughts

sources

were

of amuse-

that
Liakim had been
taken prisoner, but that he escaped the
same night from his captors and
took
refuge in the cabin of an old negress.
She treated him with great kindness,
and after secreting him until the search
had provided from her own
was over,
scant wardrobe the raiment in which he
returned to camp, and also put him in
possession of the mule.
After this episode 'Liakim was rechristed and was known as “Sister Liar/’ and
“Sister’s mule” became one of the features of the camp.
The bitter winter was soon upon us and
all through the hard days and harder
nights “Sister Liar” became more and
more endeared to the hearts of his comrades.
Mo matter what the. day’s duty
had been, nor liow weary it had left him,
he was always ready to watch the sick or
dying: and no woman’s hand was more
gentle than that of this raw-boned Vankee
as he ministered to those in need.
Early in the spring there came one
morning a fat budge, of letters—the first
for many days—and somewhat to our
surprise one of them was for ’Liakim
Glass.
This was the more noticeable, for
the reason that he had never seemed to
expeci one.
Indeed, he had never been
heard to mention the fact of p> ssessing
kith or kindred, save upon the occasion
already mentioned, when he had expressed such a strong yearning for the shelter
of “Dad’s cow shed.”
That the letter had brought him unwelcome news was quite manifest from
his sadden eyes and subdued manner.
But he said nothing, and no remark was
made to him, except by little Abe Sinclair, who had a positive genius for always saying the wrong thing at the wrong
time.
And so, one morning, just after
inspection, while a few of us were talking
together, he turned to ’Liakim, and said,
in a jocose manner, “I say, ‘Slk’ter Liar,’
what’s come over you since you got that
letter the other day; did it bring you
news that your sweetheart had gone back
on you, or that she was only dead?”
And then was manifested the first indication of anger we had ever beheld in

The Surgical Chair and Its Tortures May be Avoided by Women Who
Heed Mrs. Pinkham's Advice.
Woman's modesty Is natural; it is charming.
To many women a full statement of their troubles to a male physician is almost impossible.
The whole truth may be told to Mrs. Pinkhain because she
is a woman, and her advice is freely
offered to all women sufferers.
\
Mrs. O. E. Ladd, of 19th and N
Sts., Galveston, Texas, whose
letter is printed below, was

when f
she first wrote to Mrs. Pink- /
i
ham
Here is what she says:
hS
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I
wrote to you some time ago,
ffl
telling you of my ills, but* y/jl IB
now 1 write to thank
GB
you I
for the good j’our remedies
HK
Jr
have done me. I have used I
f*Ty
two bottles of Lydia E. \S
Wr
Pinkham's Vegetable Com- wt
pound, three packages of
Sanative Wash, and one box
of Liver Pills, and to-daj’- I
call myself a well woman. I
""
suffered with backache, constant headache, whites, sick
&
stomach, no appetite, could not
sleep, and was very nervous. At
time of menstruation was in ter- /
<
rible pain.
Your medicine is
worth its weight in gold.
I never

completely discouraged

com-

rade by lightening his burden, no matter
liow heavy might be his own, for his lank
seemed to embody
form
prodigious
strength and marvelous reserve force; and
many a time he was known to share his
scanty atious with one still more poorly
provided than himself.
He was nevei intoxicated, aud never indulged in pii tanity: his ouly weakness (if
such it should be called) being music,
which was iu his case evidenced by a
propensity to lift his voice in song, aud
And the
this upon all possible occasions.
only tunes to which lie ever gave voice
were those
associated with the most
dieary and doleful hymns of the oldeu
time.
Aud then be would sometimes supplement his vocal performance by those of a
quasi instrumental character; foi he would
eovei his comb (for w hich indeed lie seemed to have no other use) with a bit of
paper and then, pressing this primitive
instrument against his lips, he would
evoke the most dismal sounds imaginable.
And this he would persist iu doing, utterly regardless of the invariable shower
shoes, canteens and whatever other missiles happened to be at hand, which greeted his every performance.
At hist lie was utterly green; aud although fairly quick in learning the manual
of arms, it seemed as though he would
never acquire a knowledge of the various
and etimatters of military discipline
quette. And as an instance of this, it
was told of him that one night upon his
return from a foraging expedition he was
challenged by a sentinel as he reached
our lines.
Forgetting all about the necessity for giving the countersign, he cried
out in trembling tones, “Don’t shoot!
Don't shoot! I’m ’Liakim Glass, with
Captain Barker's supper!"
He did not have much opportunity to
distinguish himself in his first tight,
which was little more than a skirmish:
and after we returned to camp lie was
seen in front of his tent, his face very
pale, although suspiciously red about the
eyes, any wearing even a more doleful expression than usual
“What’s the matter, ’Lia?” (this being his nickname, and which the boys
insisted ought to be spelled “Liar")
“Did
asked a sympathizing comrade.
leg, or arm, or anyyou get hurt, lose
thing?
•‘.Vo,’’ 'Liakim replied, very slowly,
as he blew bis red nose with unnecessary
emphasis. “I’m all here; only I was
wishiu’ I was in dad’s cow shed.”
“What in thunder was you wishiu’
that for?” the other asked in surprise.
’Cause,” ’Liakim replied, with perfect seriousness, “you bet I’d make for
the house.
>"un after this there was another unin 'Oitant engagement and at the next
i*
a i 'Liakim was reported as missing.
An
then we really did miss him, and his
oud wa\> and quaint sayings, aud we
vrn went so far as to speak regretfully of
Lis d«arfui hymns and heart-breaking performuiK-t-s upon the comb, and we were
sincere in the hope- that no greater harm
had coin.'
him than that < t being taken

A

COMFORTING WORDS TO WOMEN.

BY TOM BURTON.

Rhyme

Penobscot Pedagogues.

of

Should you ask me of Penobscot,
Of her famous men and teachers,
I could only wring my hands in anguish,
Rattle all my bones in sadness,
Tear my snow-white locks iu madness,
Paint my face as black as midnight.
Gone are all our mighty masters,
Gone, too, is each lovely mistress;
All are gone to the hereafter.
Gone are all the mighty masters
Of the ferule and the birehrod.
Gone, too, is each lovely mistress,
With her spinning wheel and work-bag;
With her knitting and her patchwork.
The three R’s are superceded
By branches much less needed
In this busy world of ours.
Should you ask me of James Whitelaw, (1)
Who taught our grandsires and our grandmas,
I would bow my head in silence,
Smite my breast in deepest pain.
Many moons their luster
Where the golden-rod and aster
Cluster round his grave.

Of Charles Hutchings, (2) who taught grammar,

each station,
Schoolroom, town and State and nation.
He is gone, his ferule turned to ashes,
His birehrod no more lashes iu the school.
But his voice is ever ringing,
As he leads celestial singing,
On the bright Elysian shore.

|jJ;,

^

us in

Should you ask of David Dunbar, (4)
Whose voice was like the thunder,
When cyclonic clouds hang low ;
Whose every word was truth,
Even when it. wasn’t so.
He has gone to get Ins penny,
And he deserved many
For labor here below

lydiaE.PinktiatirsVegetat3leCompound:aWoman*sRemeilyforWoman’sHls

Juliette, (5)

modern nursery powder is Comfort Powder. The old Talcum powders are gradually making
wav for this new product of science, which lias none
jp
If
pv
of the irritating and disagreeable features of the old
^--— W
powders. At all druggists. 25 and 50 cents a box.
he

rosmoriyoHaer

11

_1

comrade.

Ilis blue eyes seemed to
flash tire, and be astouished us by the
fierceness with which he turned upon his
questioner; frightening the latter so that
he backed away in startled apprehension,
thereby tumbling himself into an empty
flour barrel that happened to be standing
ready to receive his diminutive form. The
mishap, while it saved him from the
effects of the other man’s auger, placed
him in very absurd and undignified position, as it shut him up like the traditional jackknife, his body disappearing from
sight, and his feet and head being forced
into close and uncomfortable proximity
And there he remained,
to each other.
struggling violently to extricate himself,
and swearing at us for laughing at him,
instead of helping him to regain a more
natural position.
’Liakim had paid him no further attention, but with his face whiter than we liad
ever before seen it, had turned and walked
slowly to liis own tent, and we saw little
more of him that day.
The next morning he seemed much like
his former self, as to complexion and
general appearance, but that was all;.or
he was never again the same light-hearted fellow as before.
He was, if anything,
more
kind and thoughtful than ever,
when occasion required; hut there was a
subdued sadness about him that was
almost pitiable, bespeaking as it did
mental suffering of the keenest sort.
We
all felt sorry for him, and would have
if
be
had
been glad
ji\«m us a chance to
j pass out opinion upon his trouble, and so
; have the satisfaction of li
to console
j him. But he was silent, ving
and so the days
passed, and 'Liakim went his ways, mute
and patient, performing all his duty as
I usual;
but we remembered afterwards
I that he
sang no mure hymns, noi elicited
his peculiar style of music from his selfmade instrument t melody.
And then in the early summer, there
was another skirmish at the
front, and
'Lia .im was brought in, badly wounded,
a rifle ball had passed
through his chest;
and at the first opportunity, that same
day, i went to the hospital—a collection
of rude huts in the woods—to see him.
He was stretched upon a cot, with a
blanket defining his long, guant figure,
which now seemed more attenuated than
ever; and as I approached, a red ray from
the setting sun found its way through the
open door, and lay like a bar of gold upon
our

|
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ghastly

iace.
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Vessels,

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
Feb. 7 for Manila and New York; passed
Aujer April 11
A G Hopes, David Rivers, arrived at New
York May 15 from Liverpool.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from Honolulu April 22 for Hilo.
Aryan, A. T. W hittier, arrived at Honolulu April 23 from Norfolk.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, at New York
from Samaraug.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at New
York May 13 from San Francisco.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York March b for Honolulu;
spoken March 2b, lat 10 N, Ion 27 W.
Emily Reed, I) C Nichols, sailed from
New York May 20 for Houg Kong.
Gov Roliie, B F Coleovd, sailed from New
York May 4 tor Houg Kong; spoken May 7,
iat 3b 22, Ion 70 41
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, sailed from
Hilo April 21 for New York.
Josephus, P li Gilkey, sailed from New
York April 25 for Hong Kong
Mary L Cushing, F I Pendleton, sailed
from New York May li» for Houg Kong.
May Flint, sailed from New York April 20
f<
Hong Kong.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, arrived at Loudon April
b from San Francisco.
Reaper, O C Young, at Newcastle April
12 from Sydney, N S W, for Kaliulu.
3> Carlet.ou, Amsbury, sailed about May
!>' from Kabuiui tor New Yuk.
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at New York
May 3. from New Orleans.
S: Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Eureka
April 10 from San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
New Vork May 20 for Hong Kong.
Tillir E Staibuck, Ebon r urtis, cleared
from Hilo March 4 for New York.
W m H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Seattle
Oct 27 from San Erancis-u.
Win H Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
New York Ma> 7 for Hong Kong.
\Y J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at Barbados May 11 from Rio Janeiro for
IV nsacola.
BAKKS

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Brunswick April 29 Iron. New York
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu April
29 for San Francisco.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Norfolk
May 1 from Baltimore.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, at Ro-

deportment grand

His

and

woe.

%

blue.

fools.

rules.

tussle,

hoy, big or little,
Who can knit, sew ami spin.
Hide a ’cycle with a vim,
lick any

walk the street without a hustle.
Hosea IS. Wakdwkll.
Penobscot, May JO, 1899,
(I) James Whitelaw,a native of England,

Or

graduate

of Oxford

first teacher in this
destitute

condition

the

college,
\icinity reduced to a
by his intemperate
was

habits.

He taught private school for a
pittance before the incorporation of

mere

lie died about 17(J‘>.

Penobscot,

(J) Charles Hutchings,a native of Penobscot, was the first who taught after the
town’s
first

to

incorporation. He was also the
teach English grammar, algebra

and vocal music.

He

the last to represent the town in the General Court of
was

Massachusetts,aud the first representative
to the legislature of Maine.
He served
several years in the Senate of Maine, and
was high sheriff of Hancock
county many

He
years.
nomination
He

was

was

offered

the Democratic

representative of Congress.
supervisor of schools, selectman,
as

treasurer and town clerk.
All this he did
at once, and a wel- sario April 1 for Rio or Santos.
Is it any wonder
coming light came into his fading eyes,
Iolani, McClure, arrived at New York for forty dollars a year.
and joined the smile that struggled to May 8 from Carteret.
he was poor? He died in 1^4S.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
his white lips.
He was unable to speak;
(3) Wilson Carpenter, a native of New
Buenos
2
from Portland.
Ayres
April
and thus he remained, holding my hand,
Matanzas, arrived at New York April 2d York, was noted for skill in all branches
until the early morning, when the end from
Havana.
of matbmetics and superior penmanship;
came, and poor ’Liakim was summoned
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, cleared from
to the final roll-call.
for his kind and gentlemanly manners,perPhiladelphia April 10 for Ponce.
and
as
1
E
from
His blouse lay near by,
G Parker, sailed
BosPenobscot,
picked
sonal beauty and rigid discipline in tbe
it up to place it over his dead iace, 1 ton April 29 for Buenos Ayres.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from schoolroom.
chanced to take hold of it in such a way
that something fell from an inside pocket. Philadelphia Feb 23 for Port Elizabeth;
(4) David Dunbar, a retired ship captain,
March 13, lat 30 31 N, Ion 39 41 W.
It was a picture, and a letter, and with- spoken
had a voice of stentorian power, and was
Rose lnnis, Melvin Colcord, cleared from
out doubt the letter which had wrought
Philadelphia April 7 for St Pierre.
noted as an excellent teacher and for his
sucha change in our cemrade, I picked
Sachem, H T Lancaster, arrived at Shanghai March 22 from New York via Hong Kong. fondness for romance.
them up, aud was about to replace them,
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grithn, sailed
when some impulse caused me to look at
(5) Juliette and Thebe were teachers of
the picture. It was a crude country-made ; from Boston April 8 for Rosario.
Willard
A C Colcord, arrived your scribe when a small boy.
Knitting,
Mudgett,
and
showed
a
photograph’
big-eyed, at Boston April 20 from Turk’s Island.
spinning and the art of making patchsaucy-faced girl, her small nose decidedly
work w ere then taught in district schools.
8CHOONEK8.
“tip-tilted,” and her mouth smiling in a
way that bespoke no great strength of
W R Gilkey, arrived at Juliette always had on hand a supply of
Georgia
Gilkey,
character, as she gazed out at me iu the Charleston May 23 from Boston.
linen rags and burdocks for us boys, who
dim light.
Gladys, H B Colson, sailed from Bruns- were
If I
Under the picture- in ’Liakim’s sprawl- wick May 8 for Philadelphia.
alwTays wounding ourselves.
ing, illy-formed characters, was: “Hetty, !
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from ever meet them on the evergreen shore
March
23
for
Ponce.
Malvin’s Wood, June 5, 1860.”
Pliiladelpia
will receive my sincere thanks for
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New they
A scrap of newspaper had fallen from
what they did for me.
19 from Brunswick, Ga.
York
May
the envelope, and lay upon one of the
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Port
II. B. w.
dead man's hands; it was the announceEads May 11 for New York.
ment of the marriage of Mehitable HarMary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Boston
The Old Clock.
vey to John Raymond.
May 14 from Fernaudina.
Poor “Sister Lair,” the secret of his
It F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Boston
Yes, strauger, ’tis a good one, one of the
heartache was now in my possession, and
May 17 for Turks Island.
R W Hopkins, Hicbborn, cleared from
very best;
there it remained; for 1 placed the picture
It never missed a second and keeps time
3 for Cartagena.
Philadelphia
May
and chipping in the envelope which conlike all possessed.
Sallie 1’ On, W H West, sailed from New
tained the letter, and slipped them in over
How much do I ask for it? Now, stranger,
Yrork May 20 for Brunswick.
his heart, buttoning his shirt securely
look a here,
Tofa, A S W ilson, arrived at Boston from
over them, for greater
That clock has ticked the seconds nigh onto
Baltimore April 4.
safety.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
And there they rested when, that same
eighty year,
A
Ga.
NewT
Y'ork
11
from
standing in that corner, and thar its got
Brunswick,
May
we
laid
him
morning,
away, rolled in his
to stand,
own blanket, as well as in two others conWhile I have the health and strength to dig
tributed by his comrades.
And as we
The Economical Golfer.
a living from my land.
turned away from Lis grave, a broad bar
of yellow’ sunshine shot through the pines
You’ll give a hundred dollars! What, do I
understand? Why man, a
and lay across it, just as the setting sun i I do not practice with a cleek,
And scar the lawn like any vandal,
Hundred dollars buys quite a strip of land.
had glorified his face the evening before.
But limber up my muscles with
Let’s
see, at ten an acre ’twould buy me
I
And there he rests—poor “Sister Liar,”
My umberrella-haudle.
acres ten;
good-natured,tender-hearted old ’Liakim.
Why! I could buy the Joues lot, aud if did
He was not a hero, but simply an every- I do not “putt” into a hole
what then?
look
brown
and
the
makes
That
grass
Haven’t I got land enough; no, stranger,
day, commonplace man; and yet his life
gloomy,
carries with it a lesson which we, his old
’taint no count,
But into a tomato-can
You can’t have that old clock if you offer
comrades, will never forget. For he lies
Whose open end is roomy.
any ’mount.
there under the
lie recognized

me

pine trees,—

living image to the ages, as they pass,
That simple duty hath no place for fear.”
“A

Fop (Rep

Fiity Years.

Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
An

by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botover

fifty

years

tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

The New York Weekly Tribune $1, The
Republican Journal $2 a year. The Tribune
sent free to all subscribers, new or old, who
pay for The Journal

one

year in

advance.

When missing strokes I do not waste
Swear-words as lurid as a garnet,
But rest content with milder terms,
Like “Hully smoke!” and “Darn it!”
Nor do I squander pennies on
Real caddies that are bad and muggy,
But place reliance on my dear,
Beloved little Puggy.
And when I’d practice my address,
Unlike some wasteful scions,
I do not use a brand-new ball,
But whack the dandelions.
[Harper’s Bazar.

Sympathetic Maiden Why, Jimmy you
poor boy! Have you been fighting?
Jimmy No; I’ve been fought.
OASTOHIA.
Bnn tho
_^The Kind You Haw Always Bought

You’ll

put it in

come

a

splendid

that to

ing

no

away.
father put

use;

use

to

you

that clock ’aint go-

waut to take
I won’t sell;

!
l

lUnh/yreen' Hurnr.

J

}ibrmSced
Cicrifud Suvar

il

on

^V

of

‘

facsimile Signature of

Always Bought.

yr.v york.

EXACT copy OF WRAPPER.

Now she swells the roll o’ fame—
Pride-in Hated Kansas—
With another hero name,
“Fighting Fred” o' Kansas.
People everywhere let Hv
That same ol’ conundrum cry,
With the usual repy :
“What’s t ie mat.with Kansas

_THE

At

a
tor

Post.

Probate Court held at Bellast, within and
tl>e County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesof May, A. I) 1899.

PROBATE NOTICES,

ertain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament ami codicil thereto of
1 >ANlEL LANK, late of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County < f Waldo, on the i)th day of May,
A. D. 181)1).
4 SHl'R H. MAYO, Administrator of the estate
A of WILSON DICKEY, late of Swanville. in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having pi*. -fined a petition praying for a license to sell at public
or private sale and convey the whole of the real
estate of said deceased described in said petition.

Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, published at Belfast that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be neld at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have why the
same should not be proved,approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOH NSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

il

Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
order t<> be published three weeks successively
ill the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court. to be neld at Belfast within and for said
County, on the 13th day of June, A. D. 181*1),
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true ci py. Attest
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

stranger,
if that old clock could speak, it all
my life could tell.

Why!

could tell you of a wedding, and a year of
life and ]oy ;
It could tell of father’s pride, when he first
beheld his boy;
It could tell of mother’s love; no that it
could not do,
Who can? Beg pardon, sir, for crying; I
loved my mother well,
And for the love I bore her, and for my
father, too,
That clock shall tick the seconds for me,
and not for you.

It

w. w. h.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of TURNER W MITTEN,
late of Montville. in said County of Wald.', deceased, having been presented for probate.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy id this order to be publi lied three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, published at Bellast, that they appear at
a Probate Court. to be held at Belfast. u it bin and
for said County, on the second Tuesday of June
next,at ten ot tie- clock btdore noon, and slew
cause, if any they have, why the sane 'hon'd not
be proven, approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
h as P. Hazeltine, Register.

certain instrument, purporting to he a
>py ot
the last will and testament of TliOdAS
< •..-.ty
f
.STORER. late ot Morrill, in said
Waldo, deceased, having been presented
bate.
Ordered, That notice be given to till persons interested by causing a copy o! this ordci t<. be
published three weeks .successively in tin Republican Journal, published at Bellast, that they may
appear at a Prohati Court to be held at Belfast,
within and fur said County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten ot the clock before
noon, and show cause it any they have, why tlie
same should not be proved, appnoed and allowed
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cm as. P. 11 azklti n k, Register.

certain instrument, purporting to be tin hist
will and testament of JOHN MooRE late of
Belfast, in sain County of Waldo, deceased, having been presentee for probate, with a petit ion for
the appointment of an administrator with the
will annexed of the estate of said deceased.

\

Probate Court held
the Countv of Waldo,
May. A. I). 1899.

At a

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, published at Bellast, that they may appear at it Probate Court, to be held at Bellas!,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of tlie clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why tinsame should not be proved, approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
( mas p. HAZKLTiNr', Register.

At a Probate Court liehl at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the 9th dav of May,
A. D. 1899.
1.1A R. WHITE, guardian of LESLIE A.
WHITE, minor child of Albert White, late of
Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying for a license
to sell at public or private sale certain real estate
therein described belonging osaid minor.

At a I’robate ( ourt held at Belfast, wit bin and fur
the Countv of Waldo, mi the 9th dav of Mav,
A. 1>. 1899.

Jr

NGELIA I’. HASKELL, widow of STEPHEN
A P. HASKELL, lute of Liberty, m said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that she may be app doted administratrix
on the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the saiu petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of the
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published it
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate (. ourt,
to beheld at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the 13thday of June, A. I). 1899, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the pray er of said petitioner should not
be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltixe, Register.
A

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to lie held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 13th day of June, A. I>. 1899, at
ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
C'iiAs. P. Hazeltine, Register.
N< -TICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9th dav of Mav.
A. D.1899.

WHITE, late of Montville,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
ANN S. WHITE.
immediately.
Montville, May 9, 1899.

m. dockham, father of henry
DOCKH AM, late of Prospect, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that he may be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased.

Daniel

1

4 DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

The subscriber

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased* are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payPEI.EG G. GRIFFIN.
ment immediately.
Stockton Springs, May 9, 1899.
NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he hns been duly
appointed Administrator of the estate of

ADMINISTRATOR'S
PARRIS

WALKER, late of Liberty,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
as the lawr directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to

present the
thereto are
ate! v.

tor settlement, and all indebted
requested to make payment immediTHDMAS D1NS\10RE.

same

China, May 9,1899.
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
give notice that she has been duly appointed
Executrix of the last will and testament, of

I

MARY

WHITTEN,

late of

Jackson,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, ami
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

GERTRUDE STEVENS.

Jackson, May 9, 1899.—2k
NOTICE.

The subscriber
duly ap-

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been
administrator of the
of
pointed

estate

FRED A. HURD, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

WASHNGTON R. PEAVEY.

Swanville, May 9,18991—21

Belfast, within and Bathe second Tuesday of

A

Hazkltink, Register.

J\ hereby gives notice that lie lies been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
EVA S. GRIFFIN, late of Stockton Springs,

at
on

certain instrument, purporting to be the last.
will and testament ot SARAH MYKICK.Iate
of Unity, m said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successiveh in the Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of June next at ten id the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
terested

WILLIAM F.

NEW YORK

At a Probate Court held at m
for the County ot Wald
May, A. I). IHlt'J.
TSA AC PERRY of Port lam
1 Cumberland, having tiled
ing that be and Turner Berry M
u.
Mary A. Davis, Susan
the heirs (living in different m
SON PERRY late of Palerim
Waldo, deceased, and j>r i\ 1
thorized to sell certain real
ed, particularly described m
ate sale and distribute the p*
expenses, among said Itcirs
spective rights therein.
Ordered, That the said p.-m
all persons interested 1 > i-u
order to be published three
the Republican .journal a m aBelfast, the first publication
days before the eleventh day t
they may appear at a Pro bat.
Belfast, within and for said <
day oj July, A. D. i.S'Jt), ai ten
noon, amt show cause, H am.
prayer of said petitioner >h u
(IE(). E,.o.i.
A true copy. Attest
( 11 a
I ’. 'r i A
..

v*

I
SS.—In Court
the V»th dav
t M
}• THOMPSON, a lunui
DEXTER W. BENNETT,
said <unity. deeeased. I.a\
and tinal a.-count of admini*;
tor allowance.
Ordered, that notice tine,
week S SIICCCS'I c!\
ih the
a tiewspapoi published m
that all per*, ns to:, i. •*’< d
tote Court, to be held at. B<
oi June next, and sit*i\v an*.why the said accoim; *1.t 1 E<
I 111
r.
A frue copy
An. *:
CnAs. P. H.v/i.i
1

UTALDO
last,

on

>

V

tit Belfast, within and lor
on the second Tucsdav of

Attest:
Chas. P.

COMPANY,

■

At a Probate Court held at Bel fast, within am! bn
theCouutvof Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. 1>\ 1899.

(irdered. That the said.petitioners give notice to
all persons inteicsieii •> causing a copy of this
order to be puldisheii tluce weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspai cv published at
Belfast, tliat they m «y appear at a Prol ate Court,
to be held ;u Belfast, within and for said County,
on the 13th day of June. A. I)
181)1). at ten of the
clock oeloic m on, and show cause, it any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioners should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest.
Chas. P. Hazkltink Register.

his

away; no,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May A. 1).' 1899

UBED;

A true copy.

CENTAUR

>

At a Probate Court held at Bellas!. within and for
the Cointv of Waldo, on the i»th dav of Mav,
A. D. ibid).
B. FI LLER and ROBERT S. KEENE
having presented a petition pra\ing that certain real estate described therein. <d
which
JAMES El’Ll-EE, late of Searsiuout, in said
County, ied seized and possessed, and which is
now owned by them in common with others therein named, may be divided and partioned.

At a Probate Court field
the Countv of Waldo,
May, A. D. 181)1).

The
Kind
You Have

A perfect Remedy far Constipation, Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions Fever i shticss and Loss OF SLEEP.

Show’rs o’ lightnin’ couldn't stop
Them wild boys o’ Kansas!
When they hear the. rides pop
Hear 'em holler Kansas !’’
Then away they go pell-mell
With a wild ja> hawker yell'
Make the rebels think that hell
Isa part o’ Kansas !

talk like

that clock there

wedding day;
now

can

me.

I tell you ’taint

And

I

and see;

Nowt, stranger, what’s the

Why,

room, and

^

Signature

>
*

Jit Cardonalp Soda

At a

We want a man to keep the school,
Not to teach abnormal rules,
Who teaches osophies aud ologies,

a

Jippemu/it

day

And has to make apoligies
For his ignorance of all the common
We want a mistress with muscle,

Bears the

\
I

sdx.Senna
JRr.ditU* Sails
sirut Sent

4

teaching in our schools.
and smite the dudess,
Clothed in silk aud decked with jewels,
Who calls the country hoys and girls little

and

J\unpktn Sped.

Now they've got another cause
Fur to cheer ol’ Kansas,
Just a vvhoopm’ the applause
Up in stacks tor Kansas.
Sent a regiment away
To the Philippines, an’ they
Are a raisin’ Ned, they say,
Winniu’ fame fur Kansas.

[Denver Even.ng

are

a

swear

an' begun to stare
In surprise at Kansas.
fur
her till you’d a thought
Whooped
They was wild, then made a swat
At a divvy from the pot
Antied up by Kansas.

Arise

can

Promotes Digestioir,Cheerfulness andRcst.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
;Not N arcotic.

Weakened,

Arise ye shades of mighty masters,
With your ferules and your hirchrods.
Arise aud smite these duties

Who

~

of Old ItrSAMl ELPlTOlElt

see

For her repose,
For she had a golden-rule
That made our jackets smoke
And turned our shoulders black and
We obeyed her slightest nod,
And the path of silence trod
Straight and true.

Always Bought

AVege table Preparation for As-

similating the Food and Reg ula
ting tlic Stomachs and Bowels of

Just to have a lot o’ lun
Credited to Kansas.

Then the folks that used to
An’ revile at Kansas

If our patchwork would rip;
Then would look at a stocking,
O dear, how very shockiug,
We could neither bind nor slip.
Now she has gone up higher,
And she plays a golden lyre,
Near the throne.
Aud I'hebe, good and wise,
My prayers shall ever rise

Who without

The Kind You Hav>

Saul the most prolific crops
That they raised in Kansas
Was the hayseed breed o’
Pops;
An’ they said that Kansas
Sent her freaks to Washington,
Queerest things beneath the sun,

whose smiles were winning,
Would often stop her spinning
To wrap a bloody linger or a toe,
To hear us read and spell,
To chide us or to tell
The story of a monkey and a crow.
Ever busy as a bee, she would often stop to

Who

For Infants and Childs.

money in then Hanks,
Doin’ business at the banks
Scattered over Kansas.

courtly,

In statue short but portly,
His voice was sweet and low.
His switch was long and slender,
Ah! well do we remember to our

gastoria

Home of cyclones, so they said,
Out in bleedin’ Kansas.
Place where ’hopper pests were bred
On the plains o’ Kansas.
Got so dry at times a gust
Of a breeze’d raise the dust
From the bed o’ streams; that’s
just
How they talked o’ Kansas.

Jingling

Should you ask of Wilson Carpenter, (3)
Well skilled iu mathematics,
Who taught the boys and girls loug ago,
I can’t restrain the falling tear,
He to memory is so dear evermore.

can say enough in praise of it.
J. have
J/
recommended it to many friends. If only
all suffering women would try it, there would he
more happy homes and healthy women.
I thank
you for the change your medicine has made in me.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Mrs. rinkham’s advice, have
saved thousands of women from hospital operations.
The lives of women are hard; whether at home with a ceaseless round of domestic duties or working at some regular employment, their daily tasks make
constant war on health. If all women understood themselves fully and knew
how exactly and soothingly Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound acts
on the female organs, there would be less
suffering.

Yankees used to sort o’ sneer
When they spoke o’ Kansas.
Thought the Slate was out o' gear—
Something wrong with Kansas.
People spent their time, they thought,
Raisin’ h—1 an’ whiskers; not
Ruuuin’ things jest as they
ought
lu the State o’ Kansas.

But, the god o’ plenty smiled
On that same ol’ Kansas.
Got a hustle on an’ piled
Grain all over Kansas,
Startled Populistic cranks

Taught vocal music iu a manner.
Taught our fathers anti our mothers,
He, the honest politician,
Never sought hut found promotion.
Well lie served

Kansas to the Front.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican .Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 13th| day of .June. A. 1» 1899.
at ten of the clock be to re noon and show cause,
if any they have, why the pray er of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazkltixe, Register.
I’robate Court held at. Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the **th dav of May.
A. D. 1899.
OAMI EL FKENt H, brother of MARGARET A
O STOWERS, late of Stockton Springs, in said
County of \N aldo. deceased, having presented ,i
petition praying that Robert 1' l>unton may be
appointed administrator of the estate of *aid de
ceased.
At a

Ordered, That the said petit loner give not ice
all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that they may appear at a
to

Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the 13th day
f June, A.
I). 1899, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazfltine, Register.

SS. In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 9th day of May, 1899. GEORGE
CRAM, Executor of the last will and testament of E. W. CRAM, late of Liberty, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
fast,
WALDO
W.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in tlie Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th day
of June next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltixe, Register.
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PXt;t l THIN'S N> I K 1.
l»y gives notice that >!m
of th
’a.-t
Executrix
pointed
of
STEPHEN BABBIDOE.
lj

u

in the County of Waldo, deeea.-e.
the law directs. All pei><
against the estate of sain dec. i-present the same for settlemei
thereto are requested to make
PA I RA M
ately.
Islesboro, May 9, 1899.
as

4 DMINISTRATOKS N«»TH t
A hereby givts notice that
ed administrator -d the estate
JOHN O. PENDLETON, late

■

1

:

in the County of Waldo, -Ice.
bonds as the law directs. A.i
mauds against the estate <■;
desireil to present, the satinall indebted thereto arc reque-tment immediatel'
BENJAMIN K. P
Searsport, May 9, 1899.
4 1 >

S NO IB 1
1
notice t It
administrator, unli In

M 1N l ST’ H A TO R

A hereby gives
pointed

the

estate

ot

t*
PHI LENA WARREN
in the County ot Wald >. n
bonds as the law directs. A
|mauds against the estate ot
sired to present the same f<>r
indebted thereto are requested t
X' IIU
immediately
Islesboro, May 9, is.',*,
1

-c

DMIMSTRATOR’S NO IK 1
herei y gives notice that I
appointed administrator of tl>*
A

A

1

1

AZEL E. HOCOHTON. *
in the County of \1 aldo, deceased,
All persons
as the law directs.
against the estate of said dec< u-m. n
present the same for settlement,
thereto are requested to make
TILTON
atelv.
Brooks, May 9, 1899.
DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTH 1
hereby gives notice that she has
pointed administratrix of the est;4

EDWARD L

ROWELL, late

ot "

in the County of Waldo, decease
All pcbonds as the law directs.
mauds against the estate of said de.
sired to present the same for sett i<11
indebted thereto are requested to u
MARIA .1
immediately.
Moutville, May 9, 1899.
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How to Build

,o| Grandma Jackson, like every!,;ui la grippe, and had it badly,
tj„i not die, but she came near
,,ng time, when the doctor
to creep down stairs, white
\ wan, her mind was tilled
She thought
rest notions.
\ ng visit to her brother in

v

v';'cli;;t.siiire.she

*■

Went Home.

Grandma

u

!\

the

,

[From

room

there will be

window,

familiar street with wisti*s. and keeping up a pitit
“Oh, if 1 could only go
w
1 should get better right
If they’d only let me go
iu his seat opposite,
>m 1
her unhappy fancy,
’incuts when she did not
him. but bent upon him
ibled look, as if a suange
nly replaced the one w hich
vmi and loved for so loug.
ink we’d better be talking
lather?” she would ask
in an anxious whisper,
me w o have been here too
there is no use wearing
:,u
>me. 1 guess Ezra’s folks’ll
set eyes on us agaiD and 1
get back to Boston pretty
all my spring -cleaning to
dear; 1 do want to go

An Ijixcollont
The
effects

is

>

without

on

wen

heeding

meaning euougu,

.uiHilly wearing, ami that

north chamber is as hard
Now that 1 am feeling
if I'd like to go back to
There isn’t one to compare
whole place—all live goose
nie of them.
Oh, father;
"hall ever get any stronger
s .'ii
see if you can manage
somehow?”
k«-pt up that never ending
The sunshiny May came
elms on the common tossiguinst the bluest of blue
played once more in the
ks: feathered bands Hoodmusic: and the world was
i springtime, but there
wrinkles on the gentle,
tlie soft white cap that
>"1ut white hair, and
i:\eled hands, busied with
■; “lobled until the needles
n.
A note of despair
She
ug.ng tor home.
; < r place at the window
a
ing green and the rush ot
up every corner of the
On- had come half a cenbride.
!i•111s•.* where her Children
> one of
them had died,
il udiel and Malta wire
-ai ago.
Here liei boys
neck with tears as one
! go.>d-bye to her and gone
make their own fort ones.
a were associated with the
hies, but to H iVilidmi's
iaiiing sight they were
in liiai shapes
“1 want
murmured still. “I want

Combination.

pleasant

method and beneficial
of
he well known remedy,
M’iut of I n s. manufactured by the
California no Syrup Co., illustrate
the value of obtaining the liquid laxative principles of plants known to be
medicinally .axative and presenting
them in the form most refreshing to the
taste and acceptable to the
system. It
is the one perfect
strengthening laxative. cleansing the system
effectually,
dispelling colds, headaches and fevers
gently yet promptly and enabling one
to overcome habitual
constipation permanently. Its perfect freedom from
every objectionable quality and substance, and its acting on the kidneys,
liver and bowels, without
weakening
or
irritating them, make it the ideal
laxative.
In the process of manufacturing figs
are used, as they are
pleasant to the
taste, but the medicinal qualities of the
remedy aiv obtained from senna and
other aromatic plants, by a method
known to the California Fig Syrup
t <».
only. In order to get its benetieial
effects and to avoid imitations, please
remember the full name of t he l ompany
printed on the front of every package.

mother,” Grandpa would
went

■

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN

LOUISVILLE
I'<«r sale 1- .ill

|
j

!
I

!
!

!

|
j

j

■

j
j
!

I

••

FRANCISCO. CAL.
KY
NEW YORK. N Y.
!’? kv 50c. per Kittle

chair and drew a long breath of h ippiness.
Lizzie took oil her things, then brought
her white cap, to tie on lovingly, and the
long blue stockings so that the lingers
could begiu then knitting work again.
Grandma looked out through the window
and laughed a pleased little laugh to herself.
Well, there's no better place than
Boston after all. I tell you, father, 1 am
glad to be home again. I've been feeling
pretty miserable, but i guess 1 shall begin
to pick up now I've got back to my own
living, though Ezra's wife did try to make
me feel at home.”
She laughed again,
and it did Lizzie’s heart good to hear
her.
“But there is one tiling queer about
my being at Ezra’s, she went on presently.
“I can't seem t > remember how 'twas I
ever
a.me to go there at all.
But one
thing I've made up my mind to: I'm never
going there again.
That night when she went to bed she
drew Lizzie's face down to her own,
peaceful and smiling once more, and
said.
“Oh, Lizzie, I'm going to get
bettei now.
I’m so glad to be back, for
there is no place like home.”
[Practical
Farmer.

his head one day a S
ease of medicines and
Miss Lizzie
g gloves.
at into the hallway.
Mrs. McC»rorrity.
'Tis a fine picther you
i,k she is failing, doctor,
have of tiie on Id man. it. is.
Widow
The
-ro d with sudden dread.
O'Braunigau. Isn’t it. now .'
li is thot. natural yez ran almost hear ’ini
know; iiermiml is wear! swearin*! [Indianapolis Journal.
»:\
and if she don’t get
she isn’t at home soon,
You know what that tired feeling is and
breakdown
under the you may know what will cure it by giving
.ay
Hood’s Sarsaparilla a fair trial.
v thing to do is to
give
;o »d
and keep her as
Mrs. Madison.
I hear that Mrs. Beacon,
ssible.
Hood morning!”
from Boston, is a brilliant conversationalist.
Mrs. I ptou.
hurried away.
Well, she isn’t. 1 met her at
ui:ied hack into the sitting a musical yesterday, and she hardly hail a
word to say. [Brooklyn Life.
w oi ds had removed scales
a
>. as it were.
She realized
Can’t he perfect health without pure
w worn
the dear figme by
blood. Burdock Blood Bitters make pure
blood.
Tones and invigorates the whole
of
and
Low
grown
late,
ige delusion had
tightened system.
She went about
week.
"I can’t believe that this wireless telegday with a weight, at her raphy is possible.’’ Why, of course it is.
Hasn’t your wife ever let you know clear
; "ken prayer on her lips,
across a crowded room that you were makss Lizzie,
an old maid in the
of yourself” 'Philadelphia North
a fool
i'
returning to her parents ing
American.
■iiiug care which they had
’Tisn’t. safe to be a day without Dr.
u
er as a child.
Through
•k
ids

•'

siie

lay

awake

wondering

mid be done to cleai away
:; oin
that poor, befogged

Tlo-mas’ Eclectric Oil in the house.
Never
tell what moment an accident is going
to happen.
can

an inspira"What," inquired the psychological student. “do you regard as the chief end of
that she breatll_h of relief and fell asleep man 7"
"Wei.-," answered Mr. Blykins* “it de<serl by the birds twittering
l-ends on what yi-u want the man for. If
.t side and
a broad ray of
you want him to do hram work,it’s his head,
g across liei face.
ami if you Want him to run errands, it’s Ins
•d <• was dressed she hurried
feet." 1 Washington Star.
s
room and drew the curOnly <uie remedy in the world that will at
a
of
flood
ski} letting in
once stop itchiness of the skin in any part <>f
ai m, sweet morning air.
the body: Doau’s Ointment.
At any drug
lei." she cried cheerily, i store. JO cents.
•■mlid day for you to ride,
\ i-iing Candid (at Tin* amateur theatricals)
know you are going home
I —Did you ever hear such horribly discor| dant, ear-spliting—
am/' said grandma, with a
Obi Proudfoot. Sir-r! That’s my eldest
mh delight as she sat uj> in daughter, and
1 repeat, sir. such ear
are 1 had almost forgotten
Young Candid
if the time would never splitting clatter as the idols behind us are
making? Why, 1 can’t hear a word of the
en't going till after break'•
Lizzie? 1 hope you’ll see song.
Mothers lose their dread for “that terrible
'aer is ready,
lie's growing
second summer”
when they have Dr.
of late in his ways.”
Fowler's
Extract of Wild Strawberry in the
home already,” answered
house.
Nature's specific for bowel com"mts to be on hand when

-•arly morning

-•r.

.v»

happy

—

r:

plaints

in a state of excitement
a
and toast and eggs with a
i not shown since her illness.
>> dressed
as for a journey in
k cashmere, her camel’s hair
big black bonnet with the
m
within the brim, the shiny
black gloves; her overshoes
worsted work bag on her
her “specks,” handkerchief
rnoimaie, and she was ready
Miss Lizzie took her arm
ted down the long flight cf
ose

i

her down

the front steps
sidewalk, talking to her all
it her return home, and
attention away from the
her.
Then she helped her
all that stood by the gate
■

that when

aitei

be

•;>>/’

they

we

were

get there,”
in the

car-

waiting for us at the
They drove for some

Lizzie broke out:
“Well,
ast! It's been a long, tirebut 1 guess you’ve stood it
the old lady stood dazed,
<1 out: Well, if there isn’t
said he’d be!” Grandma
>f him as he stood at the top

-'ant
1

king for us sure enough,”
hey helped her out and up
Ai! the rest of the
family had
into the plot.
Cyntliy Ann,
1, came out from behind

I

!

'■’"H, mother,” said the latter,
'ward and

!

stopping

dues

t.

1

seem

her hands
to kiss the faded
nice to have you

taking

thought you

were

never

\"-n’t

,'

i
Sv

you tired after, your
right into the sitting-room
H your
things.

Mis. Jackson,” joined inCynthy

s'uess you’ll find things looking
"eil.
I,
pve tried to keep them
till'd out while you were away,
j
mighty glad to get you home
i< 111(| ""Idn’t you like some tea?
kinder rest you after coming

''jtia’s face lighted

up with pleasled to the sitting-room
r
glancing about with deep
tl0D- She sank into her rockingwas

the Board of

Agriculture Bulletin. J
TO KEEP THE HANDS SOFT.
The people in this
One of the best preparations for keeping
an interest in
raising the hands soft and white is a mixture of
cucumbers and if they can get a contract
to which a little
this year there will be quite a lot planted. glycerine and vinegar,
perfume may be added, if desired. After
There were 50 acres planted last year and
the hands are
dry lightly, and

he

•,

Household Hints.

Barn.

South Brooks.
vicinity take quite

spent in the big rock-

sitting-

a

of every

sort.

means.

crat.

$100.
K.

Dr.

Detchon’s

Anti

Diuretic

May be worth

to you more than $100 if you
ha e a child who soils bedding from incontendence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,

Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl7
Sir William Long tells a story of an old
Scotch lady who could not abide long
sermons.
She was hobbling out of the kirk
one Sunday
when a coachman, who was
for
his people, asked her, “Is the
waiting
minister

dune wi’ his sermon?”

dune lang syne,”
patiently ; “but be

said
wauua

the

old

stop!”

“He

was

lady,

im-

CASTOHIA.
Bean the

Kln(i ',0U Have Alwa*S Bought

""T
“You should try to be a little more gentle,
Reginald,” said the mother of an obtreperous six-year-old; "the Bible tells us that,

the meek shall inherit the earth, you know.”
“And what good would the earth do me,
even if I did inherit it?” snorted the injured
spirit, wrathfully. “You’d either make me
put it in the bank or send it to the heathen
or divvy it up with sister Sue or lay it away
and only use it on Sundays.” fPuck.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
This never
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
I.vl7
Belfast, Me.

l'lie

following are the “Golden Rules of
Health,” established by ber father, which
Miss Willard followed in her girlhood:
“Simple food, mostly vegetables, fish
and fowls.
“Plenty of sleep, with very early hours
for retiring.
“Flannel clothing next the skin all the
year round; feet kept warm, head cool,
and nothing worn tight.
“Just as much exercise as possible,
only let fresh air and sunshine go together.
“No tea or coffee for the children, no
alcoholic drink for anybody.
“Tell the truth and mind your parents.”

[Joseph Ellis, (Member).

Liberty.
The construction of new
barns is not so material, as very few are
being, or may be, repaired. The greatest
fault of old barns is the narrow lean-to,
and a good and cheap way to repair them
is to build a shed tt feet wide and cut the
old lean-to into the shed, thus making
the lean-to (1 feet wider, and by putting
windows in the shed, the cattle may have
plenty of sunshine and light. The expense is small, while the arrangement is
1 have built a shed of
very satisfactory.
this kind with good results and little ex
The shed may be set on posts or
pense.
underpinned with stone. If there is a
middle part in the sides of the barn, it
may be left there with no especial inconvenience.
[Wm. II. Moody.
Monroe.
Wnere the location is such
that a barn can be built with a well-drained and well-lighted basement, it is no
doubt advisable to have one, as it adds
very largely to the storage room without
extra walls or roof to cover.
Unless a
basement can be well lighted and drained,
it would be better not to have one, as a
dark and wet cellar under a barn is not
calculated to add to the health or comfort
of the farm stock.
No material changes
have been noted in methods of barn construction in this part of the State.
Most
farmers try to have the quarters for their
stock as comfortable as possible, but the
barns are mostly built on the same general plan. For tying cows in the barn,
chains are mostly used. Some keep sheep
in the basement.
Is this a good practice?
Is there a standard of weight for Jersey
cows; if so, what is it?
Dow
[Enoch

USE FOB OLD PILLOW COVK1SS.

Ohl linen pillow cases that are worn to
the verge, but not over it, of breaking in
places, may be slipped out of the linen
closet and put aside to be used as bags, in
which valuable winter garments may be
safely put away. Any place that is fretted through should be re-enforced with a
piece of old material, either cotton oilmen, and when the coat or gown is carefully brushed to see that absolutely no
moth egg or creature is left in, it may be
inserted.
The ends of tiie case are then
slipped in the machine and closed tightly.
Thus protected it is safe to keep the garment. in bureau drawers, a few pieces of
lump camphor being tossed in as an additional safeguard.
PILLOWS CAN BE WASHED.

Feather pillows need washing at least
once a year, for they can not be used constantly without accumulating dust and
dirt.
Choose a bright, sunny day for the
work, and a gentle breeze helps them to
dry quickly. Fill a large tub half full of
water that is almost boiling hot, and dissolve enough pearline in it to make good
suds.
Put in one or t vo pillows (according to tin1 size) and move them about,
pushing them up and down and rubbing
them between the hands until they are
.note.—bueep should nut tkept in a
If one suds is not enough, use
basement, unless it is light, and perfectly clean.
dry. Sheep are much injure.I by dampness. two, rinse in clear, warm water, wring as
They will stand the cold all riglit, if protect- dry as possible and hang them on tlie line.
ed from driving winds and wet, feet.
When they are dry, shake them well to
We know of no standard weight for the
keep the leathers from sticking together
Jersey cow. She will average to weigh and
they will be as light and soft as new
about 1,(XX) pounds. The Jers«*\s have increased somewhat in siz** sine.- they wore pillows.
[E. ,E (
imported into Main**. [Secretary
10 MOUNT PICTURES ON GLASS.
Bklmoxt.
I have not had the chance
No doubt we all have one or more picto visit other farmers enough to know the
tures which we would like to see framed,
best method of barn construction.
I yet hardly feel like going to the expense
think it would be well to have plenty of of
purchasing frames for. These may be
sunlight in the lean-to, as 1 believe sun- mounted at slight expense in the following
light is essential to the health of the manner, and present a very pleasing apstock.
1 advocate a barn cellar, but
pearanee.
would have both that and the barn well
Procure a pane of glass 1 inch or more
ventilated, and the bam well clapboarded larger all around than the picture,
says an
or
shingled, as l believe that this is exchange. (live the face of the picture a
than
feed.
cheaper
[L. F. Allenwood
very thin coating of varnish or enamel,
Waldo Station.
1 want to build a then place it exactly in the centre of the
barn
for
a
small
amount
of
good
money glass, face down, exactly where you wish
and shall expect next bulletin to help me it to remain.
With a soft cloth press the
out.
Will Bug Death take the place of back of the
picture carefully until it. adBaris <*reen for distressing potato hugs? heres
perfectly to tin* glass and every air
Does it amount to anything toward keepbubble is removed.
])o not move the picing off rust? [J (i. Harding.
ture the least bit after having once placed
Note.
From what we have learned of it on the glass.
To liuish the edge of the glass and proBug Death, we are of the opinion that it cannot possibly be made to take the place of
vide for hanging, procure four brass rings
Paris green for killing potato bugs.
We a
little smaller than a silver quarter.
can not see how auv nou-poisonous
subWith a pair of pincers bend them exactly
stance can do this
They must be killed, across the
centre, forming a perfect cresand some arsenical or other poison must he
used to do it.
It is claimed that there are cent. allowing just room for the corner of
other preparations which are cheaper than the glass to enter the space between the
Paris green, and fully as effective, notably
wires.
Place a crescent over each corner
white arsenic as indicated in the last bulle- of the glass and connect them with
pieces
but
all
are
Potato
tin,
they
bugs
poison.
of small brass chain along the edge of the
not amenable to moral suasion.
Then as
They may be hung by a bit of a
the Bug Death, if applied according to the glass.
directions given on the manufacturer’s cir- chain.
The margin of clear glass may be decocular, will cost one dollar per acre cat’ll
applicati' m, it hasn’t even the claim of cheap- rated with a hand painted vine.
ness in its favor.
We have no evidence
RHUBARB.
whatever of its usefulness as a fungicide.
Better rely on some weil known am: effecas it does when fresh, green ediComing
tive preventive
ike Bordeaux Mixture
bles are scarce, and yet very essential to
Secretary.
health, the garden rhubarb deserves more
It
Moxtvii.ki;.
1'he housing and caring patronage than is usually accorded it.
f >r the domestic animals at our command would receive it, too, if housewives realdeserve much more at oui hands than ized that its biting acidity can be easily
they generally receive. The barn should modified to ail agreeable tartness, and
shelter all stock that is kept on the farm, that tin* common method of serving it in a
with separate rooms for each division. two-crust pie is the least wholesome way
Barns should be so constructed as to have in which it can be cooked.
Baking impure air from the roof or high above the parts a richer color and ilavor to rhubarb
stock.
There should be plenty of light, than stewing; but whichever way it is
say glass windows protected by wooden cooked, it should first be covered with
slats covering the entire length of stalls. boiling water and allowed to remain on
Each animal should have a separate box the back of the stove teu minutes, then
stall so as to have his share of food given drained and conked in fresh water.
To
him without interfering with his next bake make a rich syrup of boiling water
and
the
over
cover
and
with
neighbor. Cattle should be fastened
fruit,
sugar; pour
tie chains, and horses with halter; sheep set in a hot oven; as soon as tender reshould have hoard partitions and be fed move the cover and finish baking. Rhuthrough slats. That is my idea on the barb should also be stewed in a little
syrup. Some persons are fond of rhubarb
subject. [F. Hahn.
cooked in maple syrup.
Baked rhubarb
served very cold, is a most appetizing
Novelties in Parasols.
meat or other sauce.
If baked or stewed
a filling for
pies,
•T wish I could read you Gladys’ letters rhubarb is to be used as
tarts,
turnovers, puddings or dumplings
from London!” writes Edith Lawrence in it
should be slightly thickened, as soon as
the June Ladies’ Home Journal.
“She sufficiently cooked, before removing from
sends me descriptions of two new parasols the fire, with a little corn starch disolved
in cold water.
which I must tell you about.
The first

An Atlantic

one

she

Two pages of pictures in the .June
Ladies’ Home Journal give views of the
places “Where Our Presidents are Buri-

ed,” recall the fact that four of the first
five of our Chief Executives sleep in the
The pictures show
soil of old Virginia.
that the grave of President John

Tyler,

at

Richmond, Virginia, is absolutely unmarked—even by a small head-stone.
Visitors to Hollywood Cemetery are shown
a scarcely perceptible mound, over which
a

magnolia tree spreads

its shade in

sum-

mer, of the resting place of our tenth
The burial-places of all the
President.
others are marked with monuments or
tombs, except those ot the two Adams,
who ars buried uuder the portico of the
First Church at Quincy, Massachusetts.

While the tugboat Nathaniel P. Doane,
Capt. Sears, was returning from Belfast
May 24th she fell in with the ocean tug
C. B. Sanford, towing the barges Request,
Musconetcong and Chenango from Hoboken, about 15 miles east of Boston
lightship. The Sanford was in a helpless
condition through the breaking of the
valve stem of her engine, and the Doane
hitched on to the tug and her three
heavily laden barges and brought them
The tug Leader assisted the
into port.
Doane a portion of the distance.
The
Sanford was taken to the Atlantic works
te effect repairs.
[Boston Globe.

Practical statements to
women about catarrk.

RAINOLILLITY

organs, are m almost every case
catarrh. Every phase of catarrh
is unclean; many of them are dis-

gusting.
Catarrh has many' names but its
character is the same; wherever it
is there is inflammation. To cure
catarrh the remedy must be scientific and thorough. Such a remedy
is Pe-ru-na, which for
forty years has been successfully combating tins insidious
disease. Read what Mrs. Benoit says about it:
Pe-ru-na Medicine Company, Columbus, 0.
Dear Sirs:—I have been sick since last fall. The doctors said I had catarrh.
I employed three physicians but they did not help me at all. I finally gave
up doctors and began to take medicines I saw advertised, but I continued
to grow worse. I was so miserable I wished I was dead. Life had no
pleasures
for me. At last I saw Pe-ru-na advertised and got a bottle. Half a bottle
lielped me. and after I had taken four bottles I was well. I have gained in
weight and feel years younger.—Mrs. Benoit, 131 Pleasant St., Cincinnati, O.
Dr. Hartman will prescribe for fifty thousand women this year free of charge.
All women suffering from female troubles or any disease of the mucous membrane may have Dr. Hartman’s private counsel without cost. Send for special
question blank for women.
Mrs. J. Ivoeller, Rockford, 111.., says:— I have been troubled with ehronis
catarrh several years. I tried almost every tiling, and employed several
prominent physicians, but to no avail.
1 saw .m advertisement of your medicine and'
it
a
trial.
I
found
have
Pe-ru-na
a
gave
great help, I can heartily recommend
it to all suffering from that dread disease.”
The uncleanness of catarrh makes the disease abhorrent to a careful woman.
Catarrh will not go away itself.
Its existence must be made impossible. This
is what Pe-ru-na does.
It makes the membranes healthy all through the
organs of the body and catarrh ceases to exist. All druggists sell Pe-ru-na
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Every farmer and every villager owes t himself, t > his family, a a 1 to the community in which he lives a c ualial support of his 1 ■al ne vspaoer, a ii w >rks constantly ami untiringly for his interests in every way, brings to his h mu all the news
and happenings of his neighborhood, the doings of his friends, the eon lition ami prospects for different crops, the prices in h one mirk -'s, and, in fact., is a weekly visitor
which should be found in every wide-awake, progressive family.
Just think of it!
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or>. Administrators and Trustees. ! Correspondence solicited.
Real estate bought and sold.
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Insanity and Death. A‘ ;;
or by mail, *1 a
box; six for $5; with ■write >mi guavHidfe to
oiti-o or refund ctunicy.
Maniple naolitlffe, containim; rive ct.r.-s’ treatment, with full
instructions, 115 cents. ».o stir.-pie only so’
each person.
Ar: (ore or by mail.
Label
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the fumes of kerosene and shedding but a
dim and irregular light.
We have all suffered under the infliction and speak whereof
we know' from
Good
bitter experience.
THE UP-TO-DATE
lamps are cheap, and there is no excuse for
LITTLE LIVER FILL
using one proven past the power of reCURES
demption. Even in houses lighted by
electricity or gas, the lamp has an esBiliousness,
tablished place on the library table, and
Constipation,
frequently in the dining room, and care
Dyspepsia,
should be taken to see that it is always in
Sick -[lead
condition to fulfill the expectations that
center round it.
The most essential thing
ache and Liver
in securing a good light from a lamp is
Complaint.
absolute cleanliness.
The oil should
vxcuu-,-SUGAR COATED.
always be of the best high-test and should
PiLLS
I 100
Sold by all druprsists
be kept in a close can, where dust can
or sent by mail.
v- oe rTCJ
°
not reach it.
The fonts of the lamp, all
N'>'_Nervlta Medical Co.. Chicago
of
the
the
hold
and
tubes
that
parts
wicks,
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast. Me.
the burners, should be kept clean.
The
metal holders and burners require boiling
once a week in water to which
has been
added a teaspoonful each of salt and soda,
A
PATTERN
for heated metal gives out foul odors.
A
fyotir own selection) to every subsmall brush should he used to keep the
scriber. Only 50 cents a year.
holes clear, and the burner and all parts
of the
lamp free from bits of wicks and
dust,
flie scissors should be seldom
used; it is much better to rub off the wicks
with a little soft paper.
The wick must
never crowd the tube.
If tight, pull out
two or three threads lengthwise.
The
wicks soon become elogged by the paraline
A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.
in the oil, and if not in "frequent use will
A e’en! ; beautiful colored plates ; latest
fashions dressmaking economies fancy
need to be taken out occasionally, washed,
work household hints fiction, etc Subboiled and dried. If soaked in vinegar
scribe to-day, or, send
5c for latest copy.
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms.
and dried they will give a clearer light.
All lamps should be wiped off and filled
Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Absolutely
daily. Keep the wick below the top of
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.
the burner when not lighted, or the wick
will feed over through capillary attraction.
Turn up a short distance when first lighted,
hut never turn low and leave.
When
L
^ BAZAR,
extinguishing a lamp or oil stove turn the
wick down until it shows only a blue
flame, when the flame will flicker a short
time and then go out.
This precaution
odor
(No-Seam-Allowance Patterns.)
prevents the unpleasant
which
Only 10 and 15 eta. each—none higher.
accompanies the blowing out of a lamp.
Ask for them. Sold in nearly every city
and town, or by mail from
Chimneys may be cleaned with a sponge,
soft cloth or paper, but never with bristles
THE McCALL CO.,
or metal
holder, as they leave scratches
IIS-146 Wsst 14th St., Nee York.
and the chimney breaks. Chimneys may
be tempered by putting in cold water and
The Republican Journal (and McCall’s Maga- |
brought to a boil, then allowed to cool in
the water. Dealers say they are sold so zlne, one year each for $2.10 in advance.
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We guarantee

a

cure

I NITED STAIES. BOTH ONE YEAR

in every case we accept for treatment, and
no money is
required until cure is com

plete.
Physicians

FOR ONLY $2.00.
Relieving that every one of our readers should
at least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive journal,

invited to call and investi-

Over 15,600 cures

gate.

already

have

effected.
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an
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our

own
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a

Lack of space forbids a description ot the con
of Fakm and Home, which arc unequalled
for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
many departments may be mm tiontd the Farm
tents

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

E. L. STEVENS. Iff.

and harden. Market Reports, Fruit tuliure, Plans
and Inventions, The Apiary, Talk' with a Lawyer,
Around the tilobe, Live stock and hairy, The Poulry Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, House-

0.,

Operating Surgeon.

hold Features,

etc.

Fvkm and Home is published semi-monthly
thus giving >o;i 24 numbers a year, the whole
making :i volume ot over .1011 pages, teeming
with all the 'atest aim most relimdr information
No better
that experience ami science can
ippl

Office Hours, I to 4 ; 7 to 8 1‘. VI.

.-

FREE

4

in women preserves beauty.
Women
suffering front an}T catarrhal trouble
cannot bo wholly- attractive. If the
catarrh is in the head, nose, throat
or stomach, the breath declares it.
If it is in the lungs it means conTroubles of the pelvic
sumption.

f

ABSOLUTE

It is not necessary to enlarge upon the
discomforts caused by lamps, irregularly
filled, improperly cared for, redolent of

j

FRESH AND FAIR.

Larder.

The school committee of Lynn has forbidden the female school teachers to wear
bicycle skirts and the male teachers golf
trousers in the school room.
The committee thinks such styles of dress lower
the dignity of the teachers and lessen their
The teachers,
control of the pupils.
while they don’t like the committee’s acwill
tion,
obey.

CARE OF LAMPS.

saw

Steamship’s

“One tidy little refrigerator about six
feet wide and twice that depth is the butterman’s stall in this market under the
sea,” writes Helen C. Candee, in telling
of “Housekeeping on an Ocean Steamship,” in the June Ladies’ Home Journal.
“Little tubs of butter are arranged on
shelves to the amount of five thousand
pounds, and in company with these are
twenty thousand eggs. Twenty-five hundred quarts of milk and cream are stored
in a separate room, all having been sterilized.
This market has a room especially
for salt meats, and here are hams, bacon
and tongues to the amount of four thousand pounds. There are some articles of
food without which the epicure would be
unhappy, and which must be alive when
cooked. Chief among these are oysters,
of which sixteen thousand are carried to
meet the wants of the passengers.
Clams
are only provided to the number of fifteen
hundred.
Lobsters are not abundantly
supplied; seven hundred pounds is all the
storeroom shelters. This market in the
bottom of the ship contains, besides the
things mentioned, fruits, green vegetables
and an enormous stock of groceries.
The
latter is only limited by space, for groceries are not perishable goods and will keep
from one voyage to another until used.
Tea and coffee are used in large amounts
—about thirty-three pounds a day of tea
and fifty pounds of coffee.
Perishable
supplies are taken on board in proportion
to the number of passengers booked, and
anything of this kind which is left over
when the ship reaches port is eaten by
the crew.”

—

when driving in Hyde Park,
it was of frawn-colored silk, trimmed
of fruit trees.
with bands of ecru lace insertion and
“Fruit trees?”
large bows of satin ribbon of frawn color.
“\res, sir, fruit trees. They have got three The
stick, which was very long, was
great men into trouble so far.”
made of pale green enameled wood.
The
“Who are the men?”
“Why, Adam, George Washington and most original part of the whole thing was
a tiny little pocketbook which topped the
Matt Quay.” fCougregationalist.
handle off.
It consisted of a round ball
Relief in Six Hours.
of carved wood with a f'at’s-eye in the
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease centre; when you press the cat’s-eve the
relieved in six hours by “New Great .“-outh
pocketbook llew open. It was lined with
American Kidney Cure”
It is a great,
The other parasol
pale green leather.
surprise on account of its exceeding prompt- was made of different shades of
red,
ness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
which she says is the most fashionable
and back, in male or female.
Relieves recolor in London just now for street wear.
tention of water almost immediately.
If
The cover was of red bolting cloth and
you want quick relief and cure this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., drug- hand-painted in bunches of reel poppies of
gists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl8
a
deeper shade. All around the edge
“The only objection,” said the stern were eyelet holes, which are called by the
It seems
parent, “1 have against the young man, my women in London peep-holes.
dear child, is that lie has no noble ambithey like to hold their parasols down low
tion—no high or worthy object in life.”
and see who is passing, through the eyelet
“Why, papa, bow can you say that? lit; holes.
wants me!"
Orleans
Times-Demo[New
tell you, there’s no disputing that history repeats itself, especially in.the matter
‘‘I

washed,
while still damp, rub on a little of the
tnixturo. This may be used with excellent
results by people who can not use the
glycerine alone, the vinegar neutralizing
the unpleasant effects of the glycerine.
FliANCES E. WILI.AKD’s HEALTH BULKS.

this year. Farm property seems to be in better demand than it
has been for a number of years.
I think
that a barn for keeping stock should be
built so you could have a 14-foot linter,
a 12-foot
floor, and and 18-foot place for
fodder; the linter on the south side, with
cellar underneath.
The length of the
barn to be according to the size of farm,
and the barn floor to go through the barn,
with big doors at each end so you could
drive in at either end.
1 would have my
barn connected with my house by all
more

low now that the manufacturers do not
take pains to temper them as they used
to.
If by any mischance kerosene ignites
bear in mind that the best thing to extinguish kerosene flames is flour. Water only
scatters the blaze.

FOR
The Pendleton

port

avenue.

proof of its popularity

SALE,

State and

being read by no less than a million readers.
Do not delay or taii to take advainage of this
remarkably liberal oiler, which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement, with
the publishers. Remember, we send both papers
a full year, at the very low price above given.

to

MRS. b\ C. PKNDLE PON
Belfast, April <>, 1800.—14
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WILL GIVE YOU THE

Old Reliable
one year as
the oldest

Yankee Blade

monthly. Established in 1841, it is
story paper in America, and has dea

lighted thousands of homes. Seud 25c. to the
Yankee Blade, Brooks, Maine.

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

^EARSPORT

L. G. Paine arrived by train Tuesday

even-

ing.
J. Nickerson is making extensive

A.

pairs

Royal s

re-

Ins house.

on

Palermo. Fred Bailey while moving the
household goods for Webb Benner had
three ribs broken by the overturning of tlia
hayrack._Fernald Greeley has his new

LOCALS.

Seth L. Hammons arrived by train from
Dixtield Thursday evening.

iiBSOLUTElY PURE

T

Bertram Richardson has been appointed
supervisor of schools at Calais.

house well under way

Makes the food

more

delicious and wholesome

Grinnell is loading schooner Gamecock with hay for Boston parties.
\V

E.

On account of the illness of Miss Angie
Carver the High school has beeu closed this
week.
Mrs.

Emma

Colcord and

D.

bruised about the hips, but was able to ride
home that night and attended to business as
usual the next day.
The horse cleared himsel! from the carriage and stopped in a door
yard a short distance beyond. The carriage
Dr. Flint was born in
was badily broken.
Thorndike anti the older son of DauT B. and

daughter
Daytona,

Maude, who spent the winter in
Fla., arrived home Sunday.

Capt. William Wing and family have returned from \\ aterville and will occupy the
upper rent in the Ellis house.

Phebe (Whittaker) Flint, who survive him
and wit'n his younger brother Bert, who
graduates this month from the University
were
summoned by telephone
A letter from David Kane, quarter mas- of Maine,
ter on hoard steam yacht Puna, reports the from their home in Bangor arriving here
yacht at the Kennebec river Sunday.
j by boat Tuesday afternoon. His mother is a
'laughter of the late Isaac Whittaker of
Dr and Mrs. G. H. Jennison and their
Uitypoint, ami his father a brother <>f Mrs.
friends. M r and Mrs. Hobbs of Lowe
Mass., N. E. Keen of Belfast. He was a
graduate
j
are to occupy the Merrithew house for ,t
1 of Bowdoin College and Brunswick Medical
week.
School, class of 1805, and soou after his
Capt. Andrew L. Carver made a week’s | graduation began practice in Searsport. He
visit in town and returned to N**w York
was a thorough student, and one of the best
W ednesda'
His ship, the E B Sul ton, will educated
of
the younger physicians »• f
load

Philadelphia

it

a
man of good habits,
genial disposition, ami the
blow of his sudden death falls heavily upon
was

and

large circle of friends
little family circle.

a

and

especially upon
By close attention
sterling qualities

the

the recent drills of tin* Boston High
Cadets we notice that Ned Grilhn,

In

Si-hi

He

Maine.

integrity

Capt. A M Boss and wife are attending
the graduating exercises of the. Manual
Training school in Boston from which thendaughter. Miss B auche, graduates

to

business

and

he

made’a host of fi

his

nds

e

and

secured

a

good practice, which was rapidly iuereas1st Lieut, of Co. A., Boxbury High school,
I iug. and hut for his untimely end must have
was one of the odicers who were awarded !
placet! him at the front rank in his chosen
medais.
profession. The funeral took place Saturday
afternoon from the residence of Dr. E. HopRev. E. L. Hunt of Ellsworth will preach
kins and was conducted by Rev. H. W. Norat the Congl. church and at the Harbor next
Sunday. On account of the absence of Mr. ton, who with the large number present was
Herbutt the communion service will be deeply affected—very many to tears—manifest iug that Dr. Flint was a very great favorpostponed.

Letters from R. P. Smith and wife, who
spending a few weeks at the pleasantly
located hotel of Bert Packard at Willimantio, report Richard just slaying the trout, and
Mrs. Smith’s health asjsowewbat improved.

j

singular coincidence was that of
Reverends K. G. Hurbutt^and J. K. Richardson both being secured to deliver adA

Base Ball Club, and a crescent from the
Searsport hall nine,with numerous wreaths,
bouquets ami cut flowers from friends both
here and abroad. The bearers were eight of
his friends and associates, as follows: C. E.
Adams, B. F. Colcord, W. E. Grinuel), W.
M. Parse, F. B. Smith, F. E. Curtis, A. B.
Pendleton, J. Davis. The interment was in

village cemetery.
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South Paris, without either hav-
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ing knowledge that the other was engaged
Harry Nichols
and the people not knowing that they were
day.
Mr.
Harhut-t
delivered
acquainted.
the
Alvin West is
Sunday address, Mr. Bn hardsell that on
joinering.
Memorial day.
Obituary.
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Arthur Howard of East Belfast

iu

t< wn

recently,

tin-

One of the happi-s;

un-

Inins, vho
born May
Miss

Everett with his parents for the past
twelve years. His death leaves them l :hl-

iu

is

as

their

only daughter died
was

at the M. E

delivered

au

with spe* ::ii singing

by

W N.-rt.-u

by
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M< Gilvery Post
feature of the

of

a

is

John

daughter,

-and

It will K-

a

a

Mrs. A T.
nice home for her.
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me

with

Nickerson and two children of Mt. E; ina::n were here recently
visiting her mother. Mrs. P. H. Monroe.

observed hen bv a
church. Rev H

Ite’berr

F

Kane, who resides just over in
anville, came near losing her buildings by
file last Sunday, caused by the chimney
Miss A lice

appropriate address,
the choir and a so!.;,
May Carver.
Freeman
attended in a body. A

Miss

in town

men

Mary Vincent from the Girls’Home

Crush;.

ibout

Mrs

Menu-rial Sunday

II.

*111.

Belfast has

in

years ago.

union service

guest <>f Mr. P

the pr. ml father

<

hss,

was

Monroe.

for

usually well informed on all the topics of
Urn day. He was unmarried and lias resided

seven

was

Nickerson is improving the interior
his house by gpiug it a coat of paint.

Mrs.

Congregate >n-

gr.-at reader

Ellingwood of Winterport
recently engaging wool.

on

W. H.
of

tine v,
lie

voyage to

Sarah West, who has been quite ill>
able to be up and about.

in town

was

1

was

a

Horace

compel wd to return i.vmie on account of iliiies- and
nod sh euiy after. Mr. Simpson
as

Waldo at work doing

in

John Stewart of Belfast is at work
A. T. Crosby's house.

were

gether for

now

Satur-

Waldo last

Mr

George Mosmau of tins p!a<-~
engaged in business to-

y

and

m

lb M. Nichols is in Waldo,
doing carpentering work for James L. Chase.

He
old

there, returning
iuriug the time to visit i:is native
•):. i is last trip -ut there he was ae-

>p--i.r

tw:

1.

st>ne-

Mrs.
is

were res-

years.

went u

was

Mr Frank Herrick has gone
New York

Howard Simpson,who recent-

ly died m Everett, Mass., was burn in Searsporr. Feb. Jo, ]s"i. He was the only son of

Capt.

The floral of-

ferings were numerous and beautiful.
Among tliem a large cross of roses ami
pinks from eight of his intimate gentlemen
friends; a sickle of pinks from the Belfast

are

desses

both old and young.

with

ite

The graduating exercises of the Castine
State Noimal School occur
June 7 th.
Among the class parts assigned by a vote of
the class and teachers, is that of valedictorian
to Jeannette B. Rice.

Sw

burning

out.

the

reception of j
the veterans by ushers at the door .f the i
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
churcii anil escorting them to tile seats iu
Joseph Hardman of Brewer was in town
the body f tile house reserved for them, last week visiting relatives.
The church was handsomely decorated for I
Mrs. Thomas Howe of Searsport. village
the oerasi'.i.. The address by Rev. H.VV. Nor- was in this
vicinity recently buying coon
ton held t.he attention of
he large audience
cats.
present from beginning to the end. The
E. G. Roberts, accompanied by his niece,
Memorial day exercises were simple but
Miss Millie McCarty of Brooks, was in
impressive, anu were given according to
town last week, '•neats of Mr. and Mrs.
,.e program iu The Journal of last week.
W. L. Mathews.
The veterans, escorted by the school chilThe dance at this place May 23th was not
d-'en, marched to the monument where a
as
well attended as the dances
here
'c lh>w square was formed about the decoraIt was thought to be caused
ted no nuiiient, the audience being on three usually are.
sides f the
The services consist- by the recent revival here.
service was

j

grounds.

singing by a quartette, prayer by Rev.
H. W. Norton, address of welcome by the
commander of the Post, a recitation by Mrs.
Prudence Putnam, reading of the roll of
honor by J. A. Colson, adjutant of the Post,
concluding with the very beautiful exercise
ed of

which three young ladies took part and
decorated the empty chair in memory of the
in

unknown dead with

appropriate songs and
a large audience
was present at the M. E. church and listened to a stirring, eloquent and patriotic address by Rev. J. E. C. Sawyer of Syracuse,
U. Y- A large choir was in attendarce aud
recitations.

In the

evening

Rutnarn givsang patriotic airs,
ing the solo, ‘‘Fear not ye, O Israel," with
organ accompaniment by Mrs. Hannah C.
The committee in
Colcord.
Large and
Capt. Wilson W, West, who superintended
the work, arc receiving numerous congratulations for the admirable manner in which
Mrs. Anna

the grounds about the soldiers’ monument
were arranged and the improvement of the
guns and shells.
Trauk Death

Dr. W. B. Flint. An
accident occurred at
Swanvilie last Thursday evening, when I)r.
William B. Flint of Searsport was killed by
being thrown from his carriage. Dr. Flint
had been at Swan Lake fishing, with Melvin
Wentworth of Searsport, aud on their return home stopped a few minutes at the
home of Dr. J. S. Cole, about half a mile

unusually sad

of

fatal

from Swanvilie on the Belfast road. M. R.
Knowlton aud 11. P. Stickney of Belfast
stopped at Dr. Cole’s at the same time, and
when they left for home about 1) o'clock in
the evening it was decided to go all together
Mr. Stickney went
with Dr. Flint and Mr. Knowlton with Mr.
Wentworth. Dr. Flint started ahead and
his horse evidently took the bits in his
teeth, for he ran to the Mills in spite of the

by

way of

Searsport.

neck was broken.

was

Belfast
Swauville.
from

and

Miss

Ni ckerson

from

Last week a large henhawk was having a
riot with one of Mrs. E. W. Thompson’s
hens when she made a rush for the bird and
succeeded in capturing it. The wings when
spread measured four feet from tip to tip.

Misses Jennie and Hope Curtis, Martha
and Henrietta Ross, Ethel Nichols, Eunice
Whittum, Lena, George and Theodate
Meritliew from the High school at the village visited Mr. Sidney Sargent’s school at
Mt. Ephraim last Thursday.

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY
Burnham.

Mr. Lewis Reynolds and fam-

ily connections

arc

building

an

elegant

cot-

tage on the shore of lake Winnecook near
the residence of Mr. Reynolds. The cottage commands an extensive view of the
lake, which is one of the finest sheets of
water in this section of the State, and will
he much enjoyed by the family.Mr.
Oshea Johnson, who has been suffering for
a long time with consumption, passed away
last week.
His remains were taken to
Brooks for burial. The deceased leaves a
widow and three small children to mourn
their loss. Mr. Johnson was a poor, but
hard working man and will be greatly missed by a large circle of friends. The immediate family of the deceased have the
sympathy of all who know them....Mrs.
Justice Thorndike of Belfast returned to
her home in that place last Saturday after
a two weeks visit with friends and relatives
in this place.... Warren Harding has bought
a very fine pair of heavy draft horses for
work on his large farm_Mr. Eben Richards and bis niece, Mrs. Yivaldi Reynolds

the

Havana, May 13. Ar, sch Jessie Lena,
Devereaux, Mobile.
Buenos Ayres, April 28.
Sid, ship Great !
Admiral, Newcastle.
River,
Ja,
12.
May
Ar, sch Hattie I
rT®]a°k
H
Barbour, Erskine, St Pierre, Mart.
13.
Euba,
May
Sid, sch Maggie i
Cl-Xr*n^a(^«
S|Hart, Farrow, Boston.
Vera Cruz, May 14. Sid, sch D H Rivers.
Colcord, New York.
St Johns, P R, May 15.
Skarsmont.
Mrs. Margaret Fogg of
Ar, bark Mannie
Swan, Higgins, Barbados, to load sugar for
Augusta is visiting friends in town.Mr.
New

Albert|Thompson of Lowell, Mass.,

rule at this port, hut now matters are re versed. Tlie lack of tonnage is a serious aggrava-

about 25th for New York
Hilo, April 30. Ar, ship A J Fuller, Nichols, Honolulu (for New York); May 5, hark
Edward May, Bakus, Honolulu f„r San Fran-

M AKINE

two

light

harnesses

a new

double team harness, two mowing machines,
horse rake,a lot of farming tools and (JO fleeces of wool.
All of the household goods were
saved. They were a nice set of farm buildings and had receutly'been putin repair. The
Insured for
cause of the tire is unknown.

years

sick with typhoid fever, is gaining.... \V.
E. Harding is gaining, but is not yet able to
do any work.... Emerson Elwell is not so
well as a few week ago....The Pomona
Grange met with Silver Harvest. It was
well attended ami a very enjoyable session.
-There were frosts in low places last
week, but. they did no damage to amount to

Farland took place. He had been a great
sufferer for some months, and died of consumption, aged 58. His mother died three
months ago in her 93d year-Mr. Heal, of
the firm of Harrison, Wood & Co. of Belfast,
was here last week setting monuments at
the graves of Capt. John Warren, Capt.
Henry P. Hatch and Capt. Nelson Kimball.
They are fine specimens of monumental
work.
In cutting the date of Capt. Kimball’s birth upon the granite shaft a mistake

more

of

one

ing

28th,

month

mad e, the engravers mark28th instead of December

was

November
It is a very unfortunate

error.

There

are quite a number of fine monuments in
town, the most expensive of which is in the
cemetery at “Acre Island,” and cost $1,500.
-D. E. Hatch is building a new stable DO
feet long at Dark Harbor. Edwin S. Preble
will take charge of the company’s stable this
summer and is fitting it up with new carriages, harnesses and horses. Capt. William
Farnsworth’s stable is near by, and is alWhile many of the
ways well patronized.
summer visitors take their pleasures on the
golf grounds and in their yachts, many
others prefer the natural scenery-unequalled
for beauty on the Maine coast—which only
buckboards and carriages afford. In addition to the three livery stables above mentioned, Henry S. Howe, J. T. Atterbury, J.
R. Brackett, William R. Dupee, George S.
Silsbee, Dr. F. C. Shattuck, Dr. R. H. Derby, and Dr. Leighton Parks have private
stables near their cottages and have men to
attend their teams as well as to manage their
yachts-Last week Mrs. Dexter Tiffany of
St. Louis, Dr.’s Shatt uck and Derby of New
York, and a few others, were in town making preparations for bringing their families
about the middle of June... .The large dog

beyond this mundane sphere, and he receives the due reward of his evil deeds, a
terrible future awaits him-The public
roads have received extensive repairs, so far
as the road machine could do its work; but
the culverts, and water courses, and several
bridges, are in great need of attention.

large
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Kings Ferry
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Port
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has been the
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to
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to

and

increasing demand
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cost, has induced

us
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to

a

high grade

Produce Market.

ARRIVED.

which is without doubt

durability

cannot

Prices

CALL AM) EXAHINE THEM

Manufacturers’ Samples
....SMALL

;

LADIES'

SAMPLE(>XI

|
which

we

These

are

shall sell at LESS than the wholesale
linejgocds and will go quick.

SAILED.

PORTS.

York, May 23. Ar, schs Maud, Somes
Sound; Maud Briggs, Bangor; S M Bird,
Swan’s Island; 24, cld, schs James A Garfield, Egrnont Key; Penobscot, Jacksonville; 25, cld, sch Wm E Downes, Fernandina; Mary E Palmer, Haskell, Egrnont and
Mullet Keys; 28, ar, bark Annie Reed,
Bahia via Philadelphia; schs Ella M Willey,
Trinidad ; Herbert E, Shute, Long Cove, Me.
Boston, May 24. Ar, sch Flora Rogers,
Satilla; cld, sch Herald, Lowell, Feruaudina; 25; ar, schs Lucy E Friend, Philadelphia; Daylight, Newport News; Susan N
Pickering, Brunswick ; Annie P Chase, Norfolk ; Annie R Lewis, New York; Odell,
Coksackie; Estelle, Pliinny, Baltimore; 20,
ar, sch Puritan, Philadelphia; 27, sld, sell
Mary A Hall, Southern port.
Philadelphia, May 25. Ar, sch Wm B
Palmer, Cieufuegos.
Baltimore, May 27. Sld, sch Star of the
Sea, Norfolk; 29, ar, bark Frances, Rio
New

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
Amaziah T. Wood*.
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Discharge
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4 M A/lAll 1
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it
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ty of Wahli
n the
District, respectfully reprt-*enis. th c
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*w iTendet .•«!
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complie-t with alt the requiren.i-nt* oj ,*aid Am*
and of the orders •' C :rt ton- Ring ins bank
ruptcy.
Wher**t"iv he | ray.* ’ha' lie max
di-Teed 1 y
i; tine from all flei-ts
the Court !«• have a Dili
provable against !u> e*tate ummr *;im bankrupt
Acts except >111■ ]! lebt* a* are
Xeepttd by law
from sm h dDehaige.
1
Dated tin* I5th -lax of Max A D ! >
»< >DS.
A M A/I A H T. W-

Bankrupt.
OIJDF.K
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NOTH
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Till
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District or M \ink, **.
On this 20tb day of May, \. D. lsdih on reading the foregoing petition, it is
(Ordered bv the u«»urr, mat a hearing be had
! >. 1 spp,
upon the same on the 1 bth day of dune. A.
before said ( ourt at Portland. in said District. at
10 o’clock in the forenoon and that notice there
of be published in The Republican dournal, a
newspaper printed in said Distri- t. and that all
known creditors, and other persons in interest,
max appear at the *aid time and pla< e. and show
cause, if any they have, win the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted. <
And it is further ordered by the ourt. that the
Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors
copies of said petition ami tin* order, addressed
to them at then place* of ievidence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Naiha.v Wkuh. Judge
of the said Court, and the -e.il thereof, at Portland, in said District. ■» the 2<»th day of May. A
D. lstm.
a
H DA Vis. Clerk.
r i.. *,'
A true copy of petition and or-ler thereon.
A H. DAVIS, Clerk
Attest

Bankrupt's
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In the
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Petition for

matter

Court of the United States lor the District of
Maine.
(>. SARGENT and HARTWELL L.
WOODCOCK. both of Belfast, in the CounState of Maine, in said District,
ami
Waldo
of
ty
on the 4th
copartners, respectfully represent that
day of February, last past, they were duly adjudgof
Acts
the
under
Congress relating
ed bankrupts
to Bankruptcy .that they have duly surrendered all
their property and rights <>t property, and have
fully complied with all the requirements of said
Acts amt of the orders of Court touching their

W1NTHROP

t
are

Respectfully Asked
Questions.

bankruptcy.

Wherefore they pray, that they max lie decreed
by the Court to' have a full discharge from all
debts provable against their estates under said
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are excepted
bv law from such discharge.
'Date-1 this 10th dav of May. A. D. sp-.i
WINTHROP O. SARGENT.
HARTWELL L. \\ OODCOCK,

Bankrupts.

friends?

placed upon statements from

1

local citizens of any greater
moment than those of strangers?
Would you sooner believe people living in some

|

Can reliance be
we

Are the

know?

opinions of

1

away; place than citizens of your own city ?
proof can easily he investigated.
Mr. Ralph Snute of Searsport avenue, shore
road, says: “I was taken with a stitch in my back

:

and side.

far

We think not! for home

New York.

!

I

was so

had that I

wras

laid up for six
and along with

weeks, by back aching constantly,
it I had another kidney weakness which was very
annoying. I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised
and got a box at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store.
I found after using them that the pain was lessened, in fact they helped my kidney trouble in every
way. I will always speak well of Doan’s Kidney
Pills to my friends.”
Doan’s Ointment is for sale

by all dealers, price
Buffalo,

60 cents, mailed by Foster-Milburn Co..
%. Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the
substitute.

name—DOAN’S—and take

NOTICE THKKF.ON.

You're in the dark on I
knew much about wheel*-,
had. Then be careful
Better get

one

of

Columbia

-ur
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guaranteed for the
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District of Maine, ss.
On this 20th day of May, A. D. I*'1' on reading the foregoing petition it is a
hearing he had
Ordered by the Court. That
"f .tune, A
lei
upon the same on the loth day
1800. before said Court at Cortland, in said Disand That noforenoon;
trict, at lo o'clock in the
tice thereof he published in The Republican .lournal, a newspaper printed in said District, and that
all known creditors, and other pet suns in interest.
may appear at the said time and place, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
A tiue copy of pet it
Attest
petitioners should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at the places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Nathan Wehii, .Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Cortland, in said District, on the 20th day of May, A.
The (ieorge M Know It•
D. 1880.
East Northport, 1 2 no
A. H DAVIS, Clerk.
[L s]
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shore
order
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trie: ( "in : ot the rnited States tor the District
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ORDER OF
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Bankrupt.

it., 7a8 Lime, # bhi,
Beef, corned,
90@100
Rutter salt, 14 it. bag, 'is Oat Meal.
4a5
lb,
40 »)nions. V* ft>»
4
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, $4 bu, 40 )ii, kerosene, gal, O-'alO
3a 4
Corn Meal. 10 bu,
40 Pollock,
It.,
14 Pork, ■$> R'
7 a.8
Cheese,
it.,
Cotton Seed, t> cwt, 1 25 Plaster. |>.bbl,
1 12
5a* Rye Meal. >> lb
3;
Codfish, dry, p it.
90a95
12 Shorts, p cwt,
Carnberries, f> <jt,
5 1-2(2-6
Clover seed.
lO'all Sugar, (;> lb.
4f,0«4 75 Salt, T. I., |> bu,
35
Flour, t> bbl,
G. H. Seed, bu. 1 50.a2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
5
3
Lard,
Wheat
52
8g9

Belfast People

t- ■:

Street,

Main

(K%7(H)

sch

<>l'!'

Francis’ Shoe Store,

a9
medium. 1 30 a 14 0; Lamb Skins.
50a.75
lb.
4a5
yel’weyes, 1 50 a 1 60j Mutton,
15 a 18, Oats,
Rutter.
li>,
bu, 32 lb. 35a45
'-:a7! Potatoes.
lb.
Reef,
tiO.a50
4 a4 1-2
Barley, fc* bu,
40(a45| Round Hog.
ill Straw. p ton, 6
Cheese, fc> It-.
10a 121 Turkey. %> lb,
Chicken, $> it.,
16@17
50a75 Tallow.
Calf Skins,
1 l-2a3
14-a 15j Veal,
lb,
Duck, $> it),
6{a7
14 Wool, unwashed,
17
doz,
Eggs,
Halt* Wood, hard,
3 50a5 00
Fowl, ^ it.,
13 a 15 Wood, soft,
3 50<fi4 00
Geese, ^ lb,
Retail Market
Retail Price.

May 27. Sch. P. M. Bonney, Burgess,
Vinalhaven.
May 29. Sch. A. Hay ford, Ryan, Sandy-

LOT OF.,..

WISE & COOPER'S

Paid prod no r$.
6 0l>u.S 00

••

a

of the best in the market, and fm

one

be surpassed.

JOURNAL.

75a 1001 Hay, fc> ton.
l)ii,
Apples,
4a5' Hides, t> lb.
dried, jd It-,
1 30,al 40 Lamb, £> lb,
Beans, pea,

Solis Henry Whitney, Welch,
Bangor; Banner, Rich, do.
May 20. Sch Sarah L Davis, Pattershall,
Rockland.
28.

Women's Shoe

put in the

WILHELMINA $3.00 SHOE

Price Current.

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE

POUT OF BELFAST.

Savannah, May 23. Sld, F C Pendleton,
Burgess, New York.
Norfolk, May 23. Sld, sch Electa Bailey,
Clay, Boston.
Perth Amboy, May 25. Sld, sch July
Fourth, Ulmer, Bangor; 28, sld, sch Emma
S Briggs, Osborne, Bangor; 29, sld, sch
Mary Ann McCann, Bangor.
Charleston, May 26. Ar, sch Wesley M
Oler, Harriman, Boston.
Jacksonville, May 26. Ar, sch Celia F,
Smith, New York.

^V‘A

Import, ship

MISCELLAN

vessels than

Belfast

Portland, May 26. Ar, sell Mabel Jordan,
Balano, Savannah.
Bangor, May 25. Ar, schs. Nightingale,
Pinkliam, and Henry Whitney, Welch, Boston; Kit Carson, Kendall, Portland; cld,
sch Amy Knight, Delano, Boston; 26, ar,
schs Mark Pendleton, Perth Amboy, Lillian,
Portland; sld, schs Maggie Mulvey and Wm
Butman, New York; 27, sld, schs Menawa
and Kit Carson, New York; 29, ar, British
steamship Verax. Robson, Funchal, Madeira,
May 16, in ballast to load deals for United
Kingdom; sld, schs. Nightingale, Pinkliam,
Roslyn, L I; Lillian, Grindle, Boston.
Brunswick, Ga, May 23
Ar,sch Lizzie B
Willey, Rivers, New York; 25, ar, sch Sallie
I’On, New York ; 26, ar, sch Laura M Lunt,
Cummings, Boston; 27, cld schs Lyman M
Law, Blake, and Anna Pendleton, Patterson,
New York; sld, sch Almeda Willey, Dodge,

NLW TORk

---..._

—

AMERICAN

*

tion.
All the mills in this section ar<- sawing and there is brisk demand for all sorts
of lumber at excellent prices, hut there is no
means of transporting it.
Charters. Bark Herbert. Black. Boston
to Rosario, lumber, 710 50.
Sch Herald,

SHIP N hWS.

point and Boston.
May 31. Brig Katahdiu, Bangor;
Henry Whitney, Welch, Port Morris.

the
tin
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read, and time to sew. It is much better and iIh-i;
cleaning. For greatest economy buy our

to

all

general carg<
anything... .The hay crop will he lighter •S3,275. Sch Willie I. Newton, Brunswick to
than last year. The grass was badly killed New York, lumber, at or about >5 do. Sell
1 John C.
Smith, same. Sell Levi Hart, same,
ou tiat land and there is a small amount of
Sch Florence Lelaml, Brunscypress.
81,800; loss about 84,000. Mr. Shibles will at clover. Quite a large amount of last year's dry
wick to Norwich, lumber, >0.
Sell Charonce rebuild_The many friends in town
hay crop will be kept over-C. W. Barnes lotte T Sibley, same. Sch Penobscot, Jackof Dr. Will. B. Flint of Searsport, formerly
is runniug his hay press and has all he sonville to New Y uk, lumber >0 Sch Aetna,
Brunswick to New York, lumber, at or
of this town, will be greatly shocked to hear
can do until haying
time.T
L. Chase
about 75 00.
Sc a Nore.mbega, Satilla to
of the fatal accident which befell him on the is
busy with work on lus barn.
Mell New York, lumber $5 75 ami river towage.
Sell Jas A Garfield, Apalachicola t.o New
evening of May 28th. Dr. Flint was held in -Micuola ot
Searsport does the farming_
York, lumber $7. Sch J Manchester Haynes,
high esteem not| only as a physician but for The rain of
Sunday was a source of disap- Baltimore t<> Bath, coal, so cents. Sch
bis many good qualities as a man,and will be
pointment to the old soldiers who intended Gladys, Philadelphia to Galveston, coal,
greatly missed.
to attend Memorial services-Fred Little- $1 .50.
Freights. The Freight Circular pf Brown
Prospect. Prospect has tropical fruit field is putting up a building for a store at
& Co., New York, reports for the week endHiram Clark drives a Littlefield's Corner, near the Station.
every week now.
ing May 27th : F >r large tonnage in long voycart with bananas, oranges, lemons and peaage trades there is only a moderate inquiry.
North Stockton Springs.
Mr. George
Owners,
however, in view of the. limited ofnuts, and is to add tobacco and spices. The Partridge of Searsport lias bought the Henry
ferings of desirable vessels are endeavoring
banana trade must be largely on the in- McCaslin place and will use it as a
to
obtain
some improvement in rates, hut
sheep
crease, for the young ami school children ranch....Mr. El \Y. Wagner, who is in the skippers of case oil and the Colonial lines
quite often now have bananas in their lunch regular army, was at home on a furlough decline to open negotiations at any advance
over
recent
Barrel petroleum
figures.
bask-, ts at schools. When Cuba gets settled recently and
gave a party at Forest Clark’s
freights remain quiet. Suitable tonnage,
down to business they will be likely to be the hall.
Refreshments were
served
and however, is scarce, which fact serves to suscheapest food products in this country, if re- every thing possible was done to make the tain rates tiru ly upon their present basis.
Lumber tonnage to the River Plate continports of their nutritrous value are correct. guests enjoy the evening.... Mrs. Maggie lies wanted, hut owners are not
prompt to
....One of the Pike brothers of Searsport Staples has been juite ill for several weeks.
accept the bids submitted by skippers, therefore
business
in
a
measure
is
was in town last week
restricted.
for
Miss
Jessie Marden has a fine new bicycle.
looking
early
The prevailing rates are $'.i 50 c io 50, as to
lambs. He bought of the writer, to take -Miss Grace Tripp of Monroe is in town
size of vessel mil port, Provinces t<» Buenos
them when wanted, ami took one home to for a few weeks.... Miss Bertha Partridge, Ayres $0 " >,'50from Boston and Portland,
try the market with-Some 40 Italians teacher of the Centre school, and Miss Susie and >13.50 from the Gulf. To Rosario $1
have arrived at Mt. Waldo and began work Cousins, teacher of the Roberts school, at- additional. Some few inquiries are noticed
for Brazil, and though full rates can he seMonday, and more are said to he coming. tended the Teachers’ Convention in Winter- cured. vessels are not readily obtainable.
This is a bad out-look for our stone-workers. port. The program w as
interesting and in- Tonnage for the West Indies is actively inquired for. and advanced rates are bid, parstructive and the people of
Wiuterport en- ticularly
upon lumber from the South, hut
Appleton. The L. O. G. T. District Lodge
tertained the teachers in a most hospitable
skippers find it difficult to cover their necesmet Saturday with
A
Appleton Lodge.
manner-Frank Cunningham has moved sities.
Coastwise lumber tonnage is m arlarge number of delegates were present his family to Milo, where he has emplov- live demand,and with few vessels available,
I rates continue strong ami buoyaut.
Coal
from tei. different lodges, and the session
meiit-Capt. J. M. Grant has been quite j tonnage to the Fast- lias met with increased
to
be
a
affair.
proved
Rev.
ill-Mr. and Mrs. Edward Clifford and attention, and the market in cons- queiice
very enjoyable
V K Hills of Cniou preached the memorial
In some few
.son Henry went to Belfast on business last j has assumed a stronger tone.
sermon at the Free church Sunday.
; instances advanced rates have been obtainIt was
week.
ed.
an e 11 queiA and patriotic discourse, one of
Morrill. Mrs. A1 vesta Hatch returned
the best we have ever been favored with,
from Providence, R. I., last week for a short
HORN.
and w. regret that there were not more of
\isit at home-Orris Vickery is at home
our people present to hear it_Miss Linda
from Watei ville, where he lias beeu attendI■ i'
In North Br>'o|<s\ 11K- May is, r., Mr.
Annis is in Boston this week....Mr. and
and Mrs. L. 17 Dodge. a daughter.
ing school.Rev. H. I Holt was in town
H
a
II.
In Peiiol.se, ,t. May In. to Mr. and Mr-.
Mrs. Harry Pease have gone to Portland,
Monday on his way to Brooks, where he de- < It-orge W. Hatch, a daughter.
where Mrs. Pease will receive treatment at
iNMs. Iii Searsport, May 2d, to Mr and Mrs.
rs.
livers the Memorial address...
Miils •J"hn linns, a daughter.
the Maine General Hospital.... David Cumof Camden was in town last
L'*i in oi*. in Rockland. May 17. to .Mr. and
visitSaturday
has
Will
Cobh Perry’s farm
Mrs. Na min Lothrop, a daugh ter.
mings
bought
ing her father. J. C. Gr »ver_We are glad
and moved into the house,
Mr. Cummings
to learn that our sick ones are
improving.
sold his places to Hillard Seavey, who has
MARK IK I).
Mr. 1). W. Morey is much better and
Mrs.
taken possession.
Mr. Perry now occupies Lizzie
Achum is at, Belfast gaining
rapidly
a tenement in Mrs.
Louise Keene’s house.
SriN- -n-Picki:kin(,.
In Sunshine. Io-.c i-lc.
under I)r. Johnson’s treatment_Rev. W.
Mav 15. Ross Stinson and Lizzie Pmkermg
<«t ii
...Mrs.
Emeline Gushee returned last W.
of
Deei
Isle.
holds
Ogier
Quarterly Conference here
week from Franklin,
Mass., where she has
Monday, June 5th, at 2 p. m_Rev. Charles
been spending the winter with her son, U.
1)1 Kl>.
Seliger gave us a live, patriotic Memorial
G. Gushee, and his family. Mr. Gushee has
sermon last Sunday.Mr. and Mrs.
Henry
disposed of his interest in the business he Rogers have beeu much afflicted with sickDf.lankv.
In Millville, Camden. May
23,
was engaged in, ami returned to Appleton
Richard Delaney of Plymouth, Mass.
ness this spring ; now two children,
Willie
Flint. In Swanville, May 25. William B. Flint,
with his mother and will reside here_ and
Carrie, are suffering from throat trouble. M. !>., of Searsport, aged 28 years.
Hammons. In
Harris Fletcher and wife, who have been
Mary Ann. widow of
Mears & Dickey have been hard at work the la:e .John L. Searsport.
Hammons, aged 81
years, 5
living the past winter in Mrs. Gushee’s the past fortnight laying a solid foundation months and 1 day.
Merkithew. In Searsport, May 24. Nancy S..
house, have moved into the house known as for their boiler and
engine, which came widow of the '.are Ben jamin Merit hew, aged 86
the Benj. Keller place and now owned by
last week-Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Place reyears, 3 months and 18 day s
Miller. In Belfast. May 31, Benjamin Miller,
the heirs of the late Wilbur Gushee.. .Geo.
joice over their second girl....Mr. T. R. aged 86 years.
C. Dunton wishes to sell his blacksmith
Perkins.
May 21, William N.
Dickey has returned from Mass, .where he has Perkins, ag dIn80Penobscot,
years, and 5 months.
shop and fixtures, as his health is such that found
in New Carlisle. Quebec, May 18, Dora
Soon
employment the past two years.
he can no longer do the work required of a
of Camden, aged 27 years.
Rev.
Humphrey Small preaches at the Scott
SYi.\ c.stek. In Sunset, Deer Isle, May 15, Benblacksmith. This is a good opening for a
church at the usual hour next Sunday_ jamin .1. Sylvester, aged 82 years.
blacksmith who can do shoeing and carriage
Thomas. In Lincolnville, May 27, Joseph Tyler
Thetowm received a new American ChampiThomas, aged 72 years.
blacksmithing, and the property can be se- on Road Machine last week.
cured on reasonable terms.
Islesboro. The little child of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Tehan died last Friday, to
the great sorrow of its young parents. On
the same day the funeral of Mr. John Mac*

\

Bark
Spoken.
Priscilla, Springsteen.
Bahia for Rio Janeiro, May 11, lat 15
s, Ion
37 \V.
May 21, 10 miles smith of lhammnl
Shoal lightship, sch Lucia Porter, from .Vw
Orleans for New York.
Ivey West, May 20. The fiv.*-maste«l s.di
(Jov*Ames, Capt Wahlemar, Norfolk, May
L for Galveston, with a cargo of about J.71X)
tons of coal, is reported ashore near LowKey, and is refusing aid.
Bangor, May 27. During the past twenty

Harding,

carriages, sleighs,

25.

|

heavy work would be so lightened that the little
neglected. Gold Dust gives a woman time to res',

cisco.

Newcastle, NSW, April
Reaper for Kahului.

X

Washing Powderj

York.

Shibles of Knox, consisting of house, L,
shed and a large barn,were burned Tuesday
night. May 23d, at about 12 o’clock, with 13*
bead of cattle, four horses, two or three
cott

LIGHTENS LABOR;

Cobwebs about a house are usually the sign
that the housewife has more than she can do,
the way she goes about it; that all her time
and strength are utilized in doing heavy work;
that she uses soap in her cleaning.
If she
would only use

FOREIGN PORTS.

Pernambuco, April 24. Sid, bark Fred P
Litchfield, Parahyba.
In port, Isaiah K StetMacoris, May ICi
son, Trask, from Sanchez, ar 13th, to sail

ning the road machine over our roads and
smoothing them up, which was much needed, as the roads were unusually rough this
spring-The recent rains will insure a
good hay crop this season....O. A. Dodge
and Wm. Reynolds have some very fine
badly looking pieces of early peas.

about at once and brought Dr. Cole as
died withquickly as possible, but Dr. Flint
He
in five minutes after Dr. Cole’s arrival.
did not regain consciousness and hardly
moved after he struck the ground. His
Mr. Stickney

Nickerson, were in town last Saturday visit
ing; also Mrs. H. P. Towle and Mrs. Flood

home of his
son Sanford... .Sheriff Norton of Belfast was
in town last week.E. O. Chadwick and
Ezra Ward of Chiua are getting out underpinning on John Black’s farm for the new
house of Geo. Crominett at Branch Mills_
Wm. P. Turner lost his wallet at the Branch
recently, but search being made without results, he came home and when getting
ready for bed found it in his boot-leg. The
wallet contained over ten dollars.
near

made a
brief visit to his mother and sister last week
East Searsmont. Frank Donnell was at ....Mr. Charles Cunningham of
Howard,
home Friday_Bert Plummer of Montville R. I., was the
guest of Ernest S. Wing last
was in town May 25th_W. H.
Arnold, Thursday.The friends of Mr. Charles S.
wife and child of Belfast were at J. B. Ar- Sumner will be pained to know that he
nold’s Friday-Etta Brewster of Brockton, is seriously ill in Omaha, Neb.Memorial
Mass., was iu town last week visiting rela- Sunday was observed at the M. E. Church
Pendleton has in a
tives and friends.... Ward
very appropriate manner. The church
gone to Rockland-Lincoln Bnzzell has was tastefully decorated with the Stars and
moved his family to Camden_Leslie Mar- Stripes, and Rev. Geo. M.
Bailey preached a
riner visited his sister, Mrs. Mark Wadlin
grand sermou. The ranks of the veterans
and
off Northport, May 28tli.Llewellyn
So few are
grow thin as the years go by.
Charles Mahoney of East Northport were at left!
lleury Mahoney’s May 28tli_Cliloe Cables “So few, but all ! the golden-fruited years
has gone to Camden to work.Mrs. Leroy
Have scattered memory-blossoms on their
way ;
Marriner and son Albert were in Belfast
And a glad nation comes with thankful heart
May 27th.
To tell its love on Decoration Day.’’
Thorndike. The farm buildings of PresWaldo. Tilla
who has been

of Canaan, made a pleasant call on friends
and relatives in this place last week... .Road
conmissionor Fred Bachelder has been run-

control him.

ton,

S. D. Flood and sister. Miss Sadie

..

owned by Capt. Herman E. Farrow was
recently laid to rest, much to the joy of the
community. He received a legal and respectable execution. If there be a dog land

In turning
doctor’s efforts
the corner at Cunningham’s store the carriage upset aud both the occupants were
thrown heavily to the ground. Mr. Knowlwho was directly behind them, turned
to

Mrs.

Halldale. Charlie Colby received a bad
kick in the side from one of C. A. Hall’s
horses, blit is gaining quite rapidly at present.
.Ira Howard went to Belfast last Monday to do a job of mason work.

Vineyard Haven, May 29, ar and aid sch
Webster Barnard. Bangor for New York;
passed sch Charlotte T Sibley, Belfast for
Brunswick, Ga.
Booth bay, May 29. Sid sells R F Hart and
Flora Condon, Bangor for New York
New Haven May 29. Ar, sch Wm H Sumner, Pendleton, New York.

(

Farm for Sal'

Haroldson 2.25*.

This well-known stallion will stand
season of 1800, at the

during the

Phfcnix House Stable, High St., Belfast
TERMS ’TO

WARRANT, *10.00.
L. L. (JKNTNKH.

2w?1»

SCH. ELIZA MARY,
sails, rigging, anchors

of about ten tons
and trawling gear
WM. F. WELCH,

with

Apply to
31

no

Or

on

Northport Avenue, Belfast.

board schooner.

H**1

FOR SAL!
The ,1. N. White place ot
buildings and orchard, sti
road, 3 12 miles from Belt
to close estate.
Apply to
El Mi Alt
Belfast, May 25, 18BB

*'

'l

NEISONEE, Bl NtoO
will stand Wednesdays and
Marshall’s stable in Belfast
Terms
farm in Waldo.
WM.lt
tf22

K s

,,

